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(SbifotiaC.Our Monthly Prize Essay.
A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best 

essay on “ Women as Farmers.” Essay to be 
handed in not later than Oct. 15.

A prize of $5.00 will also be given for the 
best essay on “ The best Methods of Encourag
ing Tree-Planting on Farms." Essay to be 
handed in not later than Nov. 15.

A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best 
essay on “ The Future Management of Agricul
tural Exhibitions." Essays to be in not later 
than the 10th December.

Circulation over 30,000 Copies.£
Farmers’ Clubs

If we Were asked what the first duty of the 
farmer is, we would answer, organize j if we 
were asked for the second duty, we would 
answer, organize; and if we were called upon to 
pronounce an opinion as to the third requisite, 
we would answer, organize. If we were 
asked, How many farmers’ clubs should there 
be in the Province ! our answer would be, 
Count the public school houses. This would 
give the number required. Members of the 
local clubs should meet weekly during the win
ter months ; they should choose reprClentativee 
to hold township meetings every month ; at these 
meetings delegates should be chosen to meet 
quarterly in every county, and there should be * 
a provincial meeting annually, composed of 
delegates from the county meetings. If we 
were asked to draw a line of distinction be
tween farmers and the other portions Of the 
community, we would answer, The farming 
body can neither move nor be moved. Winter 
is given for thought, summer for action ; and it 
is only by concerted scheming that the height 
of mental development and business prosperity 
can be attained.

The clubs which already exist are fettered in 
many ways. Many useful and practical ques
tions are discussed, the decisions being based 
on the personal experience of the members ) 
but the results of individual experience differ, 
and very little attempt is made to investigate 
the principles or causes which lead to these 
differences. Many questions discussed have 
been settled by science, or, in other words, by 
practical experiments often repeated, and these 
questions are no longer debatable ; indeed, 
there are now but few important questions in 
agriculture which cannot be traced to some 
firmly established principle.

The agricultural press is the chief educator 
of the farmers, and in it there will always be 
found a variety of subjects for debate. Let the 
club be first assured that its editor is the right 

in the right place, and then his services 
be greatly utilized through his columns, 

especially in aiding to decide what questions 
are debatable and what ones are not. Mechanics’ 
Institutes should also be turned to account. 
Farmers being taxed for such institutions, they 
should derive all the advantages possible from 
them.

If there is a member of the club who has a 
special talent fer mathematics or mechanics, he

The FARMER'S ADVOCATE and HOME MAGAZINE „t Is published on or about the let of each month, is hand
somely illustrated with original engravings, and furnishes 
the most profitable, practical and reliable information 
for dairymen, for farmers, gardeners or stockmen, of 
any publication in Canada.

Any intending subscriber should send for a 
sample copy.
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wTERMS:
1. 11.00 per year, in advance, postpaid; $1.25 in arrears. 

Single copies, 10 cents each, postage prepaid.
2. Subscriptions can commence with any month.
8. Remittances at the risk of the subscriber unless 

made by registered letter or money order.
4. Subscribers who desire to change their P. O. address 

will send both old and new address.
6. The Farmer’s Advocate is sent to subscribers until 

an explicit order is received for its discontinuance, and 
all payment of arrearages is made as required by law.

6. Discontinuances. —Remember that the publisher 
must be notified by letter when a subscriber wishes his 
paper stopped. All arrearages must be paid.

7. The date against your name shows to what time 
your subscription is paid.

m i
L. il'WINE

It is with a feeling of deep regret that we 
have to announce the death of one of our ablest 
assistants, who has been on our staff for a 
series of years.

His illness and demise, and our time spent 
in doing duty at the various exhibitions, have 
caused unavoidable delay in getting out our 
present issue, necessitating also alterations in 

plans. We have been unable to get out the 
whole of our exhibition issue this month, but 
we shall make up the deficiency next month. 
During the remainder of this year we shall have 
a large number of specimen copies always on 
hand, so that subscribers who desire their 
friends to see copies of the Advocate would 
greatly oblige by sending us their names.

?GAN
Guelph.

FOR 20 YEARS-

214-y our

iL & CO.
Thi Farmer’s Advocatb has the largest circulation 

among the best people in Canada. Its advertisements 
Are reliable and are read. Send for copy of our Advei- 
fcising Rates.

Address—

IE & GO.
Montreal, THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE,

360 Richmond Street,
London, Ont., Canada. Sheaves from Our Gleaner.r

The best winter food is shelter.
An important point for this month—The plow- 

point.
If you judge the stockman, you also judge 

his stock.
Middle aged cattle yield the best flavored 

and most nutritious beef.
What, How, and Why, is the whole A. B. C. 

of agricultural science and practice.
Agriculture is the oldest of the avocations, 

but the youngest of the professions.
Practice is your own experience ; science is 

the combined experience of others.
should have early lambs

D SPRINGS. Choice Premiums.
Read our list of choice, new premiums offered 

in another column of this issue for sending in 
new subscribers.

I ON HAND]

lue Covers, Fire 
1 Cement, Re
ne, Plaster 
biting,

Farmer’s Hand Book for 1885 will be 
issued early in December next ; price, paper, 
25c., and in cloth covers 50c. each. Orders can 
now be sent in.
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210-yetc.

1885.
The remaining numbers of the Farmer s 

Advocate for the present year will be sent free 
to those new subscribers for 1885 who send in 
their names now.

ents
man

iseis' Journal canOf course you 
next spring ; therefore, attend to the matter

We want live, energetic agents in every 
county to canvas for subscribers to our paper. 
We pay a liberal commission to agents who 
devote their time to our work. Send for speci
men copies. Address—

anada or United now.
How to 

manure ; save 
crops to feed stock.

At the Sudbury dairy school in England, 
prizes are given for the best 
•f these supplying the dairy with milk.

draw a circle—Keep stock to make 
manure to feed crops, preserveJARY, 1885. i

id which paper you 
214-y cows on the farms

The Farmer’s Advocate,
London, Ont. .Hamilton, Ont.
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One breeder gaina audience with the cry I animal ia the machine used for making the 
that hia cow is a email consumer ; another that vegetable kingdom readily soluble. With re
fais cow is a great consumer ; another that his | gard to the quality of the food, although some 
cow
throughout all the points, regardless of the I safe rule to say—the richer the food, the richer

the manure ; and when it ia considered that not

should prepare papers on agricultural imple
ments and machinery, and direct the require
ments of the whole club in practical matters 
pertaining thereto, so as to prevent imposition 
by manufacturers or agents. Similarly all the 
departments of farming might be divided 
amongst the numbers ; and the school teacher 
should be invited to lend a helping hand. A 
great deal of experimental work could be done 
in this manner. Some members should make a 
special study of the science of experimenting, 
and lay out such work as could be easily and 
inexpensively conducted by different members 
of the club.

is big, slick, fat, or the reverse, and so on I foods are more digestible than others, it is a

combined efficiency of all the points.
There is still another phase of the prize ques- I more than about 5 per cent, of the nutri

tion. Take threshing machinery for example, ment of the food is stored up in animal increase, 
There are machines which do fast and perfectly I 95 per cent, being excreted, the importance of 
clean work with a small expenditure of power ; husbanding the excrement will at once appear 
there are other clumsy, heavy-running monsters I plain. The question as to the effect of litter in 
which waste at least twenty per cent, of the I affecting the quality of the manure isf not so 
grain. Would it not be a desirable aim to en- I complicated. Straw is better adapted for food 
courage economy in threshing Î These ma- than for litter ; it is a poor absorbent, except 
chines can also be tested by points or mechani- when put through the cutter, and when it is 
cal principles, and their merits and demerits borne in mind that the use of straw necessitates 
placed beyond dispute. Why then are there the trouble and expenseof fermenting the heap, 
no prizes awarded ? Because a majority of the I its value as litter is considerably lessened ; 
manufacturers have protested against prize I while as an article of food, if of good quality, 
tests, knowing that such awards might prove it can be profitably fed in connection with rich 
fatal to their business, that the principles in- foods. All these questions must be taken into 
volved in the tests would be more easily under- consideration by the farmer when estimating 
stood by their customers, and that deception | the value of his manure heap.

There are many methods by which the 
Under our existing mode of awarding prizes I manurial constituents of the heap may be pre- 

very little regard is paid to principle, or attain- I gerved from waste ; but we shall confine our 
ing the encouragement of desirable ends ; or, I observations to three, all of which are quite 
when the principles are sound, the ends so de- I practicable under our conditions, and many a 
voutly to be wished are frequently unattain- former would find it advantageous to make use 
able in practice—like the making of a good law, I 0f more than one method. They may be briefly 
the observance of which is not practicable. | mentioned as follows : 1. The use of straw as
That the exhibition managers are more deserv
ing of censure than the farmers is questionable. I under
The only hope for reform lies in the education | aa dry muck or earth, gypsum, saw dust, etc.,

without fermentation. 3. The construction

Prizes at Exhibitions.
It would be too arduous a task, within the 

scope of an ordinary article, to inquire into the 
principles underlying all the prizes awarded at 
exhibitions.

A cattle beast, and especially a cow, has 
often been compared to a steam engine, and the 
more the comparison is studied, the more com
plete it is seen to be. There are high and low 
pressure cows, and even automatic cut-offs— 
that is, cows that will shut their valves when 
they have taken m enough. The fuel in the 
dead engine produces heat, and the surplus 
heat is expended in the production of mechani
cal force ; just so with the live engine—with 
the slight exception that if all the fuel is not 
expended in mechanical force, the surplus is 
stored up as animal increase or reserved energy.

We now find that most of the portable en
gines built in this Province have been judged 
and prizes awarded. The judges being scien
tific men, the engines were, of course, judged 
by points or mechanical principles. It was 
hardly to be expected that one engine could be 
first in all the points—for example, that the 
engine imparting the greatest power, produced 
it with the least pressure or with the greatest 
relative economy in wood and water ; but the 
combined efficiency of all the points was the 
crucial test ; or, as applied to stock, one would 
say, the cost of production. The figures were 
checked by the best mathematicians, and prizes 
awarded accordingly. What we wish to urge 
by these awards is this, that if the same tests 
were made by any other judges in any part of 
the world, the results would be exactly the 
same, so that the justice of the awards is placed 
beyond all possibility of doubt. It is natural 
to suppose that such awards cause an incentive 
to improvement, or are at least in some way 
conducive to desirable ends. Can all this be 
said of live stock awards ?

But the consideration of the question does 
not end here. In the test of the engines it was 
placed beyond dispute that the combined effi
ciency of the best engine was nearly fifty per 
cent, greater than that of the worst. Did this 
wide difference drive the inferior article out of 
the market ? To our discredit it must be said 
that it produced no perceptible effect on the 
number of sales. Why ? From the tables con 
tained in the award each manufacturer had no 
difficulty in convincing himself, and especially 
his customers, that his engine produced the 
best results, and the number of sales depends 
upon the amount of talk and advertising, not 
upon the undoubted merits of the engines.

. So it is with the breeders of live stock and 
their position in respect to their customers,

could not be so easily practiced.

absorbent, with fermentation of the heap 
2. The use of other absorbents,

an
cover.

of the farmers.
of tanks to gather the liquid.

1. The use of straw as an absorbent with fer
mentation of the heap under cover. A sharp
distinction must be drawn between a material 

had to buy in the commercial form the same I used for litter and that used as an absorbent 
quantity of fertilizing ingredients which are although some beddings are used for both 
found in a ton of unleached farmyard manure, purposes. The primary idea of straw in the 
it would cost him $3, and that the waste in- | farmer’s mind is its use as litter, not as an ab

sorbent. Although straw makes a comfortable 
bed for stock.it must be used in great quantities 
in order to absorb all the liquids ; and then, 
unless the liquids are retained, much straw is

How to Save the Mamire.
No. II.

In our No. 1 we showed that if the farmer

curred under the ordinary treatment of the 
heap amounted to $19 per cow, or her 

equivalent in other stock, during the seven 
stalling months. These figures are based on _
fair average conditions, so that the value and more injurious than beneficial to the heap ; for, 
consequent loss will be higher or lower accord- in the first place, fermentation cannot e 
ing as the circumstances are more or less favor- I place, and secondly, straw manure injures e

texture of some soils, so that manure prepared
For example, the value of the manure heap I the ordinary way is often more injurious 

depends (1) upon the age, breed and condition than beneficial. Coarse manure wil not o or
of the cow ; (2) upon the quality of her food, I a loose soil. Ihe heap should be ermen e
and (3) upon the character of the litter. All | f°r the following reasons . (1) It 8,ves
other things being equal, the manure from an manure the proper mechanical texture ; (2) 
old cow is more valuable than that from a young | prepares the chemical constituents or p an 
one ; for in the production of milk, young or I food, and (3) It destroys the vi ty °'vee 
growth, a great deal of substance is taken out seeds ; whereas without fermentation, 1 “ 
of the food, which would otherwise have been I its worst condition as to texture, * e^UlC
voided. If there is no such increase all the | are not retained in the heap , t e so!
nutritive substances of the food must be left I prepare the remaining small quantities o 
in the voidings, bearing in mind that the car- I at the expense of nearly as many years 
bonaceous compounds of the food which sus- would take months under systematic iermen ' 
tain the animal heat, are of no value as manure, I tion, and weed seeds are not destroye . 
as plants get their carbon from the atmosphere, I there are also disadvantages under t e orme 
not from the soil. The excrements being in a I ti°n system, which involve the com m g 
soluble condition, just almost ready for plant it with the other systems, if all the man 
food, it will be seen that the cow-machine I constituents are to be retained. en s 
manufactures plant food at a much higher rate I is used for litter a pungent odor is o ^ 
of speed than the soil and atmosphere machine, in the stables in the mornings when the man 
It takes a steam engine, a crusher, a boiler and I is stirred ; this is a loss of ammonia * e ^ 
a quantity of sulphuric acid to convert bones I valuable part of the dung, and it caan0 en^ 
or apatite rock into soluble plant food, but the 1 checked without the use of a better a sor

manure

able.
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added to the straw. Uypsum, or dry muck, 
will be found profitable under such circum
stances, and will also add directly to the value 
of the manure. Charcoal and lime will also fix 
the ammonia.

Before commencing to build the heap, the 
physical character of the manure from the dif
ferent classes of farm stock should be considered; 
also the causes which produce fermentation. 
Horse manure by itself is apt to ferment too 
rapidly ; cattle manure is dead, cold, sluggish, 
and is apt to freeze in lumps—so is pig dung. 
The advantage of mixing the manures is there
fore great ; one plan of partially doing so is to 
put the horse or sheep manure into the pig pens 
or cow stables as litter. If the heap has the 

i right consistency, not too heavily tramped, and 
has the benefit of the nitrogen and moisture of 
the liquid manure, with a free circulation of 
air, heat is produced and fermentation takes 
place.

* (to be continued.)

flourish on the green pastures of the “old-sod.1' “
If by framework we mean well-graded animals 
which have been kept In a good thriving con
dition from calfhood up, then we may lay some 
claim to our stock for the stalls and green 
herbage of Britain.

The practical question to be dealt with is,
Shall we dispose of our steers in the fall, when 
they are 18 to 20 months old, or fatten them dur
ing the second winter and sell them the following 
spring? Experiments have proved that the 
younger the animal the more rapid the in
crease, and the declining rate of growth is 
made at the cost of an increasing rate of food 
consumed. The cost of the average daily 
ration during the second winter will be nearly 
100 per cent, more than that of the average 
daily ration before the age of eighteen months, 
and the increase in weight will be correspond
ingly less during the second period. But there 
is no very marked decline before the age of 18 
or 20 months, and this is therefore thought to 
be the most profitable time for selling. Super
ficially considered, it would seem that the 
younger the animal the greater the profit in 
selling ; but let us see wherein resides the fal
lacy. This view would be entitled to consider
ation, if the value of the animals from a ma- 
nurial point of view were totally ignored ; and 
until the farmer begins to husband the manure 
heap and set some commercial value upon it, 
all hope of intelligent action will be in vain.
It is as easy to allow valuable manure to run 
to waste as impoverished manure ; hence the 
farmer does not get the benefit of feeding rich 
foods to animals that are past the period of 
their rapid growth. It is the frame of the ani
mal that runs away with the money, leaving an 
impoverished manure heap and hence an im
poverished soil.

Let us suppose that a farmer desires to pay 
exclusive attention to the raising of store 
steers. What are the preliminary requisities ?
A steer up to the age of 18 months should be 
kept in a thrifty condition on an average ex
penditure of 13 cents a day for food, whereas 
if he is crammed, as he should be for fatten
ing, from the ages of 18 to 27 months, the daily 
outlay should be 25 cents ; that is, during the 
fattening third of his days he is kept at double 
the daily cost as compared with the daily 
age of the framing two-thirds, or, the cost of 
food up to 18 months is the same as the cost 
during the remaining nine months. A good 
thriver will gain 2i lbs. a day during the first 
period, and will therefore weigh about 1200 lbs. 
at 18 months, which, at 51 cents a pound, 
would leave the manure to cover profit and 
labor; whereas if kept till the age of 27 the present ;
months even allowing a liberal gain of 1Ï lbs. Western seasons , „rn„th there-

during the two periods is §140, leaving the ma- young stock is concerned, 1

-jst =i£ - H-vs*
of the fattening period is of better qua y, an 8 » ^ lhu gtate of cannot
this is no argument if he permits the juices ’indefinite period. The truth is, west-
theheaptorun to waste. These figures prove ^ ^ anything but Ill-bred
that the farmer in question should 61 imnroved stock being too weak to with-
atore steers or change his method of *ock | “yKSE. and7he native, «.not

>r making the 
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which necessitate even more radical change, 
under the store-steer system. The fertility of 
the soil must be kept up some way ; and if the 
land has to carry double the number of store 
steers on the same quantity of food, as com
pared with the fattening system, the manure 
must be supplemented by commercial fertilizers, 
and unless the farmer is an expert in the 
knowledge of their composition and applica
tion, he will-run a great risk. There is another 
influence which deals a serious blow to this 
business ; that is, the cost of ocean ship
ment is rated per head, not by the weight, but 
this obstacle will be overcome if any active 

is made in the store-steer enterprise.move
The coarse grains could be utilized more pro
fitably with store than with prime steer..

The trade, if it takes place at all, must have 
a gradual rise ; for the increased number of 
steers required cannot have instantaneous birth, 
and if some enterprising feeder should attempt 
to increase his stock on hand by puroharing, 
in dairying districts, calves which would other
wise have been destroyed, he would be unsuo. 
cessful from the fact that these calve, are usually 
from “ scrub ” bulls, and would consequently 
not suit his purpose. Although the V*crub •’ 
cow is not defended enough for dairy purpow., 
the fact must be borne in mind that the breeder 
of store-steers cannot be too cautious in the 
selection of a sire from the best beefing breed. 
The least mistake in this direction might prove 
the ruination of his undertaking.

The late Wyoming sensation in the .tore- 
steer business should be a broad hint to our 
farmers. It is surprising to ue that a Wee tern 
live-stock king could be able to create rooh a 
furor on both sides of the Atlantic, bestriding 
the ocean, Coloesus-like, as it were, under the 

lord of both hemi-

1

Store Steers for England.
The demand for lean cattle in the British 

markets adds a new phase to our live stock in
dustry. The exportation of prime steers is a 
demonstrated success, and immense profits 
have been made out of the shipments, the 
frozen and tierced meat trade still being doubt
ful enterprises. Whatever objections there may 
have been to live exportations, these are being 
gradually overcome, and it is an almost settled 
fact that the live form will be the future mode 
of supplying British consumers with beef, 
whether the stock be store or prime.

Ontario is destined to become more and more 
exclusively a beef and dairy country. We can
not much longer compete with our Northwest 
and with India in the production of wheat ; 
these countries will be the granary of the 
future for the supply of the world’s markets. 
But if we want to preserve our reputation for 
beef, we have a precious heritage to guard ; we 
must not presume too much upon our climate 
in its relation to our vaunted freedom from dis
ease, and the privilege we enjoy in the British 
markets therethrough. Let but 
arise, similar to those which occur in the 
United States, and we may at once be 
scheduled, and our reputation damaged for all 
time to come. Attempting to suppress the 
truth will only aggravate matters in the end ; 
we cannot permanently guard our good name 
by doing so.

If cattle are to be exported in store condition 
the growth of the trade will of necessity be 
gradual, and there is no danger of a perilous 
craze taking place in this direction. The ques
tion requires profounder thought than it ap
pears to demand at a superficial glance. If 
land continues to increase in value as rapidly as 
it has done, the time is not far distant when 
stock can be fed as cheaply in winter as in sum
mer, unless the soiling system be extensively 
utilized, and this will give a powerful impetus
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apprehension that he waa 
spheres. The press discussed the question in 
all seriousness, many editor., carrying com
panies, stockmen, and politicians exulting in the 

about to become thehope that the scheme waa 
climax of modern enterprises. The fact that 
the smouldering embers of disease are liable at 
any time to break out amongst American cattle, 
should in itself be sufficient to blast all hope 
of obtaining a passport through Canadian 
territory. Even granting that the liability to 
disease could be removed, and thereby the 
route and landing privileges accorded to Am- 
erioans which we now enjoy, the question still 
arises, Can Western ranchmen compete with 
us in the production of beef frames for the 
British markets ! Canada’s greater proximity 
to England might not alone settle the issue for 

but when the irregularities of the 
are considered, so that ranch

“ scare ”

aver
same

ire

our

;

to our beef industry.
It is demanded that we should build the 

framework and allow the British feeder to fill
This isin the fat on his luxuriant pastures, 

too figurative by half. We are building too 
many frames already and of too small dimen
sions, and it has been placed beyond dispute 
that this is not the class of animals which husbandry.
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This is the first time we have heard the word 
“ Boycott ” used in regard to agricultural pro
ceedings in Quebec. We have heard it used at 
an agricultural meeting in Ontario, and by a 
Government official. Another important cause 
of the failure of this exhibition is the fact that 
the Horticultural Exhibition is held at the same 
time and in another part of the city. We do 
not think that one farmer in a hundred knew 
anything about it; if he did he did not see 
it This exhibition (the horticultural) is per
haps the best of the kind held in Canada. The 
flowers, fruits and vegetables exhibited here 
were very fine. Mr. Evans, the seedsman, 1ms 
the management of this exhibition, and it re
flects great credit on him. If such men as Mr. 
Evans were placed on the Board of the Provin
cial Exhibition, and a few more really practical 
cultivators of the soil, and the exhibitions 
united, we think greater benefits would accrue 
to the citizens and to the farmers.

While examining the fruits, we met Mr. 
Gibb, who has devoted considerable time in 
furnishing information about the Russian varie
ties of apples. We were here introduced to 
Mr. Shigihidi-Arakoneva, from Japan. He 
appears to be an intelligent gentleman, and was 
making inquiries about our fruits. We noticed 
that the Duchess of Oldenburg, Alexander, St. 
Lawrence and Fameuse apples arrive at better 
perfection when raised in this vicinity than 
those raised in Ontario. They are much finer 
in color and also in size; but the Russets, Spies, 
Greenings, etc., brought from Ontario were 
finer than those raised in Quebec.

THE INDUSTRIAL.

A large number of the farmers united and re
fused to exhibit, thus the failure. By this step 
the lesson should be learned, that the 
farmers’ interest should be first considered at 
an agricultural exhibition.

We went to the exhibition ring at 3 p. m. on 
Thursday, expecting to see the prize animals ex
hibited. There were officers in attendance, 
but no stock. The exhibitors under different 
pretences declined to come out, and the 
directors found it necessary to announce 
that the prizes would not be paid unless

the kind that will ever become popular in the 
English markets. Meanwhile if Mr. Moreton 
Frewen had confined his philanthropy to the 
southern moiety of this continent, it would 
have been sufficient for all practical purposes.

Our farmers will soon learn to adopt the 
most improved methods of raising grade steers 
in connection with butter making, so inexpen
sively that they need not fear competition. 
Butter making and frame building go hand in 
hand, the frame having the same analysis as 
the skim-milk, the fat being the butter, and it 
must therefore be borne in mind that there is a 
close relation between cheese-making and frame 
building, so far as soil exhaustion is concerned.

Farmers who feel aggrieved that they can 
find no staple market for their skim cheese, 
can take revenge by converting their skim 
milk into beef frames, whereby remunerative 
prices can always be obtained.

ON THE WING.
Agricultural Exhibitions.

These useful, entertaining, and instructive 
Institutions deserve the fostering care of every

They areadvocate of agricultural progress, 
great schools in which every one can learn. 
They have done much good, and we should all 
endeavor to make them more beneficial. 
To increase their utility a fair criticism is neces
sary; fulsome praise becomes nauseous, and is

The officers andapt to lead to deception, 
patrons of any exhibition do not relish dis
paragement in the slightest degree, and every 

thinks its own egg the whitest. It is our 
opinion that those who point out errors or sug
gest improvements do much more good to any 
institution than those who only laud merit and 

Institutions that receive Gov-

crow
Influenced by the fine weather and the excel

lent management, the Industrial proved a grand 
It being held at a time when there 

colliding with other exhibitions, was

THE PRESENT STATE OF AGRICULTURAL EXHIBI
TIONS-AMUSEMENT RING CROWDED.

success.
cloak defects, 
ernment money, or men whose bread and means 

derived from taxation, should be open to

was no
also a fortunate circumstance. It not only 
eclipsed previous exhibitions of its own, but 
also possibly all others hitherto held in the Do- 

The means of communication to

are
honest criticism.

The first exhibition of the season was minion.
and from the grounds, by street cars, railway 
and steam boats, were complete, and no pains 

spared in making everything convenient

THE PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION OF QUEBEC.

It is called in the posters the Dominion 
Exhibition. It was held in Montreal 
from September 5th to 13th. They have 
a very nice lot of spacious, neat buildings, 
and the grounds are convenient. The managers 
deserve credit for the selection of the site and 
the construction of the buildings. There was 
a marked deficiency in the quantity of the ex
hibits; a large number of our best manufac
turers were not represented, 
tural department the display was very meagre. 
The exhibit of grain and roots was not half 
equal to the display to be seen at many town
ship exhibitions, and the stock pens showed 
comparatively a mass of emptiness. Although 
there were animals to take the prizes in many 
sections of the Province, yet there was but little 
competition. There was a fair exhibit of horses. 
On inquiring as to the cause of the deficiency, 
we found that there was a serious disruption 
between the farmers and the officers. From 
what we heard, the difficulty appeared to arise 
principally from the Board of Directors per
sistently insisting that the live stock should be 
on the ground for ten days. The farmers not 
being willing to waste so much time, objected 
to the clause both before and after being intro
duced, but the Board of Management insisted 
that the stock should remain on the grounds.

were
and attractive. The managers understood their 
business ; they advertised liberally, and used 
every other means to induce people to make at
tractive exhibits, all of which has re
sulted in its success financially. There was no 
boisterous or unseemly conduct ; the spectators 
were kept in a constant state of wonder and 
excitement. The grounds have been greatly im
proved, and still greater improvements are in 
contemplation. The new features, in the form of 
acrobatic feats, Oddfellows’ drill, and theatrical

In the horticul-

performances, were introduced.
In the cattle exhibits the Durhams still 

kept the lead. Amongst fat grade cattle of 
all beef breeds, especially those of the Polled 
Angus, there was also a conspicuous gain

excel-
AGRICULTURAL RING VACATED,

over last year. There was also a very 
lent collection of Herefords. The milking 
breeds were also well represented, and a not
able feature was a largely increased exhibit of 
Holsteins, which were introduced last year for 
the first time, Many of the leading Jersey 
breeders of the Province were absent, although 
this breed was well represented. The sheep

The South-

some made their appearance. We then went to 
another part of the grounds. Here the amuse
ments had drawn the concourse of people, and 
who would not be attracted to see the sights 
of Japanese fire works shooting illustrations of 
elephants, horses, calves, sheep, pigs, etc., into 
the air ? This was amusing to all who have not 
seen anything of the kind. We depict the two 
scenes. Both form subjects for debate.

exhibit was a complete success, 
downs and Shrops made an excellent display, 
but the Oxford Downs were not so strongly
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y practical 
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Having seen the four great exhibitions, we 
must endeavor to turn our attention to your 
advancement, if possible. There has been a 
general satisfaction among the recipients of 
prizes and among the recipiénts of honors and 
funds, but it appears to us that we never heard 
of so much complaining among competitors. 
There always has been and always will be some. 
The public is discerning, and when intentional 
slights are perpetrated it tends to the injury of 
the morals and prosperity of our general in
terests. There is a right feeling among the 
population demanding amusement and recre
ation. It is beneficial to young and old. Ex
hibitions of art, feats of strength and skill arc 
pleasing, and many are highly instructive. It 
is still a debatable question to what extent the 
Government should undertake to entertain, in-. 
struct and amuse the people, and what tends to 
improve and elevate the morals of the public, 
and what tends to degradation. The little boy 
that wins 25 cents at a game of chance is led 
on to speculate, perhaps to gamble. The little 
boy that wins a cigar requires a drink. -But 
many of the side shows are neither demoraliz
ing nor injurious, but highly beneficial.

There was great dissatisfaction amongst the 
exhibitors of machinery on account of the lack 
of accommodation conveniences, their goods 
being all exposed to the weather. There were 
also complaints of general mismanagment on 
the grounds. The manure was not cleaned 
away during the whole week. When it is con
sidered that this fair is aided by both Provin
cial and Dominion grants, we should natur
ally expect material improvements as compared 
with other fairs, and the entire rejection of de
moralizing resorts to gain money. The man- 

have attempted to take pattern by To-

represented as on previous occasions. The Leices
ter sustained their reputation, and there were 
some fine lots of Cotswolds. In Lincolns and 
Merinos, although the exhibit was not large, it 
was choice. The display of horses appeared to 
be as good as usual, but it was very difficult to 
procure satisfactory information about them, as 
the owners and keepers were hard to find in 
the immense sporting crowd. The dairying in
terests were well represented, and were 
dered more conspicuous by the operation 
of two cream separators of different manu
facture. With reference to agriculturaL-ma- 
ohinery, the main features were the increased 
number of self-binders over that of last year, 
and a lesser number of the ordinary harvesters, 
the hitherto cumbersome machinery of the 
former having been considerably simplified and 
reduced in weight. Haying machinery showed 
g rapid advancement in the constructive 
veniences of the machines and their labor-sav
ing properties, 
threshing machinery there were numerous im
provements, usually of a minor character.

THE WESTERN FAIR.
This fair was well patronized by the citi- 

of London, as well as by farmers from

decline in the number of Cotswold sheep was 
very notable, while the entries in Leicesters, 
Lincolns and Southdowns compared fairly well 
with last year’s figures. In Shrops there were 
over 60 more than last year, and in Oxfords, 
Merinos and fat sheep the figures were up to 
the usual mark. It was not to be expected 
that the fruits could come up to the 
average owing to the unfavorable season, but 
the exhibits were choice. In vegetables the 
best authorities assert that there was the best 
exhibit ever displayed in the Province, both as 
to quality and quantity. In cheese, both white 
and colored, the exhibits were very creditable. 
In the fine arts the display was grand, and was 
remarkable for the number of new aspirants 
who are boldly pushing their way to the front.

Numerous complaints were made by farmers 
around the live stock sheds and horse stalls. 
It should be borne in mind that the number of 
farmers who come to the fair is every year in
creasing, and it should not be expected that 
every farmer is able to distinguish all the 
breeds of horses, cattle, sheep and pigs. It is 
getting to be almost an imperative necessity 
that they should be systematically stalled off 
into groups, according to their respective 
breeds, and the buildings so labelled that 
everybody can readily learn the breeds and 
breeders without resort to the inquisitorial 
habit. For those who go to learn, the best 
facilities for the acquisition of knowledge 
should be placed within their reach ; other
wise the practical usefulness of the exhibition 
will soon be gone.

ONTARIO
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le time in 
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at better 
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much finer 
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tario were

In portable engines and

zens
the surrounding counties. It maintained the repu
tation it has acquired of being one of the 
best agricultural shows in the Province. 
Manufacturers and many other exhibitors as
sert that they transact more business at the 
Western than at any other fair. If business peo
ple do not make a sufficient number of sales of 
their goods to induce them to exhibit, they 
must be wheedled into exhibiting by an in
creased prize offering. During the four days 

53,000 people entered the grounds, making 
the total receipts $13,150 ; and this is 
cellent showing when it is considered that the 
Provincial Exhibition was taking place simul- 

Although some of our leading
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•ed a grand 
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the form of 
l theatrical

PROVINCIAL AND DOMINION EXHIBI
TION AT OTTAWA.

We left the Western Fair grounds in London 
and arrived in Ottawa

over agers
ronto’s great fair, but they have fallen far 
below that standard. There is a general im
pression abroad that fairs have been greatly 
overboomed by the local press in the localities 
in which they have token place, and there is a 

desire evinced to cloak every failing

an ex
on Tuesday afternoon, 
on Wednesday morning. The weather was 
threatening in the morning, but the afternoon

were as finetoneously.
manufacturers and stockmen were absent, yet 
it is surprising how many, by their patronage, 
showed partiality to the Western in preference 
to the Provincial. The exhibit of stock had 
been, on the whole, larger than at Ottawa, 
and a large number of the Dominion prizes 
would have been gained by the stock exhibited 
at London. It is a pity that these two great 
exhibitions were held on the same week, as it 
tended to the injury of both in the form of 
exhibits ; but it would make scarcely any 
difference in the receipts, as but very few 

such distances unless they

fine, and Thursday and Friday 
as could be desired. The early part of the week 
there had apparently been about the same 
quantity of rain as in London.

informed that 27 car loads of exhi-

was

strong
and every defect in management. One manu
facturer complained to us thàt his goods were 
dispatched from Toronto as soon as practicable, 
and yet they did not arrive at Ottawa until 
Thursday afternoon—too late for the exhibi-

We were
bition goods had been sent from Toronto to

The exhibitionLondon, and 29 to Ottawa, 
was considered a good one generally speaking 
The horticultural display we consider superior 
to previous exhibits in this city. The stock 
generally was very good; in the Polled Aber
deen and in the Jersey classes we consider it the 
best exhibition ever made in Canada. Kerry

exhibited here ;

tion.
EXHIBITION NOTES.

From Interviews we held with certain prom- 
constrained to the belief that

to be doomed
inent men, we are

township exhibitions are 
to oblivion unless some material change 

in the management of our 
The Toronto Exhibition

our
farmers ever go 
expect to receive prizes or some payment for 

London has always been cele-

and Shetland cattle were 
also a number of the West Highland cattle. 
The exhibit of Herefords was good, and a vepr 

to be seen.

takes place 
agricultural affairs.
G rounds have passed from the farmers. The East 
Middlesex Agricultural Association have, we 
consider, lost control of the grounds which 
they held in this city. The citizens are anxi
ous to have control and are manipulating mat
ters in such a manner as to gain their desires.

able to unite in a manner in which

their trouble, 
brated for its exhibit of horses. This year the 
horse ring was made unusually attractive.

In nearly all the classes of horses the num
ber of entries was considerably greater than 
last year ; and the new classification made, dis
tinguishing between imported and Canadian 
bred stock, had the desired effect of making 

In Shorthorns the ex-

Thefair display of Devons 
show of Shorthorns was good, but we do not 
consider there was any very marked improve-

There was a

was•hams still 
3 cattle of 
the Polled

ment in the display of stock.
d exhibit of Ayrshires. The show of sheep, 

hogs and poultry was good, but the number in 
classes appeared small. There was space

nous gain
excel- goorery 

e milking They are
the farmers have not an opportunity of doing. 
County societies have more power and influence 
than township organizations, and are enabled 
by clubbing to purchase votes and outvote the 

It is of more advantage to railway

and a not- 
exhibit of 

st year for 
ing Jersey 
t, although 
The sheep 
rhe South- 
at display, 
io strongly

many
to spare for more stock.

The Governor and suite appeared the great
est centre of attraction while on the ground. 
The amusements absorbed most attention 
during the afternoons, leaving the mornings for 
the implement and stock men to attend to their 

There was a very good display of 
fair display of dairy pro

competition keener. _ ,
hibits were remarkably good, the competition 

number of entries showed 
In Aber-

close, and the
great improvement over last year, 
deen Polls and Jerseys there was

while in Herefords, Ayr- 
considerable

also farmers.
authorities and to manufacturers to support 
large gatheiings. Although we believe that 
the majority of practical farmers approve of 
our remarks, yet their influence is so infinitely

marked increase ; 
shires and Devons there was a 
diminution. Holsteins were on the list for the 
first time, numbering thirteen. The showing implements and 
in grades was little inferior to last year. The ducts.

business.
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*mall in comparison with the united strength large as the one described, that he had planted ever there is a demand there will immediately 
of the larger corporations, that we fear their over thirty years ago. He says this is the tree be forthcoming a supply. Take the case of a 
interests are in jeopardy. We regret that there of all trees for the Northwest. We instructed thoroughly practical and experienced cattle 
is such a strong feeling of reticence and avoid- our artist to make a drawing of this venerable breeder ; he recognizes the fact that a bull 
ance of open discussion among some officials, tree ; see it on the left side of the engraving on which is the very embodiment of sound 
whose duty should be to encourage rather than page 297. The tree on the right represents the stitution and high individual merit is better 
suppress discussion. Ash-leaved Maple. This tree is as hardy as to breed from even if he does not happen to

Toronto and London will add to their ex- our common maple ; it makes a very have a royal pedigree, than an animal whose 
The Provincial and Dominion Ex- graceful change for ornamental and useful chief qualities lie in the fact that he is the son

planting in Ontario and all parts of Canada, of an illustrious sire. But why should not this

con-

chequers.
hibitions will show very large deficits,

large grants received I We saw this tree thriving, we thought, the practical man give the people what they want 
best of any in Manitoba, and highly recommend and are willing to pay most for ? Is he a

despite the two
from the Dominion and Provincial Govern
ments; and it is to be regretted that they have I all to procure a few trees of this very valuable philanthropic reformer that he should ignore 
departed quite as far from the regulations gov- and ornamental variety. They are not so much the popular demand, and teach his customers 
eming the Royal or the Model agricultural ex- planted as they should be. We have gathered what they ought to want, or will he not rather 
hibition as either of the other, two fairs have a lot of the seeds of this tree for dissemination; make a study of what his customers do want? 
done. In fact, the exhibitions of London and see our prize list. The centre tree in the en- He is not breeding for principle, but for money, 
Toronto are called fairs ; a fair admits all kinds graving represents a Norway Maple. Mr. Leslie and if you see in his herd a lot of blue blooded 
of attractions. Agricultural exhibitions are may be seen below it. This is a rapid growing pedigree aristocrats, without constitutional 

turned to fairs, and to make the whole and very hardy tree. It has a larger leaf than vigor, remember that the charge is to be laid 
thing complete, on the Provincial prize lists either the hard or soft maple ; the leaf is of a at the door of those who think more of the 
circulatedin Ottawaanattraction page was bound | dark green color, and the wood grows much animal’s family than of the animal, 
on the volume, and the last attraction adver
tised under their auspices was a grand dance 
On the day before the dance was to take place

now

denser. This makes it more valuable for a
wind break. This is a hardier tree than our It is said that one had as well be out of the
common maple, and will also thrive in more worW as out of fa8hion- And, unfortunately,

. , ... , northern latitudes than our common maples. ... ,, ,, .. , , . ,we saw several drunken people sleeping on the It deserves greater attention both for use and U 18 seldom the substantial, common sense kind
grounds, and one drunken fight, or rather I ornament. AN e hope by these means to awaken of people who set the fashions. Fine stock
worse. At the annual meeting in Ottawa it | greater interest in arboriculture, and will speak breeders, who make a business of breeding to

of other varieties in future issues. Let us all 
plant more trees. This is the time to plant seeds.

Popular fashion is responsible for many sins.

sell to the public, must be expected to pander 
to the popular whims, no matter how absurd, 
for the reasons stated above. Like the evils of

was decided to ask for the continuation of the 
grant ; but in talking with individuals we 
found the names of Chatham, St. Thomas, .Special (Soulribitiors.Belleville, etc., mentioned as being suitable 
places for the ensuing year. The fact is that 
the exhibition question was never in such a 
chaotic state as at the present, and very great 
caution should be taken, and open and free dis
cussion encouraged before hasty or injurious I torial of last month on pedigrees and pedigree taste corrected. You must always go to the 
conclusions are arrived at. We ask those who worshippers are of particular interest now when fountain-head to purify a stream, 
have suggestions to make to correspond and we are hearing so much more about animal Pedigrees certainly have their uses, and play 
express their views if they have suggestions for pe(jjgreea than about animals themselves. We a valuable part in the business of breeding, but 
cated the encouragement of township exhibi- are governed by style, and the leading fashion the craze for certain kinds is very absurd and 
lions. There are many who oppose this plan. I now is, as it has been for a year or two, to pay unreasonable. Let those who lay so much 
We have also opposed improper and injurious first attention to the pedigree. If a Shorthorn stress upon pedigree examine the history ot the 
attractions ; otheis differ wit i us. I has a fine pedigree and is of a rich, dark red celebrated Shorthorn raiser, Col. J. D. Gillette,

color, who will be so particular as to demand of Logan County, Illinois. Among his vast 
that the animal be full of individual merit, and herds of prime breeding animals, and champion

course prize winners in the highest show rings for 
est in this important industry, we called on I it would be a statement too sweeping to say beef cattle, there will not be found a single re- 
Mr. G. Leslie, sen., of Leslieville, near Toronto, that these last but most essential qualities corded pedigree. The imperative rule of this 
as we believe him to be the oldest, most practi- would be ignored in a large measure by the noted Shorthorn raiser is that each animal 
cal, reliable and experienced person in majority of breeders of the present day, but it must have fine individual merit ; must carry 
Canada in this line. He has tried all kinds of must be remembered that while many men find its pedigree not in a written herd record, but 
trees procurable, which are likely to be of ad- a genuine pleasure in breeding and handling indelibly stamped upon its own individuality, 
vantage in Canada ; he has the largest and stock, and a few now and then can be found 
oldest established plantation grounds for pro- who follow the business purely to suit their

adulteration, artificial butter, etc., one must 
not go to the manufacturers and say : You ought 
not to manufacture an article that is not what 
it pretends to be. It is useless to appeal to him; 

The leading thoughts contained in the edi- the consumer must be reached and his perverted

A Chatty Letter from the States.
[FROM OCR CHICAGO CORRESPONDENT.]

What Trees to Plant.
With the object of awakening greater inter- 0f a powerful, robust constitution ? Of

At the Illinois State Fair the display of gen- 
own eral agriculture, and of horses, sheep, swine, 

during and trying all kinds of trees. He now I fancy, without regard to the pecuniary ad van- and poultry, was very large and fine, but in the 
cuts about fifty cords of wood a year from trees tages of raising fine stock—while this be true, cattle departments there was a conspicuous 
planted by himself. NN e walked over the it must be remembered that after all said and dearth. There was no competition whatever, 
grounds with him, and it w as w ith great done about 
pleasure we elicited the following information certain strains, etc., simply because they re- fought this year. The reason was that the 
from him. “This stump, said Mr. Leslie, gard them as the best extant, and therefore the fine stock interests were fairly by the ears over 
pointing to the stump of a tree cut oil close to only ones worthy to be perpetuated, at least the report that pleuro pneumonia had broken 
the ground, “is nearly three feet across. I ninety-nine men out of every hundred-who en- out in Illinois. It now seems that this is a 
planted that tree 32 years ago. 1 cut it down gage in stock raising or any other pursuit, do it blunder of the veterinary authorities as large 
last year aud had it piled up in cordwood ; for the sake of the money there is in it, and as the one which they made last spring in de- 
there were two-cords from that tree. It was a each

supporting certain breeds and and the usual battle of the breeds was notmen

stands up for the particular kind of daring that foot-and-mouth disease had broken 
Silver Lobelia ; some call it the Silver Poplar. I stock which ho thinks likely to make the most out in various parts of the West. The fact of 
The wood is soft when green, but when dry is money in the long run. Therefore, as it is the the matter is, not a single authority who has 
hard and equal to the hard maple for fuel and business of breeders to have cattle, hogs, or taken an active part in the matter has ever seen 
other purposes.” Mr. Leslie says this is the sheep of the kinds mostly in demand, the pedi- a case of either disease, and of course blunders 
most valuable tree for the Northwest ; it will grec worship and color folly are liable to be are to be expected from men who have no 
grow anywhere. It should be planted on all carried to an extreme that may be very hurtful knowledge of these fatal scourges that they 
waste lands in Ontario. It is easily propagated to the best interests of our fine stock industry, have not gained from books. Thus far the 
from cuttings. We saw several trees ncarly.as j It is one of the natural laws of trade that when- reports are confined to Jersey cattle, and for
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Having weighed the question in all its bear
ings, I entertained a new idea too. I started 
thinking by asking myself, Why don’t my 
neighbors eat cheese’ t soon found or-.t that 
most of them were loath to lay out the money 
while others didn’t like cheese, declaring that I depends upon his judgment in the selection of 
the cheese from their factory wasn’t good, that steers that have an aptitude to fatten. There

the time at least that breed is in rather bad re
pute, and numerous fine stock sales have been 
completely knocked in the head. Men have 
dwelt upon the weakness of the constitution of 

claiming that they have been in- 
and-in-bred so much that they are very sus
ceptible to all such diseases, a“(1 a11 that' i ^ mj]k from 80me of the patrons was unclean I are standard points which are uneriing indica-
has naturally raise e ire o e ^ee( e and that the stench from the hog pens in proxi- tions both of the quantity and the quality of 
that stram, and a oge er, we ave een . m. tQ the factory was enough to turn their the flesh which an animal will lay on, and 
tog rather lively times lhe Holstein etomachs against cheese. In my anxiety to get ghould be diligently studied by every feeder
which was alrea y wor e up o a pre y ^ the root of the question, I even went so far wh0 aims at success in his business. Different
pitch, has received something of an impetu y ^ for the toke of argUment, that values are attached to these points according
the defection for the time rom * e • erseys. farmera not being the cream of society, should ag the symmetry or constitution of the animal,

The Chicago Live Stock Exchange propose > t kirn-milk cheese, it being good or the prices of the butcher’s cuts, are affected,
to the Commissioner of Agriculture to furmsh ^ ^ ^ We ap^nd hereto the main points :

head of sound cattle to be placed in the ^ ^ consideration was entirely practi- | Mn/.ZLE.-Large ; wide nostrils required for
same lots and upon the same feed for ninety ^ j then thought I could not do the easy and vigorous breathing, indicating a strong

the reports of the disease have been circulated of it. as e myae producing qualities A vicious animal is seldom a good
for political purposes and to extract money stance which, although useful producing qualities.

*» th‘ ",b"i0 Horn.—Fine, , p-
"SntrjÏÏL™, U,, ^,-ing ** bene, mnwile,

from Europe is now attended with such heavy tissues, and wi a so pr jce^ ^ Taking it tiEAD.-Small or medium. A wide forehead 
risks that a great many breeders on tins con- fatty matt®r f , although not is indicative of intelligence ; hence, animal
tinent think there should be no more of it. In for granted that fat « £ ^ ™ ^ ^ ^ Umed or tought, indicating good thriv-
reality there is no urgent need of bringing over essential, t e nex q qualities. The poll should be prominent
more fine blood as yet, for we already have hs a sufficiency of fat present in the usual tog quau i~
much of the very cream of the world's fine stock q{ the farmer ? For the sake of convenience and the jaw wide and smootm 
It is true that the fine stock on this con* ment, bre ]et me jnclude in the word fat all NKCK.-Medlum length, gradua y g
in proportion to what it might be, is a mere .Wuuwius comnounds which serve I towards the shoulders—longer for a grain
drop in the bucket ; but there is a powerful the other carbonaceous compo slightly arched ; shoulder
lever at work, and inside of a score of years the same purpose, such as starch sugar, for a «au ieea , K , 
it may be found that North America will be fib oi] etc. If farmers ate bread made vein full. , ,,„. »ood
looked to as the source of the best bred stock. I ffround wheat it would neither contain a I Chest. Broad an , g
We have made good progress in the improve- I = , . tissue-forming sub- I constitution.ment of our stock. Let us not be impatient. I deficiency contains an I Brisket.—Well forward and wide, but not
There are other features which we have I gtances, but bread from white . I , -hnuld be a little lower than the
neglected more. In the matter of feeding, for I exceag 0f fat. The pork which is so genera y I too P ™ *. d brisket should
instance, and caring for our stock, we are not so I contains a great excess of fat. Potatoes, I under line of body. . , p .
far advanced as in the improvement of blood. I , . vp£retables also contain I be destitute of loose flesh (dewlap).
The science of feeding and caring for stock are corn, rice, and most veg , butcher’s standpoint this is an important though
most essential. I great excesses of fat, wnil valuable part a small, skinny

such as beans, peas le with Shoulders. Wide across, without a de-
BY MARSHFIELD. I are ^^milk ^ is usually in itself a perfect pregBion between. A depression indicates

One of my neighbors came to me a short time of food for children, but for adults it looaenegg of frame, and hence alack of strengt
ago to tell me that he entertained a new idea, contains an excess of ^'^^^g^^tituents. I to carry weight of body. Should not se 
Just then there was a fierce discussion going I is theroforo a so oo ric ^ ^ aeen that j too perpendicularly.
on in the neighborhood with regard to what thea"™ragp farmer’s diet is far too rich in fattv I Ribs.—Should be well sprung orming a w 
breed should be introduced for the purpose of * tterB. 8 One way of distinguishing fattyrfoods bfu;k and a capacious barrel. Shoul

He said Trom others is bv their comparative cheap»*» home
1 ao that farmers who live on cheap food, ^ _Here great fullness and girth are re-

6at Cv8 amount of nutriment. Although ired, indicating lung room, and hence a good 
the price is only a general guide to the nutrv The flesh here is also valuable,

increasing the product of butter, and then they I tive 'value of farm products che-mstj LK(iS_short, clean, flat ; should stand we
intended to make cheese of the skim milk. I ^fished the intrinsic value ^ ^ under the animal, and be graceful m te, 
smiled quite visibly at this “new idea,’’ but t the chemical analysis of movements ; leg bones fine and smooth. Hind
said nothing just then, thinking it was a mere ther food stuffs raised on the farnn legs should be straight as Vrac lut *
jest. Afterwards, however, I thought serious- The conclusion., to be dravvm from» in.ho=ked. The elbows should hayeree play.
ly over the matter, and now I consider it to be facts are these ^ their diet is BACK.-Straight = broad from wither, to tail

this section, but myaforesaid neighbor, as well markets, is more valuable for hem ^ Rl.M|,_Full, wide between p.. bone^ and 
as a good many other farmers around here, ^XtedVail their foods, is the uni attachment should be even, strong, and
wants to do his own dairy work, contending their diet. . level with line of back,
that it would be a means of keeping his boys j do not mean to dwcourage îose kim I Hifs.—full an- < “P • L
and girls at home, as it would furnish plenty whole-milk oheew is. mo«. pajatabto ^ ^ ^ extend we„ down towards hock, 
of work for them. At the same time my boy cheese ; butj bptwee„ nutritious Twist.-FuU ^d deep. a tovel
was threatening to leave me unless he got less I ! dPnon.nutritions foods, their tastes wi e I Flank. S ou >c « 
to do, and I therefore felt disinclined to fall in to be regulated more hy their judgment | ^ ^ ,ower llLe 0f *e ammal.
with my neighbor’s new’ idea. • than by fashion.

-&{ock.

Standard Points of Beef Steers.
In many instances the feeder’s whole profit

the Jerseys,
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F

Skim-Milk Cheese.
A

improving native cows for the dairy, 
he had been talking the matter over 
wife and family, and they came to the con
clusion to introduce the Jersey with a view to
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ported mare and another for a colt. The large 
horse In the cut represents “Lord Warwick,” 
and the large heifer “ Favorite of Altyre the 
Fifth," two years old, weight 1400 pounds.

in average temperature being about 13“. All 
temperature experiments serve to point out the 
same conclusions, leaving comment unneces
sary.
agent in the production of beef, food or shelter!

Another point of economy is convenience. 
For example, it has been proved that steamed 
or cooked and cut foods produce better results 
than raw and uncut, but the profit is not so 
great as to justify the adoption of these modes 
of preparation unless he has a large number of 
head and the greatest conveniences or facilities, 
and it must be borne "in mind that the quality 
of the beef from cooked food is inferior. In 
feeding for profit grains should be ground.

Quality. —Indicated by a fine head and bone, 
fine ears and horns, a fine tail ; skin of medium 
thickness covered by fine, soft, silky hair. 
Quality can also be indicated by the touch. 
The skin should cover the flesh loosely ; and 
upon pressure by the fingers the flesh on the 
loin should be firm but elastic. When prime 
the fat should be evenly distributed over the 
body, and not be found in protuberances.

Query : Which is the more economical

Winter Feeding.
One of the most important points over

looked by the practical feeder, Is temperature. 
Let us illustrate by taking the results of 
erous
conducted. It has been estimated that three 
gallons of water at freezing temperature given 
to a cow in winter, twice a day, will cut short 
the milk production over six per cent, in 24 
hours. It will be observed that the heat re-

num-
experiments that have been accurately

Bli Bro Farm.
The accompanying illustration shows a por

tion of the stock of Messrs. Geary Bros., with 
the residence and surroundings of Mr. John 

The farm is pleasantly situated inGeary.
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THE PROPERTY OF MESSRS. (JEARY BROS., LONDON, ONT., WITH RESIDENCE OF MR. JOHN OEARY.

BXjX

London Township, just beyond the northern ^ quired to raise this water to the temperature of Facilities for feeding, without waste or loss of
suburbs of this city, and embraces 400 acres the body was produced at the expense of food time, and conveniences for the disposition of
ot uxccllcnt lend. The clock con.i.L o. .0 \ _cd, which would oth.r.ic. have tided

head of Polled Angus cattle, five Shire horses, ^ the flow of_-milk. Query : Which is the more better, is an extremely important qualification. 
150 Shropshire Down sheep, and 160 Lincolns, economical, the heating of drink-water by It is well known that an expensive ration may 
Messrs. Geary Bros, swept all the prizes in the . artificial or by animal heat ? be given, which may be more detrimental to the
Polled Angus class at the Western Fair just | As great a loss would also have occurred in bJ^Krcs8 °f animal growth than c eaper mi

held in London, nearly all in the Shropshire ; giving freezing water to fattening cattle. At Punctuality in feeding,- watering, and 
breed of sheep, and they were awarded about j the Ohio Experiment Station a very important cising, is also an important requisite. The 
two-thirds of the prizes in Lincolns. In , experiment was conducted. A quantity of natural habits of each animal should be studied.
Shires they took first prize and diploma for a | corn, 3,240 lbs., was given to a lot of pigs in a frèt^T ïrTu^ul ronl?d^rltionrtn^he pro- 

three-year-old stallion, and three prizes for : closed pen, and in a given time they gained gress of animal growth. Under all circum- 
mares and colts. At the Industrial, lately 350 lbs. in weight. At the same time the same stan .es it should be borne in mind that an in- 
held in Toronto, they took about one half of quantity was given to another similar lot in an fer*or animal requires the same stabling an 
the prizes in the classes just mentioned, includ- open pen, and during the same time they fèrmme6'b^the" breedings ahnost’invariably a 
ing.two firsts for .Shire horses- one for an igi gained only 250 lbs. in weight, the difference measure of the profits in the business.
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FartioiUarly tUe Nortlxwoat.for Oftnad»,Three Valuable Trees
years ago, which have grown into trees forty and 
fifty feet high and trunks fifteen to twenty 
inches in diameter a foot from the base.

Planting the poplar thickly induces it to grow 
up evenly and straight, The wood of old trees 
makes capitol firewood, and when sawed and 
prepared as other lumber for the mechanic, 
furnishes an exceedingly durable and beauti
fully marked wood, useful for carving or other 
artistic furniture use, and susceptible of a high 
polish. To sum up, the silver poplar cannot be 
too highly recommended for planting in the 
Northwest or other places destitute of useful

earth through which they pass, and gradually 
but surely a firm breastwork is formed, defying 
the attacks of storms or changes of the seasons.

Other trees can now be introduced and 
planted amongst the poplar growth ; safely 
growing by its shelter, they soon become self- 
supporting. Birds of the air will be heard 
singing on their branches, and flowers blooming 
at their base, and so very soon does time pass 

bleak and barren hillside or

would at once select theone tree alone, we 
silver poplar, Populus alba in botany.

This tree, originally introduced from Europe, 
has sprr-v! freely over this western continent, 
aud when fully grown, assumes noble propor- 

It is more robust in its nature thantions.
our native aspen poplar, with wide spreading 
branches and roundish, slightly heart-shaped, 
wavy-toothed or lobed leaves, soon green above 
and very white cottony beneath. This white 
part of the foliage gives the tree a very pleas
ing and striking effect when disturbed by pass
ing breezes. It is particularly easy to propa
gate, growing freely from suckers (an objec
tion in old settled localities) or cuttings made 
of the wood. A parent tree would soon pro
duce a thicket around it affording shelter to 
stock in inclement weather. It is invaluable

that what was a
point of land, scarred and seamed by

and winter frosts, will be transformed 
wooded hillside, with glancing lights

and embosomed shadows, with swaying | tr<^ ^.^pie» the position to

; *. -—* ■»——-tto

summer

storms 
into a

J

1

the simplicity of its cultivation. To grow it 
in rows for transplanting about the farm or 
other uses, as fencing, and for building material, 
plant the cuttings about a foot deep, a foot 
apart in the rows, and the rows four feet be
tween each. Keep clear of weeds by hoeing 
the first year and cultivating or plowing the 
second; they will then be able to take care of 
themselves. From these rows the third year 
strong trees may be thinned out for planting in 
other places, but the balance may be left to 
grow up into timber. If left growing as when 
planted, about a foot or twenty inches apart, 
they would soon present an impenetrable fence 
and would form a wall almost intact. The writer 
planted cuttings this distance apart twenty

for planting on bleak hillsides, and places sub
ject to washouts, and in localities where it is 
desired to re-wood with various trees, such as 
evergreens, birch, maples, etc. For such 
places procure stout cuttings of the poplar ; 
they can be made of any size convenient, from 
pieces a foot long to six feet in length. Push 
these into the soil firmly, at least a third or

(Sxtrben anb ©rcharb.

Three Valuable Trees for the 
Northwest.
j BY HORTUS.

These are the silver-leaf poplar, the Nor
way maple and the ash-leaved maple. This 
group possesses characteristics required for the- -half of the whole length. Do this early in the 
successful cultivation of trees in the great un- spring ; the cuttings may be made in the 
wooded plains of the illimitable Northwest, winter. The wood soon commences to grow, 
The chief want of that region is good and use- throwing out strong shoots covered with dense 
ful timber, and the rapid settling and improv- foliage, whose shade will encourage the growth 
ing of the farms and surroundings will, in a of grass and plants on the bare bank. The 
great measure, depend on its prompt supply, roots of the poplar in searching for moisture 
To fill this want, were our choice confined to and nourishment, unite firmly the sections of
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Norway maple (Acer platanoidea). This noble 
tree stands almost at the very head of hand
some ornamental trees. Of rapid growth, 
covered with abundant foliage, bright green in 
color, assuming a massive globular form. When 
fully grown, it always commands admiration 
and creates surprise from its beautiful appear
ance. It is one of the hardiest of maples, never

other climbing plants; a clump of trees together 
would be wreathed and festooned from 
the other with the Spanish moss, creating 
festive and romantic appearance. There it is 
quite a familiar tree to the inhabitants, 
said before, as bcx-elder. Here in Ontario it is 
known, where known, as ash-leaved maple, 
while in Manitoba, where it is also at home and
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Ilf! SILVER-LEAF POPLAR. NORWAY MAPLE.
1 known to be winter killed. What more could be 

desired in a tree for cultivation in the Northwest! 
The wood possesses the same valuable qualities 
of usefulness as the native hard or sugar maple, 
which it resembles very much in appearance, 
the tree, however, growing more rapid and 
arriving at matuiity earlier than the latter. 
For single specimens on a lawn or in a field, no 
tree is so desirable ; its 
dense foliage affording 
every shade and protec
tion.

The Norway maple ripens 
its seed in the fall, in the 
latter part of September, 
when it should at once be 
gathered and sown in a 
sandy loam. Sow the seeds 
in drills two inches deep, 
covering the seed evenly 
and tramping the soil down 
firmly. Mulch the seed 
rows or bed with a goodly 
covering of leaves or litter, 
where it should remain till 
the warm weather of the 
succeeding spring ; then ex
amine your seeds, which 
sprout early, and if show
ing signs of growing re
move your mulch, but not 
till then. The young plants 
may be left g- owing in the seed rows for 
two seasons, when they should be taken 
up and assorted in two sizes, viz., a large 
and a small. With a sharp knife trim back 
the roots evenly, but not too short, a proper 
length of root from collar of stem being six

1 seeds of the ash-leaved maple, all being aboutone- 
third of the natural size.

Last but not least in this important group of 
trees to the planter of the Northwest, we come 
to the ash-leaved maple. And here we cannot 
help mentioning the different names which 
this tree rejoices under. To the botanist it is 
known as Acer netjundo. In the Southern and

indigenous to the soil, we have heard it is 
known as Manitoba maple.

What a latitude this tree thrives and lives 
over! From the balmy kreezei of the Gulf of 
Mexico to the nipping frosts of Manitoba, this 
tree grows and bends its branches alike to 
cyclone or blizzard. To Southern heat and 
Northern cold it presents the same leafy front 

* with impunity. Like the 
preceding trees, its habits 
of growth are very rapid 
and it soon strides from the 
tiny seedling to the impos
ing tree. Like the Norway 
maple, it ripens its seed in 
the fall, of which it bears 
great quantities, so that 
the cultivator who takes 
the trouble may propagate 
thousands and tens of 
thousands. The same 
method may be followed 
as recommended for the 
Norway maple in growing 
from seed and after trans
planting. The wood of the 
older trees can be used for 
anything that wood is use
ful for, but we consider 
this tree invaluable for
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ASH-LEAVED MAPLE. forming shelter belts and
Western States it is called box-elder In the , «. T. , windbreaks, hedges or
mn- t „ . . ., , ln the sh«le trees. It does well in all soils, only
h i ?' "T" bottom8of .«king to be planted, ana it is bound to grow

vallevs thT t M“PP1 . Red Mvcr aad wil1 give an ample return for any trouble 
alleys, this tree attains a great size, towering taken in its behalf.

up like gigantic basswoods, sometimes
pletely enveloped with wild grape vines and

m

Êm ,
com-I i Science without practice is dead.
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inches. This trimming back induces the 
young plant to have fibrous roots, thus allowing 
its successful transplanting any time in after 
years.

In Fig. 1 is shown a representation of a leaf 
and seed catkin of the silver-leaf poplar, and 
following is a cut showing a leaf and seeds of 
the Norway maple ; and in Fig. 3 a leaflet and
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With regard to ventilation, the number of 
ventilators will depend partly upon the quan
tity of moisture to be evaporated, and this is 
again affected by the condition of the roots 
when gathered. As a rule, however, they 
should be placed no farther apart than eight or 
ten feet. The “chimneys” may be sunk to the

A Corn House.‘©he 55farm. .This com house is quite common in Western 
New York. It has a most pleasant look, is 
convenient, and the cost is reasonable. Doors 
open at one or both ends, as desired. On each 
side is a email trap door, two feet square, 
through which com is shoveled from a wagon.

The frame plan shows the manner of framing 
the bents. An alley four feet wide passes 
through the centre of the building, with 

latticed cribs upon each side. A 
small door should be placed near the 
floor on the alley side of the crib ; 
when opened the ears will come out 
in quantities of not more than three 
bushels at a time, as they are 
shoveled away. The floor of the 
attic, B, B, B, should be made of 
slats, or narrow boards, laid one- 
half an inch apart, for holding the 

If the floor be made

i-

Preservlng Boots.
* One of the greatest obstructions to root-grow
ing is the risk of loss by rotting, and this has 
induced many farmers to construct expensive 
root cellars Quite a number of farmers have ground, taking the precaution that the holes 
not yet got out of the old rut of building high bored in them are numerous and extend as high 
heaps with whisks of straw as ventilators, and as the apex of the heap of roots. Another plan 

often without ventilators at all.
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There is no necessity for root houses, 
except small ones which will hold a 
few loads, so as to do away with the 
necessity of continually hauling from 
the pits, especially in cold, frosty 
weather. Roots are sown in rotation 
by our farmers, but the same system 
of constructing the pits is usually 
followed, regardless of the character 
of the soil on which they are placed.

A gently-sloping location is best, 
and where the benefits of snow drifts 
may also be obtained. A sudden fall 
is not so necessary where the land 
is naturally well drained. If the 
soil is loose, dry, and has abundant 
drainage, the pit may be sunk en
tirely in the ground, or only par
tially so, if the conditions are not all 
at their best. If the soil is stiff, 
where the waterfcannot be'rapidly 
drained off, the bottom level of the pit should 
be on a line with the surface of the adjacent 
soil, better above than below this line. If 
the soil used for covering is dug from the 
base of the pit trench-fashion, the drainage 
will usually be sufficient.

If the bottom of the pit is made about five or 
six feet wide, the height will be three or four 
feet, the proper pitch being given, and the 
length will, of course, depend upon the quantity 
of roots convenient for the pit. It is usual to 
put on a layer of straw first, placing all the 
earth thereon ; but experiments have proved 
that, if the earth is dry, a sprinkling of soil 
may most advantageously be thrown on first, 
as much as will fall into the intersticial spaces

/ poor corn.
tight, bins can be made for storing 
shelled corn, or other grains, out of 
the reach of rats. Corn for seed 
should have a few husks on, by 
which it may be hung up near the 
roof, on poles there arranged.

The cribs may be divided into 
three apartments each, or left whole, 
as desired. By removing the section, 
A, of the crib (see floor plan), a room 
7x8 will be obtained, for shelling or 

other Dusiness. In dry weather let the doors 
remain open for the purpose of drying the 
corn. The frame of this- building may stand 

smoothly built stone wall, or on stone

t-.S
will?'
y»'

•^5 ^5? ivS -ll
!A CORN HOUSE—ELEVATION, ... J

111mkis to sink them no deeper than the covering of 
soil.
weather by fastening a lid tightly on top. 
Others stuff them with straw, but if the winter 
is very severe, both practices may be com" 
bined.

In harvesting and pitting roots it will be 
well to remember that turnips and carrots are 
hardier than mangels, and may be left in pits 
till later in the spring, but mangels 
palatable in the spring than earlier, 
most apt to freeze, while parsnips will suffer 
most any treatment, and nuty be left in the 
ground all winter, if the time is very precious 
in the fall.

MiSome cover the ventilators in severe
I■ 4
Ion a

pillars, or on pillars built of brick, or on 
wooden posts covered &th tin or zinc, or each 
post may be capped with a tin pan, all of 
which will prevent rats from ascending into 
the building. To get a fine living, such as a 
well-filled corn-crib affords, rats will sometimes
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ÜThe Aftermath. wMany farmers feel annoyed at the sight of 
their fields growing up greeAin autumn, think
ing that unless they have stock enough to keep 
them bare the result is a dead loss. This is 
another relic of superstition. The soil is 
to need all the fertility that can be returned to 

of the aftermath, and then the
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A it by means 
protection which the green grass affords to the 

in the hot months of early autumn, and
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P
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FLOOR PLAN. the decayed grass in the frosty months of late 
autumn and early spring, cannot be

with a thin layer over the heap. Five or six t,mated. It is nature’s form of mulching and 
inches of straw are then put on, then another manuring. It is just here where a great deal of 
layer of earth. This will be sufficient in early discretion is required. If the grass is hardy 
autumn ; but before the frost arrives, another and the land well under-drained, there is. not 
coating of straw should be put on, with a final g0 much necessity for this kind of protection , 
layer of earth. Not being able to predict the but where new varieties of grass are introduced, 
character of the winter, it is always the safest ag in the establishment of permanent pastures, 
plan to put on a thick covering. Potato-pitting the case is otherwise, and care should be ta en 
may be done the same way. Potatoes kept in that the ground is not roughened by the tramp

stock in wet weather, thereby trebly

FRAME.

jump three feet high, hence a building, to be 
secure from their depredations, should have its 
lower floor three feet from the ground.

over es- ïI É

who works to learn, as well asThe farmer 
learns to work, gets a practical training an
equivalent of which no 
instil into his mind.

school or master can

!.«
If you have been so unfortunate as to have 

left any manure lying in your barnyard all 
summer, it may now be applied on the pasture, 
if well decomposed and any suletauce is left in 

Spread it evenly ; don't put it in heaps.

a warm cellar are a source of annoyance all jngof the
winter, as they are apt to sprout, have to be endangering the roots of the plants t at «a

ri'.Tr.r; : » !3ï“stt-*- - i
paired. If kept too cold they are apt to chill, vexation may
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■ <-j|| i Should Farmers Wait for Higher 

Prices.
The crope recently harvested have, on the 

whole, been excellent, but in some localities 
they were somewhat injured by the drouth, and 
in other places by the early frosts. As a 
natural sequence of good crops everywhere, 
prices range low, so that many farmers con
template holding on in anticipation of enhanced 
prices. It is possible for us to be in error, but 
it is our firm conviction that they should sell 
now. The present prospects are that greater 
breadths of wheat will be sown in Manitoba 
and India than in any previous year, so that 
unless next year proves to be a conspicuous 
failure, wheat will be lower twelve months 
hence than it is to-day. Farmers should not 
fail to take into consideration the losses in
curred by storage, risks in various forms, in
terest on capital invested, etc., before they 
make up their mind to keep their grain ; but 
whether they should sell the raw material or 
the finished productions—beef, mutton, and 
pork—will depend upon individual circum
stances.
duction of the wheat area in England and 
France will go far towards enhancing next year’s 
prices.

The Harvest In India.
The agricultural department of the Tndi.,, 

Government recently issued a report of the 
crops of that country, wherein it is stated that 
the yield of wheat in the north-western pro" 
vinces is below the average, while in Punjab, 
Bombay and the central provinces it is consid
erably above the average. The total wheat 
production of India will reach 250,000,000 
bushels, of which 50,000,000 may be brought to 
the English market. There are now nearly 
10,500 miles of railways in India which bring 
the grain cheaply to the markets, and as wheat 
can be produced very cheaply in that country, 
land being very cheap, and farm labor costing 
not over $2 a month, India will, in the 
future, play an important part in the wheat 
market of the world. This continent will be 
seriously affected by this result ; and we may 
look out for a speedy reduction in the price of 
our land, unless India can be converted into a 
consumer of dairy products. Two crops a year 
can be produced in India, so that a failure of 
one will lead to no deplorable results, especi
ally when it is considered that vast tracts of 
the wheat belt can easily be irrigated.

The wheat belt lies west of a central line 
drawn through the centre of the country, the 
eastern half being the rice belt. Add to al 
these prospects the fertility of the soil, and it 
is by no means improbable that the time is not 
far distant when Britain will procure her full 
wheat supply from India. The introduction of 
British laws will be potent in the amelioration 
of the condition of the inhabitants ; and as 
most all the land belongs to the government, 
the production and trade can easily be regu
lated to advance its own interests, warding off 
the competition of other nations whenever it is 
deemed advisable to do so.

It is asserted by a writer to the Husbandman 
that the odor from strips of paper dipped in 
coal-tar will drive rats and mice from garret, 
weevils from granary and lice from hen-house.

We pay altogether top much attention 
to native maples. Both hard and soft maples 
make fine shade or ornamental trees, but the 
timber is off little value except for fuel, until 
the trees reach a large size. It would be wiser 
to plant more white ash, elm, basswood, 
hickory, oak, walnut, pine, etc. Our object 
should be to combine the useful with the orna
mental. Such trees should be planted as will 
be ornamental during their growth and the 
timber of which is useful while they are still 
comparatively small.

The Poultry World says that the difference 
between an egg laid by a plump, healthy hen, 
fed with good, fresh food daily, and an egg 
laid by a thin, poorly-fed hen, is as great as the 
difference between good beef and poor. A fowl 
fed on garbage and weak slops, with very little 
grain of any kind, may lay eggs, to be sure, 
but when these eggs are broken to be used for 
cakes, pies, etc., they will spread in a weakf 
watery way over your dish, or look a milky 
white, instead of having a rich, slightly 
yellow tinge. A “rich egg” retains its shape, 
as far as possible, and yields to the beating of 
a knife or spoon with more resistance, and 
gives you the conviction that you are really 
beating something thicker than water or diluted 
milk.

A. No ; the muscle is innutritions and im
mature, and the fat is a mass of diseased 
obesity, if not of fatty degeneration.

Q. What, then, is the advantage of the im
proved cow ?

A. She costs a pile of money, is stylish, and 
belongs to a good family.
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IBj II ;li « - The Wheat v. Chess Question,
In our correspondence columns will be found 

communications from prominent farmers in re
ply to our September editorial on the question, 
Does wheat turn to chess ! One writer made 
the experiment of sowing chess, and found that 
it turned to grass. We have also received a 
letter from W. J. Beal, M. S. Ph. D., professor 
of botany at the Michigan Agricultural College, 
who has given close attention to the subject. 
It reads as follows :

Sir,—I received your magazine with illus
tration showing chess attached to spike of 
wheat. During the last ten years I have had 
sent to me specimens of wheat heads with chess 
in the head, not at the base of the spike, but at 
the middle or towards the top. In every 
stance, upon careful examination, I found that 
the base of spikelet of chess was not fast to the 
wheat, but the chess had in some way become 
wedged or lodged in the spike of wheat. The 
specimen you speak of is apparently of a like 
nature, although I could better pass an opinion 
if I saw it. If you mail me the specimen I 
shall examine it, and return it with my opinion.

Sept. 18, 1884.

On receiving this letter we re-examined the 
head of wheat and submitted it again to the 
scrutiny of Mr. Saunders, who is satisfied that 
the spikelet of chess is not lodged in the ear 
of wheat, but is an actual growth thereon ; 
indeed, it could not have been wedged in or 
lodged, for it projects from the lowermost 
portion of the head of wheat, and would have 
easily fallen off, had it not been firmly attached. 
Mr. Saunders has forwarded the head, with 
spikelet attached, to Prof. Beal, who will 
duct such experiments as he thinks fit.
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i Cow Catechism.
Q. What is a scrub cow ?
A. A scrub cow is a domesticated animal 

which does not get food and shelter enough to 
make her grow large or put on flesh, and there
fore she “must go.”

Q. Does she give any milk ?
A. Well, yes, plenty of it ; but the quality is 

not good.
Q. Why is the quality not good?
A. Because her food and drink are not 

good. Being of a kindly disposition she lets 
down milk instead of making growth and put
ting on flesh, and being cheap anything is good 
enough for her ; it does not pay to shelter her 
from the solar rays and the bot flies of summer, 
nor the blasts and slush of winter ; so poor 
bossy “must go” to give place to Princess lloyal 
the fortieth.

Q. What is an improved cow ?
A. An improved cow is a domesticated 

female animal of bovine aristocracy on whose 
leavings the scrub cow feeds.

Q. Does she get all she needs ?
A. Yes ; if she didn’t she would be a scrub, 

too. Being costly, she feeds on the delicacies 
of the season and all sorts of expensive condi
ments for the purpose of coaxing her to eat 
more after she has had enough, and nothing 
is too good for her. Whenever the weather 
permits, the blanket is taken off her and she 
is groomed as slick as a mouse ; and she has 
drawing-room comforts all the year round.

Q. Does she give any milk ?
A. Well, some ; but not enough to raise her 

calf (if she should chance to have one), the 
scrub cow making up the deficiency.

Q. But her milk must be of excellent qual
ity, must it not ?

A. No ; as she looks out for No. 1, the 
essence of her food runs to bone and flesh, and 
the refuse to milk.

Q. Well, then, her flesh must be good—not

A W. J. Beal.
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The Hampden Agricultural Society of Mas
sachusetts offer premiums of $15, $10 and $5 
for the best gardens in the country, of at least 
one-eighth of an acre each.

How to keep squashes through the winter.— 
The Hubbards are almost exclusively grown in 
the west for that purpose. They are gathered 
before they are at all frosted, and handled very 
carefully. Place them in somç place where 
they can be kept dry until somewhat ripened. 
We generally cut the vines say three to six 
inches from the stems, and leave them on the 
squashes. Before any freezing weather, put 
them into a warm, dry place for winter. They 
should be placed upon shelves not more than 
two or three deep, and the room should not be 
allowed to get within ten degrees of the freez
ing point during the winter. They are very 
sensitive to cold, but if carefully kept until 
spring they are nearly equal to the best sweet 
potatoes. They should be turned over occasion
ally during winter, and if any specked or de
cayed ones are found remove them at once, 
they have a tendency to dampen the air and 
cause the decay of those around them.—[J. M. 
Smith, in N. Y. Tribune.
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^Ke ^atrg.Hints for Threshernicri.
Operators of portable threshing engines 

should not overlook the importance of keeping 
their boilers clean. Unless soft water is used 
the boiler is sure to become incrusted with 
scales of lime. Some boilers are allowed to 
scale so thickly that the fire-box has not suffi
cient capacity to supply the necessary quantity 
of heat, and the manufacturer of the engine is 
then almost invariably blamed. The best 
way to remove incrustations is by putting 
caustic soda, the liquid form being preferable, 
into the boiler. Caustic soda does not injure 
the boiler plate like most of the patent remedies. 
There is still a cheaper and more practicable 
plan of keeping the boiler clean. Take about 
a half a pailful of good lye—that from the ashes 
of hard wood being best—pour it into a barrel 
full of water (the barrel or tank used for hold
ing the water for the engine may be convenient
ly used for the purpose), and in less than an 
hour, the time varying with the strength and 
quality of the lye, sediments of lime will be 
found in the bottom of the barrel. If the 
lime is allowed to settle before the water is 
pumped in, little or no scale or sediment can 
get into the boiler, and it will scarcely ever re
quire cleaning out. The lye should, when 
possible, be put into the water the evening pre
vious to the day it is used, or it may be put 
in just after shutting off the pump before the 
dinner-hour, in 1 oth of which cases the lime 
will have time to settle in the bottom of the 
barrel or tank, and thus be prevented from 
being pumped into the boiler.

By attention to these hints and other minor 
details, the durability of the engine will be 
amazingly increased, breakages and other 
causes of delay and annoyance will be prevented 
and the liability to explosions reduced to a 
minimum.

There are traditions afloat that cold water 
turned into a pan of milk will assist the 
to rise. Such is a fact. Water has no affinity 
for butter oils, and cannot absorb them, but 
water will absorb caseine. So if water is put 
into the milk, it renders the caseine 
more fluid in quality, and unites with it, and 
also by increasing its specific gravity, assists the 
fets to rise, just as any oil will float upon water.

That it is a good thing to do, is quite another 
question. That some of the good German 
wives in Central Ohio do so dilute the milk 
and get good butter, cannot be denied, 
but as for the writer, he yet prefers to have 
the water outside of the milk, the thickness of 
a sheet of tin separating them.

Salt is also put into milk to give the cream a 
better start 1 And whether the person who so 
does understands the philosophy of the thing, 
is unknown. But the why of it is that salt, 
when it comes in contact with the milk, acts 
much the same as water and unites with the 
caseine, and causes it to be heavier and tends 
to promote separation between it and the but
ter fats. It is also an antiseptic and aids in the 
keeping of milk, and we should regard it as 
less harmful to good butter than water in the 
milk.

Carried a little further, this same salt prin
ciple becomes the greatest factor in assisting to 
free butter from the buttermilk. When the 
butter is in the granular or fine stage, if brine 
is added after drawing off the greater part of 
the buttermilk, the caseine and milk sugar is 
absorbed by it, and if the butter is floated and 
allowed to stand in the brine for some time, 
and then the brine is drawn out from below the 
butter, so as not to disturb it, it will be seen 
that the cheesey matter, or caseine, has settled 
to the bottom very largely, and that the last of 
the brine to runoff will not be nearly as white 
in color as the first. The water and salt having 
absorbed the caseine, and increasing its gravity, 
it sank to its lowest level.

Why does not all cream rise ! is best an 
swered by saying that the cream globules vary 
greatly in size, and their coming to the surface 
is exactly aided, or retarded, by their size. The 
largest ones have the most volume, or oily con
tents, and therefore best overcome resistance, 
and so on down the scale of size until they be
come so small that they cannot overcome the 
resistance by a repelling lighter gravity, and 

In using ice, the milk is cooled so 
rapidly that the serums, in contracting, lose to 

certain per cent, their resistance, and there is 
a greater rise of cream than when the cooling 
is slower, and fails by several degrees in reach
ing the low point of the creameries. The cen
trifuge goes yet farther in nice discrimination, 
and in the terrible whirl the gravities are forced 
yet wider apart, and there must be a more per
fect separation of fate and their original en
veloping fluids, 
wrinkly cream rises, but it is not cream. 
Above a certain point the gravities of caseine 
and butter fats are reversed, and the “ scum " 
upon the top is cheese and not butter, but as 
the milk cools and the cream comes up, the 
cream absorbs it, but it yet leaves its “shin
ing ” track behind. When milk is scalded, it 
should be stirred during the operation to avoid 
this “skin” forming, for it is likely to re
appear in the butter as minute white specks.
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cream
The Cream Element.

BY JOHN OOÜLD.
Why does cream rise? is a question very often 

asked; and the reply is, “Because it does!” 
Cream is in reality in a fluid state when drawn,

e., when milk is at the temperature of the 
animal, or animal heat, the specific gravity of 
the caseine or cheese and the butter fats are practi
cally equal, and therefore the fats remain in the 
milk, but, as the milk gets cool, there is a 
change in the gravities, the serums become 
slightly the heaviest, and the fats retaining 
their natural gravity, the cream rises, and the 
heavier portions fall. The separation of the 
cream is also influenced to a great extent by 
the condition of the food that produces the milk. 
In the summer, when the cows feed upon grass, 
or have at other seasons of the year succulent 
food like ensilage or roots, the caseinous part 
of the milk is less condensed,and so parts with its 
cream more readily, and we say in such a case, 
“How nice this butter is;” but when cream is 
long in coming and yet harder to free from the 
buttermilk, and by longfriction has been beaten 
out of real resemblance to perfect butter glo
bules, how “sticky and salvy this is,” simply 
because of over-churning, and too great quanti
ties of caseine.

Then when we set milk in the summer, unless 
we can get a very cool place, we remark, “how 
thin this cream is.” Cream cannot rise unless 
we have a falling temperature to cause the case
inous element of the milk to grow denser, and 
as the temperature only falls a few degrees, 
only the larger globules can obtain gravity 
enough to separate from the mass. If we could 
n four or five hours gradually lower the tem
perature so that the air would take up this sur
plus heat of the milk until about 58° was 
reached, we should get a good thick cream.

It is from this very reason that scalding 
milk in summer is productive of more cream; 
it simply raises the warmth of the milk so much 
above the air in the milk room, that itgivesalonger 
time for the cream to rise between the two ex
tremes of heat and existing temperature.

Husbandman 
er dipped in 
from garret, 

n hen-house.

Farmers who select their thoroughbred stock 
by virtue of its pedigree, should insist that the 
judges in the show ring base their awards on 
the length of the pedigree ; it would save the 
trouble of examining the prize animals.:h attention 
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Then the heating of the milk, by a slight coagu
lation of the caseinous matter, prolongs the time 
of the milk remaining sweet, and affords time 
for slight changes of temperature in the air, 
which influence the milk slightly and re
lease more of the fat globules. This explains 
why milk in the winter will raise more cream 
if it is taken after twelve hours and warmed up 
to 100° and then set back again to get more 
cream. The cream on the pan holds the heat 
in the milk much longer than without the cover
ing, and the cold penetrating the sides and 
bottom of the pan, approaches the centre of 
the milk, and by the regular progress, liberates 
the exterior butter globules first, and the 
tre of the pan remaining warm, allows the glob
ules slower to seek the surface.

In the cabinet creameries the same princi
ple exists; a sudden cooling of the outside of 
the milk cans and the cold finding its way to 
the centre last,has afforded the globules escape, 
and thus by suddeiP chilling of the milk has 

wide difference between the specific

The presence of destructive insects has given 
a phase to crop rotation which was formerly 
undreamt of. Nothing will draw this plague 
more effectually than monotony in all tillage 
operations. The same mode of tillage, the 
same manure, the same varieties of grains, 
vegetables and fruits, are sure to create hot
beds of injurious insects ; whereas variety in 
these respects has the effect of checking their 
dissemination. The same truth holds good in 
its application to weeds. These facts should 
wake up the farmers to a sense of the necessity 
of establishing fairs and clubs directly in the 
farmer’s interests, where they can meet for the 
exchange of varieties of seeds, &c., and for the 
interchange of views as to practical methods of 
operation.

8m. —I enclose you my ninth subscription to 
the Farmer’s Advocate. 
more valuable information, hints, and sugges 
tions on farming through it than from all the 
other papers 1 have ever read, and I have read 
» good many.

Marbufiei.d, East River, P. E. I.
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gravities of serums and fats, and the latter per 
force must be driven to the surface.
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Can Private Dairies Compete with I per pound higher than in summer. With good
Creameries ?—Winter Dairying.

To the Editor of the Farmer’s Advocate :
Sœ,—I was much pleased with your editorial 

on “ Private Dairies vs. Creameries,” but I 
must take exception to one or two remarks 
Your article would lead the reader to infer

©Mfor’fif 3Diarg.warm stables and the necessary appliances, it 
cannot cost more than five cents per pound 
more to manufacture butter in winter thanIS Cultivate seeing, tasting, and smelling fo 

your dairy operations ; the sense of touch is 
superseded by the thermometer. So there is 

danger in getting your fingers burnt, 
but your pocket is still exposed to the flame.

; ■
summer. In the States this winter dairying
is being entered into very largely and with

" | good results, and Canadian dairymen will do
... ., . . ,. . , , well to take the matter into consideration,
that the creameries were tending to close up, I j gEABURy
and do away with, the first-class private dairies. I ______ _ ' ' I English farmers are importing peat moss in
This, I think, is a mistake, and all those who I __ I large quantities from Germany. They use it
have a good herd of butter cows and are I 0W ° _ *tc Cheese. I for bedding in their stables, and claim that it
making first-class butter need have no fear I An Eastern writer claims that a fine palat- I is very valuable as an absorbent of liquids,
about the creameries driving them to the wall. I abde article of skim cheese can be made if the I that when dry it will take up nine times its own
The creameries may stimulate them to more I precautions are taken in season to retain the | weight of moisture, 
care in making and taste in putting up and I butter fats that naturally remain in the skim
sending their butter to market or to their eus- | milk> and by careful manipulation of the curd,

“work it” just right until it is in the hoop. I and nuts which ripen on our native trees at the

no more

1-

i i

11,
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Farmers should be on the lookout for seeds
IHfi I
m

tomers. If these dairies will put in the 
appliances that the creameries use in the manu- I Tbe milk should be set at 80 degrees and the I end of September or in October. Nature’s 
facture of butter, together with the same skill, I best of brine soaked rennet used, so that taint I method is to sow them as soon as they fall off 
they need have nothing whatever to fear. It I *n *be curd will be impossible from this cause. I the trees. If at all convenient nature should 
is a well-known fact that no manufacturer can I enough rennet should be used to bring the I be imitated, but if that cannot be done, the 
make the same quality of butter from cream of I curd bl f°rty-five minutes, and the milk must I seeds and nuts may be preserved until spring 
60 to 150 different patrons that the same in- I not be aUowed to cool until perfect coagula- in a box of dry sand, and kept in a cool, dry
dividual could make with the same appliances I bas taken place. The curd, when solid, or | place,
from the cream of 20, 30 or 50 cows all cared firm> 8hould be cut fine, and then gradually
for and fed alike. “ Competition is the life of raised in temperature to 100 degrees and kept I Now gather up all the scrap bones you can
trade,” and an American paper thus defines the at that Point until the curd becomes elastic, find> Put them “ a covered receptacle with 
reason why creamery butter as a rule sells but no acidity should be allowed to develop. about three times their bulk of good unleached 
higher than dairy. “ The secret probably lies The whey is then drawn partially, and then the ^b®8* placing the bohes and the ashes in al- 
here—it is better butter, and one prime reason curd should be suddenly cooled by turning on temate layers, keep the mass moist, and stir 
for its being better is because the man who I cold water- Jt is then put in the drainer, separ- once a week- In aix °r eight weeks the bones 
makes the butter does not own the milk and ated from ita moisture, and salted at the rate wiU become so brittle that they can be crushed 
therefore has to compete with others and stand I of a “8ma11 teacupful” to each twenty pounds to pieces with the slightest blows. Such a fer- 
the criticism of those who furnish the milk. of curd- After a thorough working and airing, tiUzer will contain aH the elements of plant .food, 
When a man has 50 to 100 persons wondering 30 that all gases are liberated, the curd is but wil1 be very deficient in nitrogen, and will 
why he does not get the highest market price Pressed and afterward cared for the same as the be superior to many of the superphosphates 
for his butter, he is very apt to get it. When I cheese. The process of making is recommended ' scdd the markets, 
the butter maker owns all the milk he is too I 10 be very slow, of gentle character, and no 
easily satisfied, and has not the incentive that I PMt °* the milk or whey should be heated to
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We have the authority of the Boston Com-
the man has who has the 50 to 100 people imPart warmth to the rest; but all should be mtrckd Bulletin for stating that the oleomar- 
watching him and ready to criticise and per- heated and scalded alike, so that the quality of 8arine law New York is a dead letter. It 
haps kick him out if he does not get the top the goods should be even in character.— Farmer waa supposed to have taken effect June 1st. 
price in the market.” I and Dairyman. I “ Oleo must go” was shouted all over the land

and great efforts were put forth for the purpose
The chief regulator of the market value of I °f teatin« the constitutionality of the law. No

less than $30,000 have been wasted under the 
bill, and the moral, or rather immoral, effect in 
creating a disregard for all law or justice cannot 
be estimated in dollars and cents. When evil-
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Pal Let those who have a nice dairy and 
prepared to make choice goods, study the
wants of the trade and their customers, and I butter is flavor, and this may be increased or 
not be afraid of investing a few dollars in neat, I diminished at the will of the herdsman accord, 
tasty packages, give their dair y a name, have I in8 to his mode of feeding or managing his herd, 
some good muslin cloths neatly printed and Milk or cream may be actually and literally ad- 
a brand for the packages. Then let them I “Iterated by a reckless system of dairying, 
go about the business determined to make the | and there is no reason why this should not 
best butter in the Dominion, and they will 
coed. In my opinion there is plenty of
for both creameries and private dairies, I able if the product of every herd were separ- 
aud the former are doing a good work. The ately classified, for then the slovenly dairy- 
only trouble is there is not enough of them. men would soon be forced out of the business.
There is no reason why there should not be as I ^ e talk about weeding out our scrub cows, I It is as natural for vegetation to grow on the 
many creameries as cheese factories. Creamery I but this will never be accomplished till some hclds to protect the soil as it is for hair to grow 
butter is worth 22 to 23 cents, and at the same I M the owners be first weeded out by an on the head. Those plants whose value we have 
time ordinary western and store packed butter unproved method of education. Let con- not yet discovered, are called weeds. If one 
is only worth 14 to 15 cents. Let any one sit sumers unite and inscribe “ Flavor, Purity, clasa of plants monopolize a certain spot, watch 
down and figure for him or herself the differ- and Uniformity ” on their banner, and the | bow a00n it robs the soil of the food peculiar 
ence in value between 15 and 22 cents on 20, 50 dosired results will soon follow, 
or 300 tubs (50 pounds each), and the differ
ence will be surprising. The money that this 
Dominion loses every year on poor butter is 
something enormous.

ti 7 are
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doers have once the upper hand, our legislators 
should pause before giving effect to statutary 
laws; but they are paid for doing something, 
and they must make it appear that they are 
doing it. There is more than one dead letter 
law in our own statute books.

be a crime as well as other forms of villainy. 
This would not be so particularly objection-
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to it, and how another class will spring up. 
This is nature’s plan of rotation, and every 
principle of rotation and manuring may be 

The Maritime Provinces are waking up with traced back to it. In this way we learn the
regard to the importance of dairy matters, two mistakes which farmers make, not only in false

Another verv imnnrtant r t ti I ^a“y,nen 3 Associations haring been formed systems of rotation, but also in continually
of daffies to t!ke ^!to H^ 0wnera amce laat April, one in Nova Scotia and an- applying the same kind of manure on the same
wJx dairvnu Let L o “ ?" in Prince Edward Island, and New pLn of treatment. By varying the modes of
Ztriée'oibutteZr iT 77^ Hkel* to follow their treatment, manures 1 be rotated as well as
the puce of butter, summer and winter, before long. This movement will give all the
for the past ten years and he will find that the agricultural interests of the provinces a
priee in winter will average 12 to 15 cents thorough shaking up.

crops ; in fact manures could be rotated to 
such an extent that there would be little neeee- 

- -sity in rotating the crops.
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Prof. C. S. Sargent, of Harvard, speaks of 
the Scotch pine as follows : “ It is the most
valuable tree farmers can plant for screens and 
wind breaks about their fields and buildings.”

Every farmer should have several of each 
kind of our indigenous nut bearing trees in his 
orchard or elsewhere on the farm. Also a few 
wild cherry trees should be found on every 
farm. They require little room, but give the 
boys much pleasure.

Last year 15,000,000 pounds of butterine were 
sold in New York. This was in reality lard, 
and as none of the consumers died of trichinosis, 
the New Yorkers are tolerably sure that their 
hogs are free from disease, but in order to make 
assurance doubly sure, they are repeating the 
experiment this year.

Before the hard weather sets in see that the 
fowls have a supply of charcoal, gravel, sand 
or ground oyster shells, etc., where they can 
help themselves at any time. These may seem 
rather indigestible food, but the poultry will 
make good use of them.

A woman at Saginaw City was poisoned by 
eating cabbage on which Paris green had been 
sprinkled to kill worms.

©orrceqpondence.
Notice to Oorrrspondbnts.—1. Please write on one 

side of the paper only., Î. Give full name, Poet-Offloe 
and Province, not neooessarily for publication, but as 
guarantee of good faith and to enable us to answer by 
mail when, for any reason, that course seems desirable. 
If an answer is specially requested by mail, a stamp must 
be enclosed. Unless of general Interest, no questions will 
be answered through the Advocati, as onr space is very 
limited. S. Do not expect anonymous communications 
to be noticed. 4. Matter for publication should be 
marked "Printers’ MS." on the cover, the ends being 
open, in which case the* postage will only be lc. per 4 
ounces. Non-subscribers should not expect their com
munications to be noticed.

Voluntary correspondence containing useful and season
able Information solicited, and if need, will be liberally 
paid for. No notice taken of anonymous correspond
ence. We do not return rejected communications.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views of 
correspondents.

After all the fuss about the contagiousness of 
pleuro pneumonia, the new Department of 
Animal Industry at Washington, under the 
direction of Commissioner Loring, is about 
to institute a series of experiments with the 
view of ascertaining whether the disease is con
tagious or not. Surely the Department does 
not intend to create work for the purpose of 
spending the surplus revenue of the people.

Owing to the late breaking out of pleuro
pneumonia in different parts of the United 
States, and from the belief that diseased cattle 
are moving west for breeding purposes, the 
Government have prohibited the importation of 
American cattle into Manitoba and the North
western Territory of Canada under heavy re
strictions and penalties. It is sincerely to be 
hoped that the provisions contained in the 
order will be strictly enforced.

Sir,—Will you kindly Answer the following through the 
columns of your paper. Can maple trees be transplanted 
in the fall with success, and if so, when is the proper time ? O. L. 6.

Wrndioo. Ont.
[In a favorable autumn maple and other deciduous 

trees will thrive as well when transplanted in tall as in 
spring. Plant as soon as the leaves fall off the trees; pull 
off any withered leaves that may remain on. It you are 
planting many trees, plant some this fall and dig holes 
for others to be planted in spring, scattering the soil from 
the holes well about, so as to receive the full benefit of 
the frost and rain. You will then And out for yourself 
which is the best time for transplanting.]

Most farmers and gardeners can discourse in
telligently on the influence and value of mulch 
for different kinds of crops. Nature’s mulch 
is snow, and if it could be distributed evenly 
over our fields, nature’s laws would be obeyed. 
By the inauguration of wire fences the first 
right step has been taken, but it is far from 
being the last. It is not the freezing so much 
as the thawing that does the mischief. The 
next step should be the planting of belts of trees 
in every locality, in situations where they will 
afford the greatest protection. There is cash 
in it besides ; it will not only enhance the price 
of the land, but also create the foundation of 
our future supply of timber, of which the coun - 
try is fast becoming denuded, and the first 
farmer that starts will have the advantage of all 
his neighbors. Let there be but one go-ahead 
farmer in each township and he will soon put 
his neighbors on their mettle.

One important interest which should be fos
tered by some of the large exhibitions, has 
been overlooked. We refer to the encourage
ment of arboriculture or tree-planting. This 
might be accomplished by the awarding of 
prizes for specimens of tree-seeds, samples of 
the growths of timber or polished wood grown 
by the exhibitor. This interest might be fos
tered in many ways, and it is more deserving 
of encouragement than many other depart
ments to which prizes and awards are given.

Sir,—1.1 have a horse that hasadry|husky cough morn
ings while feeding; oould you give a cure? 1 I nave also 
another that Alls his mouth so full that he slobbers his 
oats; what wfll prevent this? F. U.

Dakota, U. S.
[1. Your horse has a chronic cough. Dross his throat 

externally with a sharp ammoniacal liniment, and give 
him the following dose night and morning. Nitrate of 
potash, 1 dram; [sulphur 1 dram; .powdered digitalis 1 
dram. 2. Mix from one to two quarts of dry bran with 
his oats every time you feed.]Most people know that cheese has double the 

nutritive value of beef, and that a cheese-car
cass contains no bone or offal of any kind ; but 
fashion rules us with tyrant hand. From one 
point of view it is not surprising that Cana
dians are not cheese eaters ; that is, they send 
their best cheese abroad, keeping the 

» refuse at home. Europeans find it to their 
pecuniary and sanitary advantage to eat cheese 
even under drawback circumstances ; they will 
eat good cheese if they can get it —if not they 
will eat cheese anyhow. If we could keep our 
good cheese at home for one season, sending the 
inferior abroad, cheese-making would suddenly 
become the most profitable industry on the face 
of the earth.

well pleased with the Advocats, and 1 «ay 
that it gives more value for a dollar than any money I 
ever spent. It’s what every farmer should have and road. 

Pkndlkton, Ont. b-

Sir.—I am

Sir,—Great care should be taken in selecting thorough 
competent and impartial Judges at our agricultural fairs 
especiallyin the stock departments, ltis.oftentheeasettoe 
prize animals do not get the prizes due them, owing to the 
incompetent or impartial Judges ; also no doubt in many
cases the Judges become careless or have not the tune, as
their own affairs call their attention. Perhaps by selecting 
competent judges in due season, and by amply nwanting 
them for their labor, would give greater satisfaction and 
justice to all “•

Lou an, I no., U. 8.

There seems to be no earthly means of pre
venting fraud in countries where large tracts of 
land fall into the hands of ranchmen and other 

In the Western Statesgrabbing speculators, 
there are myriads of land sharks, corporate and 
incorporate, who are lords of all they survey 

millions upon millionsofacresof land which SIR,-If it will have any effect, I want to protert against 
the prevailing system, practiced by farmers and others, 
of exhibiting for prizes goods that are not raised by them
selves. The practice is getting so common that some ex
hibitors make a special business of it. li the dlivctors 
of exhibitions cannot prevent the evil, the question , of 
abolishing prizes should be discussed atiouee.

TI1AM Kb VILLE, ONT.

Sir —hi your September number you ask the question, 
"Doe’s wheat turn into chess?" 1 have been taking evi
dence on that question for some years, and although the 
scientific are against me, 1 find the weight of evidence in 
favor of the answer, "Wheat does turn intochwa When 
I see à piece of new land sown to wheat perfectly free 
from chess, produce chess, and only chess in the low spots 
where the wheat met unfavorable conditions, and good 
wheat on the higher portions of the field, more suitable 
for that grain, 1 find it impossible to believe anything 
else. Is it not easier to believe that chess Is degenerate 
wheat, than that it is a plant that only «row. where 
wheat dies'/ Wheat seems to be the product of high oui 
Uvation, the food of civilized man, not found 
anywhere; it will not grow wild, and requiresi the contin
uance of the same high cultivation that ,)ro»luoed It, to 
keep it ill existence. "By the sweat of your brow shall 
you eat bread.’’ Is it not likely that chess was tile 
original wild grain, that under extraordinary favorable 
conditions it produced wheat, and that like any other 
highly cultivated thing, it is subject to rapid degeneration 
under growl neglect/ This will happen to our nest bred 

ttle sheep and hogs, to all our most delicious fruits 
and jetables, our most beautiful flowers, even to man 
himselh if the laws.of his being are negleoted.or broken. 
We see it too often. “■ Ul

over
might have been settled by millions of happy 
and prosperous families. During the last year 
the commissioner has made investigations in no 
less than seventeen States and Territories, and 
his report shows that nearly 4,000 fraudulent 
entries have been made, and cases are recorded 
in which honest and peaceful settlers have been 
driven from their sacred heritage at the muzzle 
of the rifle. And yet the Union is swarming 
with railway land bureaus, and other agencies 
created for the purpose of inducing farmers 
to “go west” to get into the rapacious 
these all devouring desperadoes. Unless

takes hold of the helm of state,

Our knowledge of the best methods of de
stroying injurious insects appears to be yet in 
its infancy. We were too late in discovering that 

destroying useful birds ; and with all 
knowledge of beneficial insects, it is not 

likely that we are destroying many that should 
be cultivated. The question of how to destroy 
ants has often been asked, and fortunately 
about as often futilely answered. 
Farmer's Review, an ably edited paper pub
lished in Chicago, relates cases in which col
onies of ants have been planted in different 
parts of the gardeti and orchard, and the wars 
which they have waged with the insect 
enemies have displayed deeds of commendable

them, and

K. D.

we were
un-our

maw ofThe
some

wild-
statesman soon 
the people will he burdened with taxes for all 
time to come, to meet the costs of investigations 
without an attempt being made to suppress the 

If the farmers knew their might,iniquities.
and had any regard for themselves and for 
posterity, they would put their iron heel on the 
huge and hideous monster and summarily dis
patch him.

heroism. Even giants did not 
their success in taking prisoners was astonishing.

required to as-

awe ca

But further investigations are 
certain the extent of their usefulness.

Wold’s Island Ont

■
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Sib,—I saw in your September number a head ci | with the knife, being careful not to leave any of the dis- and it is only wor’h 96 to tS per ton here, so 1 thought of

5d^f7“5ddUsSIM<^hto? S3TÎS that°wheat |eaaedpWrt: the" *"* “ “ * C°mm°n W°"ndl — Mew hfnts 0^^^^ "tZT^tsT.m
will turn'to chess: but there is a class of farmers that I I young and not experienced. 2. I would also like to see ;
don’t believe wheat will turn to chess. I have made it I Sir,—1. I have a weed In one of my fields which is I piece in the Advocate on tile drainage; about laying the
my study for a number of years about wheat turning to I causing me considerable trouble (I send you a root of it). I tiles, how it is done, and it they will drain water cut of 
chess, and I am satisfied that wheat will turn to chess. I I noticed it when I came here five years ago. I had the I land all along the whole length of drain or just at the 
I have selected the best seed wheat that could be pur- I field in wheat the first season and about two or three I head. For instance, how can water get through the tile 
chased and sown it on a piece of new land which never I rods by the fence was overrun with it; it wound around I say 10 rods from head? I have some low places on my 
had a crop on; when I harvested there was plenty of I the straw so thick that the grain lodged. The next two I farm where water lies till too late for spring grain, and 
chess in it, especially where it was low and wet, and on I seasons I mowed the field and did not notice it. Last I to make open ditches they will be in the way. What 
the high land there would not be one head of chess to be I year I had it in peas and found it was spreading. This I shall I put in hole or,head of drain to keep tile from fil- 
seen, and all the low wet places it would be all chess. I year I have it in hoed crop, and have hoed it five or six I ling with dirt? " w. H. P.
Now I would like to know where the chess came from, I times, and now it is worse than when I first commenced I Fkankford Ont 
for I did not sow it, neither was It in the land. I took a I hoeing and is spreading fast. I dug down about two [ ’
piece of land which was summer fallowed and sowed chess I feet, but could not get to the end of the root. What can I [For buying steers you will find the information re- 
on it and it did not grow chess, it grew a coarse grass. Ido to kill»? 2. I have some swamp land which I in- quired by reading our article on “Standard Pointe of 
So it is very seldom chess will produce chess, but when I tend underdraining. It is heavy clay subsoil. How many . .. .. , 01
wheat is winter killed or water stands on it until the I rods apart should the drains be? Should the branch I Beef Steers in another column. With regard to feeding, 
properties of the wheat are gone, but with stiU enough of I drains he on a level with the main drain or a little higher? I the rules adopted by practical feeders are so varied that 
life to grow, it grows chose. I have found growing In a 3 I have a heap of barn yard ( not stable ) manure which n0 definite guide can be given. If vour hay is good and 
stool of wheat one stock of chess in the same stool. I I intend to put on a field for the next crop. When will be I , " . K

Dexter. N. H, R. I the best time to spread it, now, and plow it in, or put it I we mlxe“ wl*“ clover, you will not require much grain.
____ I out after the land is plowed ? If the latter, when is the I If your steers are grades from any of the beefing breeds,

best time to spread, this fall or nextjring^ and are tw0 yearB oId or over,there is more profit in high
1 than in low feeding, while if they are younger and growing 

rapidly, and especially if they! are not well-bred, you 
should feed moderately. For moderate feeding a good 
daily ration would be: 1 part grain, 4 parts roots, and all 
the hay the animal will eat. You may take 9 lbs. ef grain 
as a standard, which will give 36 lbs. of roots, but this 
quantity may be somewhat more or less according to the 
size of the steer. For high feeding add to the above 
ration nearly half as much bran or oil-cake as grain, or, 
say 3$ or 4 lbs. daily, varied according to the weight of 
the animal. But the rations should be changed every 
three or four days. Bran and oil-cake having nearly the 
same feeding value, one may be substituted for the other;

I

I n
fc :
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! lai!l 11ÎÎ1I -ii Sir,—I purpose purchasing a white boar of some breed.
tiraWe ktadtor ^nend firm' use do'yxm prefer the I tl. The weed you send is called bind weed, the I'oly-
large York, or Chester White, or small Suffolk, or small I gonum convolvulus in botany. With regard to the des- 
York? Would you describe the white UnoobishiMMt^of I t ruction of weeds, read our answer to W. G., September
AreThore named'abov^stablii*ed breeds, 'hke'the'Beîk- issue- 2- For thoroughdralnage in clay lands the dis- 
shlre? Is the Middle York equal to the whites named | tance apart varies from 90 to 110 feet, according to the

stiffness of the soil and the depth of the drain, the deep
er the drain and the more porous the roil, the farther the 
distances. It is better to dig deep (say 3j feet) and have 
wide distances, than to dig shallower, with closer dis
tances. Branch drains should have some fall. 3. If the

'g

mm? •

fe I' i it
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Subscriber.above?
Lanes. <3
[The improved Suffolk is a neatly formed animal, with 

compact, long, cylindrical body, short legs, short, small 
head, fine hair, very fat cheeks, and is a rapid maturer.
This breed has of late become very popular. The “Ches
ter White” is large, strong, and hardy; and its chief 
characteristic is its adaptibllity to farmers who are not 
well skilled in the feeding and management of pigs.
The Lincolnshire is a very large, long-legged, weak-loined 
coarse animal, and is out of the question for your purpose.
The “Middle York" is the most useful and popular of the 
white breeds, uniting the good qualities of the large and 
the small York, but it is of modern origin and not yet 
firmly established. The improved Suffolk and Chester 
White are also modern breeds. The largest experimenters 
of the best breeds of pigs declare that they cannot de
cide which is the best breed, everything depending upon
the system of management; and the weak points of any ^w^rme sUe’^ rehabinMon^tten're^rtogTile I succeed. 2. It would be impossible for us to give you 
breed are made up by other strong points. If you are drains, through the Advocate. I wish to know : 1. What full directions here just now ; you must either get an ex-

and ‘rLn0LTUtlted tend bTgN ?o"ot Fenced drainer to lay the tiles or follow the minute
with their history and breeding, you had better choose | iet 3feet deep ? Will they work for 200 rods? 2. What I instructions which appeared in a series of articles in dif* 
the Chester White; otherwise you may succeed better | size of tile would be required to carry the water that ferent numbers of the Advocate last year. A tile drain 
with the others herein named, or with the Berk shires. I would fall on the land in that distance, there being no 
There are inferior kinds of Chester Whites ; get the best.] | Ont S* M*

manure is not well rotted, put it out now and plow it in; 
otherwise it may be spread on the plowed land this fall, 
if you intend to plow the field again in the spring. If 
the manure is well rotted, there will be a loss in keep- oats may be substituted for barley, but a less quantity o,

peas must be fed. If you have different kinds of grain, 
they are better mixed as thoroughly as poeisble. The 
grains should be ground, and some of our best feeders

’ I ing it in the yard all winter, even if it is kept under cover- 
Manure should never be left in heaps. If you put it out 
this fall, by all means spread it. When the soil is stiff, a 
coarser manure may be plowed under than when it is por
ous. In these remarks we go on the presumption that
the land Is level enough to prevent the substance of the I and bral,arc laxative in their properties, and the quantity 
manure from being washed away. ] | must sometimes be regulated according to the state of the

bowels. By attending to these general directions and 
studying the likes and dislikes of the animals, you will

' H
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cook or steam some of the foods for a change when they 
have the facilities for doing so. Remember that oil-cake
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will drain the land all along its length to a distance of 50 
to 60 feet on each side or from the head on a light soil,

. [1. The distance a drain will work depends upon the I and 40 to 50 '«et on a heavy soil. The water goes through
wheat an^t pr<SdL^teteenehe^ds ;°fo^3'head18 Tloat eize °,the “>®. a>°"g drain having less carrying capacity, the tilea »s well as through the joints. No filling is re- 
and the remaining twelve I cleaned out and they pro- I other conditions being equal, than a short one. Two I reQuired to prevent clogging of head. In soft land 
duced six hundred and ten g raina Seeing that there has I hundred rods is a long stretch, and should at least have I thc ditches should be left open a year or two in order to 
been quite a controversy in the Advocate with regard to 
the yield qf fall wheat, I thought this might be of some 
interest to your readers.

South Middleton, Ont.

V three mains. 2. The size of the tile depends upon the area let the 8011 8ink firm, else many of the tiles are likely to be- 
to be drained, the maximum rain fall, and the quantity | come displaced.] 
of water to be removed. The surplus water depends up-

Sir,—I have an acre of white hulless barley. If you I 'Cl"',‘he 8oU-that *8. whether it is stiff or I Sir,-1. I have grown potatoes on part of my land for
know there is any demand for it, I think it will take the I PoroU8- *ou Wl11 therefore see that we can give no arbi- I five consecutive years without applying any manure, the 
place of pot barley. It can be grown in this country with I trary answer to your’question. The standard for the maxi- I ground being naturally rich and heavy

40 bU6hel8 *** “'t n1^ mum «infall is considered to be one inch of rain in 24 nure it next spring, and plant potatoes again. As the
Sidney ^ * * I ^our8« and it is necessary to provide for the removal of I 8°il.i8 wet (there are lots of springs), though it is well

the excess offris quantity before it stagnates sufficient- ^h^etteUndnere to tetemme^n the n«Ttesu™
ly long to prove injurious to the roots of the crop. Here I the Advocate, how to apply the lime and the proper
also the depth of the roots must be considered. On the I Quantity wanted per acre. Is it better to apply it in the
nT* tl^ t « s°i'8 aad seasons it may be laid down as agenerai I where0/ have growiTparsnipsand manges” heyear before?

rule that one half of the rainfall will be carried away Prize Road Que 
through the drains. By knowing the average rainfall, '
the character of the soil, and the depth, fall, and dis
tances of the drains, calculations can be made as to the I veSetabIe matter ,or the purpose of aiding decomposition

and neutralizing the organic acids, and on stiff clays for 
the purpose of liberating the mineral constituents for 
plant food. In the latter case it should be used in very

. mm 'm '

ip i
Hr:;*1

i|;v

J. P.

I intend to ma*

[The best way to find a market for your barley is to 
write to the best seedsmen. You will find their adver
tisements in the columns of the Advocate from time to 
time. A still better plan is to advertise it in some first 
class agricultural paper, but the quantity you have is 
probably too small to make advertising pay unless you 
want to continue growing it for seed. The sample you 
send is very good.]

L. L.
[1.—Lime is only used on soils containing an excess of

size of the tiles required. The following calculations 
have been made, which may be some guide to ycu :Sir,—We have a piece of three year old stubble under 

summer fallow. How much wheat do you consider ne- | Drains not exceeding 600 feet long will drain five
with a 2-inch tile ; a 3-inch tile will drain five

acres ,
acres I 8ma^ Quantities, but from your description of your soil, 

providing the length Is not more than 1COO feet. These we cannot 8ay whether a small quantity would be bene- 
[ All depends upon the seed, the character of the soil, I figures are under average conditions and calculated on flcial or not- A good deal would depend upon the sea- 

and the depth you sow. If the seed is fresh and has strong the basis that the drains are three feet deep and the fall not 80"' and your aoil being wet we are strongly inclined to 
vitality, less will be required than if old seed is used, less than three inches in one hundred feet. On the same believe that lime would be more injurious than beneficial. 
A rich soil requires less than a poor soil, and more seeds I basis a 4-inch tile will drain twelve acres and a 6-inch I However, you can easily make a small experiment, 
will germinate if they are put in at a uniform depth I forty acres. Your land having very little fall larger I Thorough tillage has about the same effect on heavy clay 
(as with a drill, or sown broadcast on an evenly plowed I tiles are required than under a greater fall If jour soil 68 lime has- Lime is not a manure, as a sufficient quan- 
field), and not too deep. Taking these circumstances in- i, retentive, and the lengths of your drains not too great tity ,or plant ,ood ia hardly ever lacking in the soil, so
to consideration, you may sow from five to seven peeks » 4-inch tile may do after it has worked a few years, if that' altllough it may make large yields for a few years, it 
per acre.] | the tile bed iqsmooth, but a 6or 6 inch would be far bet- expedites the exhaustion of the soil. Lime should never

„ .. , ter. You can make no mistake in uuttimr in too larve a be drilled In; it should be broadcasted, and thoroughly
paper how tencure* a sore neck'of a* hors» wffida wa^sore «^pt as to expense. If you think there answers mixedwith the soi, by harrowing or other light tillage,
all summer and part of last winter. It is where the col- too indefinite, please send us more particulars and we Rotation ot crops is the fertilizer you need. 2.—Turnips 
lar rests. I tried a good many cures, but failed. I shall give you a more definite answer, j being a shallow rcoted crop, will thrive after parsnips or

RiDOKPORT. J. B. I _____ any other deep rooted crop ; but it is usually advisable to
M vV\hVrere‘i« ‘ “d , SJÊT1 :r,d -Î* “ y°" would giv. a few him. on rotat« — “iad °» unless ycu manure w.ll

* ' *** ****' rteievH | feediag cattle fei beef. I have quite a quantity ef kr.y er to get ike land thoroughly clean.]

cessary to sow to the acre ? Yours respectfully 
Lintratiian, Manitoba. \l. B.
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t ,k I contented with us. Hush ! Say nothing till I have fin- I manner changed and stiffened : "I begyor pardon, Miss 

I ished" (for Mrs. Aokroyd had started in alarm). “She I Ackroyd ; I forgot the distance of time and circumstance 
I has given me a very simple, honest account of her present I that separates us."

= I life, and it does not seem to offer much scope for the use I She withdrew her hand with a quiver of silent chagrin.
I and development of her best faculties. I, therefore, con- I Would he never give her the chance of vindicating her*
I sent to her turning hospital nurse." I self? Must they meet week after week on the same
I It was a very brief, abrupt speech, but Katharine knew I terms of forced coolness and alienation ? 

what it must have cost her father, and a cry of joyful I Something of the same sort passed through Hale’s mind, 
gratitude burst from her. I Katharine's face, not perhaps so pretty as of old, but more

Up to the moment of their coming in to dinner he had I thoughtful, sweet, and womanly than ever, brought up a 
refused to give her any definite answer, and she could not I flood of tender memories and urged him to put out of 

nniPTFR THF first I tell from his manner what his intentions might be. Now I mind the injury he supposed her to have done him.
^ ' I he had yielded, aud there was no impediment between I “ Let us be friends," he said gently, at the end of an

There are many girls and women nowadays who will I ^er an(j the achievement of a position in which she might I embarrassed pause. “ This is no place for the remember* 
sympathise with Katharine Ackroyd as she sat one after- I 0f rua] use. She hardly noticed the wonder and sup- I ance of old wrongs."
noon apparently engrossed in an instructive book, but I pruSscd admiration of her sisters, nor could even Mrs. I “You know, then, now' how deeply I was wTOnged,"
in reality chafing against the montonous littleness of I Ackroyd’s tender distress quench her delight in the free- I said Katharine slowly.
her existence, and seeking some worthier solution of the I dom accorded her. From this moment she was not merely 1 “You !" he exclaimed. “Ido not understand vou." 
enigma offered by her presence in the world. I a young lady; she was a woman with work to do and a I “ Perhaps not," returned Katharine with a shade of

Round the table in the centre of the cosily-furnished purpose in life. I bitterness in her low voice ; “ but that is not my fault."
boudoir into which the schoolroom of former days had I ___________ I They were standing together at the door of the ward,
been transformed, were gathered her three sisters busy I and out of ear shot of the patients, yet Hale could not
over their various so-called pursuits. She could not I CHAPTER THE SECOND. I feel at his ease.
blame them for their industry, their content, their pleas- I I do not propose to enter into any detailed account of I •* I must speak to you again,” he said hastily ; “ but
ure in justify ing the oft-paid compliment to the effect I Katharine's life during her first three .years at St. not here—not now. Cannot I see you alone somewhere ? 
that the Miss Ackroyds were never idle ; and yet she I Nathaniel's Hospital. Suffice it to say that the hard work I She shook her head.
knew in her heart that it was all a farce—neither she nor I brought with it health and happiness, and that among Hale turned as if to go, then came back. - --
her sisters were doing any real work in the world, and I the many ladies busy there as probationers and sisters, I wait," he said impatiently ; “tell me how il all was. 
their platform of culture and petty artistic endeavor was I there was no more general favorite with patients, doc- I It did not need many words. They had been separated 
in none but a superficial sense above the level of actual I tors and nurses. Her earnestness, energy and ability I by the treachery of a mutual friend, a man whom Hate 
idleness. , I strengthened her position day by day, and at the end of I had wholly trusted. The oculist saw it all now, and real*

Katharine was seven-and-twenty now, and had for many I her three years' training a ward was at once assigned to I ized what Katharine must have suffered. He went away 
years led the tranquil, easy life of the eldest daughter in 1 her. As head nurse of the eye ward, with the new title I full of troubled thoughts. At the time he had thought 
a well-to-do house. Nothing was required of her more I 0j «» Sister Eyes," and a number of patients under her I it his duty to wrench himself away from her, and by dint 
than that she should play her part pleasantly at I 0WI1 immediate charge, she was more completely content I of long years of determined persevering to his profession 
home and in society ; should perform certain household I than she had ever believed possible. Her cosy little room I he had schooled himself to forget her—or, at least, to oe- 
duties, and take an interest in those about her ; should I adjoining the ward was an additional source of pleasure, 1 lleve that he had forgotten her. Now his hardly won 
go out calling pretty often, and be ready to entertain I for here from time to time she could indulge in long talks I peace of mind was disturbed as hers had been. Disquiet 
guests ; should sing when she was asked, keep up her I about home with her mother and sisters. In no way had I and unrest took possession of them both. Hotn anew tnat 
drawing, and always look ladylike. Mr. Ackroyd had I 8he slipped out of the family circle, for a deep affectionate 1 their old feelings had oome to life again, sirengxneneo, 
never «Slowed any daughter of his to teach or study for I nature like hers does not drift easily away from its early I not weakened, oy the lapse of time î botn wonaerca ns 
a profession, and absolutely prohibited work among the I moorings Rather she drew her sisters after her; all of I this unlooked-for meeting would lead *°. . .
poor, with whom he had no sympathy. Probably it cc- I them visited at the hospital, knew her patients, and in- I At last one dav Hale looked in at an unusual nour w 
cured to him no more than it usually does to wealthy I tcrested themselves in every detail of her work. I 9ee patient he was ^cially interested in, y
fathers, that his girls may be mentally famished for the I Then, unexpectedly, into the midst of Katharine’s new- 1 found themselves practically alone in the dai
want of some employment affording deeper satisfaction I found tranquility, entered that fertile element of disquiet I and among the sightless patients.
than the most complete fulfilment of the simple duties _iovc. “Doctor," murmured Che manwhom Hae had doneeo
just enumerated. And yet I know that Katharine was I it was at the sisters' dining-table one day that the first I much for, y°u are so good to us poor loiRs wiui o*
only one of thousands of girls who would be glad of the I warning of danger came. I eyes, you ought to have a home of }0 »
excuse of necessity to work, and who suffer in every way I “So I hear," remarked Sister Casualty, “ that the new Sister for head nurw. f.. .
from the wide gulf that separates them from their strug- I oculist has been appointed at last.” I The oculist flushed up oer ° ^ that this was au
gling fellows. In her case it had been a certain nobility I n may perhaps be as well to explain that at St. diffid^t temperament, th^r^tion that th s was
of feeling that had kept her from even wishing to under- Nathaniel's no sisterhood exists: but the head nurse in opportunity not to be lost had the ^ g
take remunerative work—a perception of the fact that I each ward is callui Sister, and further distinguished by I speech difficult. There was a *

*"?. s?-sra**, -. -iealisstiBS*»... — -
CrTroe! there was marriage as an alternative ; but Kathar- I °”» You have mistaken the name," said Sister President, I “ Does it exist /’j she asked ^nduringly. k
ine’8 love-story was a thing ol the past, and she had never - U is not Hall, but Hale-Godfruy Hale. He was house- “It ehallextrt, if you will gl>e me el^“5
cared for any man since a certain Godfrey Hale bad ceas- surgeon here when I first came, and,always socially de- on the.enterprise. I mean I men, hKna^ ,
ed to visit at her father's house. As a woman, hedged I voted to your branch.” . you, as my wife, P lnstltuUou?'
in bv conventionalities, she had been powerless to dispel I One or two of the older sisters joined in and spoke in I such home if t could work Ite nstllUMon. the cloud of misunderstanding and distrust under which warm praise'of Mr. Hale's character and ability, while Would she a^pt the double^ ^ine» 0^ 
he had quilted her, and now for five years they had not I Katharine sat by in a maze of alarm and dismay. I wife, and carry g , „ -a IHJ. recorded,
met. Even at this distance of time she could not lo .k Godfrey Hale ! How would they meet ' As strangers? | mind to for so long! Her answer need not M F”0””
back to those days of si ent helpless misery without a 1 As mere acquaintances? Or with the memory of some-
pang of renewed suffering. I thing more than acquaintanceship tinging their manner ■ ^ v **■■■• IHaiuhv's HViirfh.

But there was one channel of useful activity in which I to one another? There had never been any explanation I l*CE I OUT jHOIlt/j # 1W vrMle
her energies might find full scope without depriving between them ; would the shadowy barrier of an lmagin- madam trv to buy
needier sisters of their difficult earnings. A longing, of ary wrong still make frendliness mqmsible ! Must she I In shopping, my dear madam, J y
old standing, to lead the life of a hospital nurse had been I still endure the hardly-concealed disdain with which fie I ... £ rea£ value, even if you buy 1668 than
asserting its sway of late, and this afternoon Katharine I had last i>arted from hcr ! I o . n , _i_v *«^**1,,
wa-* slowly sc owing up her courage to the point of try- Yet even that would have been more tolerable than Qu fanCy you require. Only riCH people 
ing to overcome her fa her's objection to her leaving I what actually occurred. Her patients were harc* ^ PV I ^ i . h»v hartrains Never buy a cheap Orhome. The pay, especially at first, would be very small, I straight next morning before the house-surgeon came in I afford to buy barga 8. y F
and afterwards she would be in the midst of opportuni- I and informed her that Mr. Hale wished to make a pro- 1 _or material made up aa a good One, 9M It
ties for spending mo ey well. The work would be hard liminary inspection of the ward A minute ’ I m i fhird nr fourth Vf the time. Snd
and trs ing, but she felt sure of herself, and knew that if the oculist entered, was introduced to Sister E>es, I WiH only last a third Or lourtn OI tn ,
only her father’s consent were gained, she would gladly I and, without the faintest movement of surprise or recog^ I i00k aa well. A cheap material tempt»
put htr shoulder to the wheel. This very evening she nition proceeded to put to her a few necessary questions never 10 , wvv.rnMli
would appeal to him on the subject. Mr.Ackioyd was so about the patients. If Katharine had remembered that t() eXce8aive trimmings to cover ltfl poorness, 
peremptory, so quick to break out with hasty words of to any one coming in from the light the u>uward ®ecmed , Htuîf will be a continual pleasure
prohibition, so slow to admit his mistakes, that his at first to he in a most complete darkness, she need not while a good atutt Will U6 a conwu » F 
daughters disliked above all things being obliged to have felt so deeply hurt at being un recognised, but as j its own excellence. A good dreM-mster
question his decisions. Kath.rine knew a struggle lay was, she lound it very ditheult to force down her woman- It m»V be BOOUred
before her, but she was possessed by a warmth of purpose ly disappointment and answer quietly and clearly in her ,al may be worn for years. It "lay 06 MO r
that she felt would enable her to pierce through the purely professional capacity, tor her part, she woul , .j j made Over, and at last given
c ustof desnotism to the fatherly love and wish for her have known him anywhere. It was the sa ne slight, turned, uippeu, cse*happiness below. The excitement of the thought had its wiry figure, the same keen, sensitive lace only the ex- I while a flimsy One IS unfit even to gi
physical, ffect on her. Her heart beat quîckly ; she mression was changed ; it was that of a man whose interest J
turned hot and cold by turns, and at the slightest sound I lay wholly in intellectual things. „. .. I away, a .
in the hall tingled with little thrills of nervousness. “ This is your most serious case lister, hi,g ““ P To trimmings the Same principle will Apply.
At last she heard the lock of the frontdoor yield to her cntly, laying his hand gentiy on the head of a pwir fel i : two or three veare,
father's latch-key With almost feverish haste she laid who had been accidentally shot m the eye. I should ^ woman Will often spend to tWOOr inree years,
hC'r,b~shtons™atTtfaXhre=tner; so don't interrupt '^vc cTof ‘ca^fui directions, and then on fringes and fancy trimmings, an amount that
us,” she said t<Tthe other girls, wholookedupin wonder quitted the ward, little dreaming what a sore heart WOuld purchase real lace sufheient for A 1U«-
IX^veVy Slm'very gentir-very 1‘reserved! deceived ‘^Ne^day he‘came again, quite unexpected by Kathar time. The fringes wear out, fade, and are good
even the members’of her”o vn family, and any evidence i„e, as it was unusual for the visiting phjsicians to nothing in less than a season, while the lace

th“ atô would last out her time and then go down to
to answer the summons of the dressing-bell, and when I straight to the bedside of th I uftr(ifcaccnJant8. YetahesayBBhecannotaffonl to
tLmÿXtrwrtoXneînXrlgd^LXbâ " ^ Stater Eyes ; “he was delirious with pain , ^ FaI1cy-stuilsin dress goods.hould

Mr^Ackroy^maintadiîed*! grave^Ueiice'throughoiit^'iic thS S^aHaW JthaV be looked upon with great suspicion, especially
meal Katharine was slightly flurhed, and a certain ncr- He made a second( careful examination l f the suffer. ' . h ent an imuaually fine appearance
SSSgarJSASh-SttS»

At last, when dessert was put on the table and the ser- I mg, Sister. .. ,,08ueaaed now, I uilitv though even those will vary in differentvante left the room, Mr. Ackroyd broke silence. eves^te^h io his blUt^ IfUdies would insist on obtaining dura-
hT ^”d W1Lh a faint 8mi e’ 8 a I a°A puzzled expression of doubt and hesitation crossed I • ra*her than cheapness, the inanufactur-

ThJ giri‘r looked1 at him beseechingly. “If you will, the oculist's °aer8 vvould soon rise to the demand and would
O. the table gKe, smiled ever so faint,y, and he a, once put out p e the Btyle of their good. » faat M they

Wife/liatharine wShesIkfieavi; home—she cannot he ” And then iu a moment his | are deter,orating them pre.en
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Ittinnit Isay's gfpartment. of age. The coat is sacque shape fitting slightiy 
to the figure in the back and cut away in front 

Fig. 3.—Child’s costume, suitable for child 
from two to six years of age. A kilted skirt,

others being a cash prize of ten dollars for the 
best collection of berlin/tvool work ; a painting 
valued at fifteen dollars, for the best collection 
of fancy work of all kinds ; and another ten 
dollar prize for the best pair of worked slippers; 
thus offering greater inducements than ever to 
intending exhibitors. The whole Fair proved 
most interesting as well as instructive.

Now a few words about the fall and winter 
fashions, as we suppose many of 
our girls have dressmaking to be 
done. Woolen goods are still as 
fashionable as ever; in fact, a 
pretty cloth costume is more fash 
ionable for street and church wear 
at present, than richer goods. 
The leading colors are plum, 
prune, dahlia, heliotrope, golden 
browns and red, the latter play
ing a conspicuous part, and is 
seen both in vivid and dull hues 

Velvets remain very popular 
for dresses, wraps and trimmings. 
The vest, high collar, cuffs and 
either borders or panels being the 
parts of the woolen dress where 
velvet is most effectively used 
choosing, of course, either plain 
velvet or small figures, as large 

’ figures are reserved for outside
wraps exclusively, the latter gar
ments being trimmed with 
border of fur, feathers or chenille 
Velvet ribbons of imusual width 
are imported for bordering dress 
skirts, for belts and sashes. Sev
eral rows of narrow velvet ribbon 
will be much used, as also braids 
of various kinds.

Owing to the heavy fabrics 
used for winter costumes, the 
straight draperies are favored. 

Jit R°und waists are popular in all 
materials, and Jerseys are not to 

||||i| be discarded.

Dame Fashion ordains for the 
» coming season brilliant colored 

hats and bonnets, the most strik- 
« ing being red, on velvet and plush, 
■ with feathers to match. The small 
H bonnets, as also the round hat 
ri with high crown and narrow brim, 
■ similar in shape to those 

K during the past summer, are to 
® continue in favor through the 

^ winter ; feathers, including the 
wings and breasts of wild birds, 
being the most suitable trim
mings. The ornamentation, what- 

gp~- ever it be, is placed directly on 
~ , top and in front. Cloth bonnets 

and capots to match the wool 
costumes will be much worn, 
proving an economical fashion to 

many, as any deft-fingered girl can, with a 
little skill, manufacture a becoming head 
ering, and save the milliner’s bill.

My Drab Nieces.—Once more the much 
talked of Western Fair has come and gone. 
Doubtless many of you visited and already 
know more than I could tell about it, though 
time and space allowed; but many other nieces 
live too far away to come for that purpose 
alone, and for their sakes I should be glad to
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the waist cut away in front showing a vest of 
another color or material.

The prize of a Silver Napkin King with win 
ner’s initials engraved, has been awarded to 
Miss Lizzie Gibson, of Bloomfield, Ont. We 
now offer a fine Meteor Alarm Clock for the best
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write of all the wonderful things the rest of us 
saw there.
■. The display in the Ladies’ Department
very large, but few novelties. Painting on Fig. 1.-Shows a neat and stylish walking 
china, silk and velvet, embroidery, bead work, costume, which has no trimming except tucks, 
braiding, lace work, berhn wool work, wax so much seen on woolen dresses ; the drapery 
work, crochetting, knitting, plain sewing, etc., is simply hemmed and hangs straight at the 
were all well represented. Besides the regular back, 
prizes, there were several extras offered, among
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essay on “Kitchen Economy,” and owing to 
increase in the number, as well as the 

_ ability of our competitors, we deem it advisable
Fig. 2. A suit for boy from six to ten years to allow more time both for your writing and*
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M ,shape fitting slightly 
i cut away in front 

suitable for child 
e. A kilted skirt,

our decisions; therefore will give until Novem- I country and carry their caps when dinnig out, I attractive demeanor well worth our study, 
her 15th for the above essay; but all must be in I and it is also useful for carrying fancy work, I anything indeed that will enable us te deport 
by that date. The decision will then be given I etc. A round is formed of cardboard abouti ourselves in an agreeable and pleasing manner, 
in the December number instead of November, eight inches wide, covered with .Java can- and teach us to be truly polite in spirit 
when we will give another subject for the Janu- | vas, plush or velvet, upon which is worked in | jf we have that “ true politeness ” we will 

ary number.

M
5 embroidery or cross stitch a pretty vine, and | exercé it at home as well as abroad, in the

or satin
Minnie Mav. ; ‘d'V

:
* k'¥

■
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: $ 
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then lined ; then make a bag of silk 
and fasten on either side of the round 
the ends up with a silk cord.

kitchen as well as the parlor, to parents, bro- 
and draw I there, sisters and servants, as well as to friends, 

I relatives, and those we meet in society.
I How truly beautiful all our homes would be- 

what little paradises on earth we would

Work Basket.
Embroidery in every style and variety is very 

popular, that called Japanese being the latest.
It consists of squares, each bearing a Japanese 
figure, or wonderful flowers, birds and insects I w 
worked in dazzling, well-shaded colors.

Braiding is again used for dress-trimming as I 
well as for various fancy articles.

Drawn work is a simple and effective style I 
of decoration. It is used for large collars, tidies, I 

the ends of towels, and ordinary bed I

come ;
enjoy if father and mother were always truly 
polite. The children would naturally grow up 
so, for they pattern after them. The impatient 
word would be checked and replaced by kind 
and tender ones. Apologies would be given 
and accepted. The “ golden coin of courtesy 
would be always bright from use.

How sweet are the “ I thank you,” “You 
kind”—thrice sweet from those dearest

safl7 fa

I
'■! -1 !

i* I
f';M

napery

Pretty table covers are made of canton flan- to us and all the Uttle attentions which con-
nel, with a pretty stripe of cretonne to form the W- atant association in every day life calls for, and
border. Finish the edge with worsted fringe, M II T which tells so mightily on the heart and has Its

Now is the time for preserving autumn leaves strong refining influence on our lives,
for winter use, which are used for winter decor-1 ’ I I The influences of such a home will perpetuate
àtion. They may be used in hoquets with themselves in the lives of the children. The
dried grasses, etc., or formed into pretty grace gentle grace of the mother will live in the
ful sprays and fastened on a light wall. A g||b | H daughter. The nobility and courtesy of the
pretty effect is gained by fastening a piece of LL-1 -----1 1 ^ father wiU be traced in the son when his place
thin lace net upon the wall between windows or The above cut illustrates a Novelty Rug Ma- ^ ^ flUed by j,im No matter how lowly 
on the door panel, providing the paint is white chine> which is employed for making rugs, that bome> if tbue garnished with sweet wniles 
or some light color, and then decorate with I tilies, doormats, mittens, hoods, etc. It is very ^ tender, loving words, the heart will turn 
autumn leaves and ferns by passing the stems B|mpie jn construction, and is worked with ease I longingly towards it from all the troubles and 
through the meshes of the lace. Another way an(j rapidity. vexations of life. So we say to every man and
to use the dried leaves is foromamenting tables, I -------- I WOman, boy and girl, cultivate the habits of
screens, blotting books, boxes, etc. The arti- PRIZE ESSAY. courtesy and “ true politeness ” at home, and
cle to be decorated can be painted black by using I ___ I you wjy not be in danger of betraying a want
Brunswick black to stain the wood or Brunswick True Politeness. I of them where you would least desire to, for it
black and turpentine mixed for a brown ground- ___ „ a satisfaction to know that that they are not
ing. Arrange the leaves tastefully and gum GIBS0N, bloomfield, g alt p. o., put on, but that they belong to the character
them on, being careful to cut away all the un- I " 0NT and will manifest themselves under all “fr®®"1'
der parts of the leaves which will be hidden by . , XT , , stances. It was a wise mother who said, “My
others above, as too many thicknesses will What is it . o artificial, boy, treat every one with politeness, even those

^rtoTe w^lthr Sr Z - wtT c-
,eavesir all on, varnish the entire surface ^^3-” ^ *•» uumnere,"

""cover for Music Stool in CROCHKT.-Cro- heart, andl spring*>^ f # mortifying a, such error, often are i. ne^ly «
chet 6 stitches and unite the chain, and into rights and feelings of others «md m ta a pm- ^ the rudeness which spring, rom the
each stitch put 2 double crochet. You have son what perfume is to a flower. something^so ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ h
then 12 stitches; into each put 2 double all round awee\^\C^8^ly Its”ssence is at the pereon who would commit that error, U 
again, making 24 stitches. You now begin the even the beautiful lovely. ry muchthe less polite of the two.
pattern, which is worked throughout in treble ourgelve8 instinctively in It was not the least royal ^otgoedQ***

:“tr»dt*;r:;rdh "«~4 oi ,me ^ «'-tr’LU -j»»**

2nd Round. - 2 stitches into the first of the but polite, though there are too many gr hind their fans, and reassured her guests by

201 r.z'ir" 'oth,r'2 oh“° “d ^ rrS'r* ""0,1 *“" stitches, into the first stitch, into hi, h„,t-th. very ", :„1 temper — ontolBshn—are ato—-»
.nd on, inte e«h oi the other two, 2 elm, and being love, — who „ unde, .hi*.*» ^ to ■■ .roe I»»—""
repeat ,11 round. 1 ». Divine <™>d, to he nded is .Is- —W » th.t on... ««•""?

You see now that you have a circle in twelve “be kind one to another, estee g ^ fey Burpriee, and a quick 
gores, and these gores increase in width each others better than ourselves &c. &c.,* priety;an(1 whe„ about to speak, thbÜMf ,o«r 
time round The two chain stitches whhh which teaches us to be respectf Üid words would wound the feelings of any
““ to thé go,,, Vast always b. direct,, iors, kind and considerate to -r slightest d.g»; U ta»»-
n'2 This centre can be mad, a, bring, to «. -be highest grac oi -0,1 and wp, h„

lartze as desired and if the two stitches made social culture. «nod ! sacrifice truth or honesty.taSelretTtc^f each gore do not keep the •< True politeness,” which ^es^good ^ ^ ^ if kin.y and plea^tly
work flat, then make two in the last stitch of manners is not confine clafl‘ orBect expressed, will seldom o®^ „
each gore niso; dnisi, with a .bug,, herder „ ~= - — -

Br^nrir,—A basket of Uiis description — I SS, Si I S. . - » — — fc'
very useful for elderly ladies who live in the | Books on politeness are benehc , gra

tif I
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■» 8 Magazines etc., Received.

The “Caterer,” a family journal issued 
monthly, contains excellent information on 
table and other matters of interest to the home. 
Published by C. E. Whitton, Philadelphia.

The “ Dorcas Magazine,” a new monthly 
of infinite value, giving as it does instructions 
for various kinds of work, particularly knit
ting and crochet work. Edited by Laura B. 
Starr, New York.

A Reader.—1. How can a canary’s feet be 
prevented from getting tore? 2. What kind of 
gem is the onyx? Ans. — 1. It is caused by 
want of cleanliness. Once a week scrape the 
perches clean, and rub them with a little soap, 
then dust them with starch. Wash the bird’s 
feet clean and dust them with fine starch; this 
will cure the soreness. 2, A partly trans
parent one generally marked alternately with 
colors of white, black, brown, blue, and green. 
It is found in the East Indies, Siberia, America, 
and Germany. The word, in Greek, signifies 
a nail, on account of its supposed resemblance 
in color to the whitish crescent at the base of 
the human nail.

best friends, and almost unendurable to others, 
while the possession of it will make people easy 
with whom we converse, and gives conversation 
its deserving charm, and “ whoever makes the 
fewest people uneasy is the most polite man in 
company.” Some will say all this is so trifling, 
but life is made up principally of little things, 
and attention to them the index of the charac
ter, and on which the joy of life so much de 
pends, for oftimes they are unfathomable in 
their power. And if in “ treading on life’s 
rough pathway” we can smoothen the rugged 
places a little for others, by being courteous 
and considerate to the stranger, respectful and 
helpful to the aged, kind and obliging to our 
friends, and by gentle acts and sweet smiles 
help to make home the dearest spot on earth, 
and a foretaste of a purer, holier and better life 
above, then we can understand practically 
something of what constitutes the main spring 
of “ true politeness. ”

fit
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1:3 S The Right Wife.i
iii A physician writes to young men as follows 

“My profession has thrown me among women of 
all classes, and my experience teaches me that 
the Creator never gave man a greater proof of 
his love than to place woman here with him 
My advice is—Go and propose to the most sen
sible girl you know. If she accepts you, tell 
her how much your income is, and from what 
source derived, and tell her you will divide the 
last shilling with her, and that you will love 
her with all your heart in the bargain; and 
then keep your promise. My word for it, she 
will live within your income, and to your last 
hour you will regret that you did not marry 
sooner. Stop worrying about feminine extrava
gance and feminine untruth. J ust you be true 
to her—love her sincerely, and a more fond, 
faithful, foolish slave you will never meet any
where. You will not deserve her, I know ; 
but she will never know it.”

T
! $ if]111ï>. Recipes.

Chicken Pot Pie.—Cut up one large chicken; 
grease a deepish pot with lard, roll out 
enough of “plain crust” to line it, cutting out 
the bottom; as you put in the pieces of chicken, 
strew in flour, salt and pepper, a few pieces of 
the crust rolled thin, and a few potatoes, cover 
this with water, and put on it a covering of 
paste, with a slit in the middle ; let this cook 
slowly two hours; have hot water at hand to 
add in case it be too dry. Veal, lamb, etc., 
may be made thus; also peach or apple pot pie.

Scalloped potatoes make a nice dish for tea, 
prepared in this proportion:—Two cups of 
mashed potatoes, two tablespoonfuls of cream 
or milk and one of melted butter; salt and pep
per to taste. Stir the potatoes, butter and 
cream together, adding one raw egg. If the 
potatoes seem too moist, beat in a few fine 
bread crumbs. Bake in a hot oven for 
ten minutes, taking care to have the top a rich 
brown.

Tapioca Cream.—Cover three tablespoonfuls 
of tapioca with water and let it stand over 
night, then pour off the water, if any, and put 
into a quart of milk, over the fire; when it boils 
stir in the yolks of three eggs , i cup sugar 
and brown in the oven.
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Answers to Inquirers.

Mabel.—Is it proper when pouring tea to 
ask how they take their tea, or pass cream and 
sugar around the table ? Ans.—As a rule now- 
a-days people are allowed to suit themselves, 
the cream and sugar being passed to each,but some 
still prefer the old-fashioned easy way of being 
helped by the hostess, who must then of course 
ask each as to his or her taste.
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Holly.—We do not think much of either 
party in a breach of promise case, and certainly 
think that of a man who would marry a girl rather 
than lose his money, and of a girl who would be 
married in such a way, the less said the better ; 
they surely could not hope for happiness in 
their union.

The Ashes Upon the Hearth.
I went to the old time cottage 

Where I dwelt in childhood days;
I looked through the dear old window 

That seemed to return my gaze ;
I sought for sdme sweet reminder 

To bear from my place of birth,
But ah' there remained no token 

But the ashes upon the hearth.

The chambers were bare and empty,
And the echoes seemed to say:

“Oh! where is the busy household,
Oh ! why do the children stay ?”

A branch of the veteran oak tree,
That now was a century old,

’ Still curtained my little window 
That mirrored the sunset's gold.

I wandered to “mother’s chamber, ”
To the room where father wrote.

No sound broke the mournful stillness 
But the chimney swallow’s note.

Then again I sought the kitchen,
Once a place of joy and mirth,

And naught brought the past before me 
Like the ashes upon the hearth,

»
How often we merry youngsters,

For our chestnuts sweet and brown, 
Made a bed in the hot “wood ashes,” 

With the live coals dropping down, 
While the girls pulled molasses candy 

And tossed it with glee on high,
And the golden pippins roasted 

In an earthen pan near by !

■Since those happy days of childhood 
It is fifty years or more,

And the “boys and girls” have scattered 
To many a distant shore,

While some dear hands were folded 
And sheltered by Mother Earth,

As they dropped away from the spirit 
Like the ashes upon the hearth.

I
H. M. M.—1. Vinegar made from cider 

should be kept in a room where it will not 
freeze ; place your cask on end without a head, 
fill one-third full of soft water and the other 
two-thirds with cider and two quarts of yeast. 
In a few weeks you will have good vinegar ; 
without the yeast it would be all the season in 
becoming good. Then put into casks or jars for 
use, leaving about one-eighth in the open cask, 
till up again with water and cider and it will be
come good much quicker than before, l’ure 
cider may be used,but makes vinegar too strong 
and requires much longer time in making. You 
may place a board over the cask to keep out 
flies and dirt. 2. For chow chow take 1 peck 
green tomatoes, 4 very small, solid cabbages, G 
white skinned onions, and 6 green bell pep
pers, all chopped tine and mixed. Sprinkle a 
cupful of salt over the mixture and let it stand 
over night. In the morning drain off the juice 
and add 2 lbs. of brown sugar, 1 cupful of mus
tard-seed, and 1 gallon of vinegar to the chopped 
mixtuie. Boil until clear and tender, then put 
in jars. 3. Mustard pickles are made asfollows: 
100 small cucumbers, 2 qts. of small onions, 2 
qts. string beans, 2 qts. green tomatoes, 2 heads 
of cauliflower. The vegetables need to stand 
in salt and water over night. Drain out in the 
morning and cover with vinegar. Boil twenty 
minutes. Mix one quart of mustard and ten 
cents worth of turmeric powder in one extra 
quart of vinegar about ten minutes before taking 
oil' the fire.

6 Graham Bread.—In one pint of water dis
solve ^ yeast cake, to the above take i teaspoon 
of soda, A teaspoon of molasses and 4 teaspoon 
of sugar; salt. Then add a cup of graham and 
a cup of white flour and so on until stiff enough. 
1’lace by the tire to rise. Just before taking 
from the rising pan, melt a teaspoon of but
ter and cut into the dough. Work as little as 
possible and put in the pans, set to rise, then 
bake in a moderately hot oven.

Cookies.—One egg, one teaspoon of cream or 
milk, three quarters cup butter, one cup of 
sugar and one teaspoon soda. Excellent.

'F ■
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Maukitia Cream.—Take about a soup-plateful 
of rather firm curds, hang them in a cloth until 
most of the whey has run off, but not till very 
dry. Turn into a bowl and beat until quite 
smooth.

' "1:

Then add two tablespoonfuls of 
raspberry or strawberry jam and a few drops 
of essence of lemon, and beat the whole mix
ture together till it lie thoroughly blended; turn 
them into a glass dish for the table.

at

i’iCKLED Pears.—Six lbs. of pears, three lbs. 
sugar, one quart cider vinegar, 
cloves in eacli pear; if the vinegar is too strong 
add a little water. Boil all together till soft.

Chocolate Candy.—1 cup grated chocolate, 
3 of sugar, 1 of molasses, 1 of milk, butter the 
size of a walnut; boil all together for twenty 
minutes, stirring all the time or else it will 
burn.
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''^Ifncle ^eparfmcnf. While thus engaged. Mr. Ryran, the pro- met a (cape off Africa), m we thought, under
prietor, entered, and, fating off his hat, spo’’e the influence of (island west of Scotland). He
to the gentleman with the most deferential was neatly dressed in a suit of (river in Rect

ify Dear Nephews and Nieces—How .. land), and so we went to him and accosted him
i _ eii Vieenmintr to be sure *’° 1 ene8S' in a (island in Pacific Ocean) manner. He did

very cleve y ’ “Do you-know who that gentleman was!” not speak, but allowed us to bring him home,
Your answers to puzzles on e w oe as asbed Mr. Bryan after the visitor had departed, where he lay on the fl -or as one insensible. My 
month were splendid; if you are improving in “No, sir.” comrade and I sat down to play cards, ana
n Tjnnr other studies as well, in ti ne you may “ Well, sir, that was Martin Van Buren, ex- scarcely had we turned our backs when he

111 y ... -j.nt trovemor iudce, President of the United States ” rushed at us with a (island eastofUnited States)
become either a pre ’ 8 ’ , 8 The young man mused, and then said to him- knife and plunged it info my companion’s
member of Parliament or something else. 1 ge^  heart. He was just about to attack me when I
think the variety of puzzles we receive and j “I’ve not only been taught a lesson in polite- wrenched the weapon from him, and throwing 
publish are limited, so I intend giving some ness, butin diplomacy also ” him on ^S^Kf^de^ttX^d

samples next month. We are His hands and feet and made my
escape.

new
having some glorious days for sport
ing, nutting, etc. How I should like 
to join all my boys and girls in a 
day’s outing ! 
should have gathering the lovely 
autumn leaves and rambling for nuts! 
I believe I could feel and .-act as 

the youngest of my large

Ada Armand.
6—OBOGRAPHICAL PUZZLE.

1

OK Turn to the map of the British 
Isles and point out the following 
towns—(1) Part of a berry; (2) an 

ade ; (3) Part of the 
body and a small pond ; (4) increas
ing two-f jld ; (5) a color and a river ; 
(6) a light substance ; (7) another 
light substance ; (8) what ought to 
be taken‘every day; (9) a musical 
instrument and firm ; (10) an in
heritor ; (11) a watch and a great 
monopolist ; (12) a bird and a piece 
of water ; (13) a cravat and a gate ; 
(14) tying and a piece of meat.

Harry A. Woodworth.
_ 7—transposition.

Mtpatat eth n le dan venir danst ot

What a time we

animal and to w0 F j ti
\young as

family. I will give a prize of a hand - 
mouth organ to the child which 

sends me the three prettiest colored 
leaves in your next letter. I suppose 
most of you have visited some show 
or fair, perhaps taken prizes for 
poultry or vegetables or flowers ; if 
so, tell me all about them, for I 
like to know what is going on and 
how you employ your time. Below I give you 
a lesson in politeness. Uncle Tom.

UK
some

mmj ■
K

Puzzles.
1—ILLUSTRATED RERUS. 
2—DROP VOWEL PUZZLE.

bodut;
Qinnoht os rahd ubt cheras lwil difn ti uto.

Alice Hume.
8—1 am the name of a writer ; exchange my 

first letter, I become a term in geography ; ex
change again, I am a portion of time ; ex
change again, I am food ; exchange again, I 
am another portion of time ; exchange again, 
I am what all honest men do.

Agnes M. Frood.

Th- h-rt h-s t-ndr-ls 1-k th- v-n- 
Wh-ch -r--nd -n-th-rs b-s-m tw-n- 
- tspr-ng-ng fr-m th- p-r-nt tr-- 
-f d- pi pl-nt-d s-m p- th- 
Wh-s- fl-w-rs -r- h- p--ts fr-ts -r-bl-ss 
B-n-f c-nc- -ts h-rv-st -s

Thirty years ago, there was a noted exhibi
tion of foreign paintings in New York, which, 
from the name of the owner and exhibitor, was 
known as Bryan’s Gallery. The custodian of 
gallery, in the absence of Mr. Bryan, was an

allowed to copy

mounted on

ChRISTENA HADCOCK.
3—square'word. 5

An island in the Mediterranean ;"a heavy sub
stance ; a large package ; a city in Africa.

W. M. Head.

9—CHARADE.
My first is used in every house 

To keep the floor dean,
My second on every garment

You’ll always find. I ween,
My third you’ll find at the very

art-student, a boy who was 
the pictures on the walls.

One day, while the student was 
a step-ladder copying a large picture, an o 
gentleman entered the gallery.
The custodian decended from his 
lofty perch, took the admission 
fee, and offered the gentleman a 
catalogue, which, however, he

t

top
Of almost every house,

Now add a letter and you will
find ,

A science they will bring to 
mind.

declined to buy.
The youth again mounted the 

ladder and resumed his work.
The old gentleman began asking 
questions about the pi dures, 
which, at first, were pleasantly 
answered by the copyist. At last 
the questions annoyed him, as 
they distracted his attention, and 
he, thinking the old gentleman 
little parsimonious, answered,

“Sir, if you have twenty-five 
cents, you can purchase a cata
logue for that sum, and thereby 11—DIAMOND PUZZLE
learn all about the pictures.” \Ve offer three prizes, one of 84 one of ’82, | A vowel; an am,na1!, *...“"^11°mark •

“Ah - quite true ; thank you !” replied the | and one of si, for the besf deduction drawn rept.le ; courteous; a teacher . a .mall mark ,
* , j rnir. fu;,, nn/yle The puzzle cm be easily a consonant,gentleman, politely, to the rude answe ^ fro^ to excePed half of a column

“ What an excellent copy you arc making . a e Competition open until loth of
he continued, surveying the young man’s work. Deeelmber The first prize answer will be pub_ ,
“ You are very far advanced for so young an lished in -he January issue, witn the names of p,.izes wilt be given for the best Ulu. rated

added. -Y-u, b „ j — ........... .. |

by this praise, and descending from the ladder |i;iir|n.aiUh adventures, one of wlm^I ^hey^muat be of"a moral, entertaining or in-
he accompanied the gentleman around thega y blt(J jn his own wirds: Ouen g , . .t,üctive t< ndency, devoid of religious or par-
pointing out the works of famous’painters and ■ Africa) being up, my^comnv.e and J^went j .true

calling attention to their merits. 01 a wa

A J. Taylor.
10 —TRANSPOSITION.

When whole l’in used by ladies 
fair

To trim their dresses nice with 
care,

Behead me now, curtail me too,
A jewel I will bring to view,
Transpose me now and you will 

find
A funny laugh I’ll bring to mind.
Now twice behead and'yon will

y

i J5*

a
i-—! see

A preposition I will be.
A. J. Taylor4— ILLUSTRATED RE1IVS.

A. J. Taylor.
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It- III Answers to September Puzzles. j Piffle S..<01 (Sdllimn.
1,—All is not gold that glitters.

A rolling stone gathers no moss.
B

CUP 
BYRON 

ONE

Modern Geography.
“ Of what is the surface of the earth 

posed ?”
“ Of comer lots, mighty poor roads, railroad 

tracks, base ball grounds, cricket fields and 
skating rinks.”

“ What portion of the globe is water ?”
“ About three-fourths. Sometimes they add 

a little gin and nutmeg to it.”
“ What is a town?”
“ A town is a considerable collection of 

houses and inhabitants, with four or five 
who ‘run the party, ’ and lend money at fifteen 
per cent, interest. ”

“ What is a city ?”
“ A city is an incorporated town, with a 

mayor who believes that the whole world 
shakes when he happens to fall flat on a cross 
walk.”

“ What is commerce ?”
“ Borrowing five dollars for a day or two 

and dodging the lender for a year or two.”
“ Name the different races.”
“Horse race, boat race, bicycle race, and 

racing around to find a man to indorse your 
note.”

ill com-

1 “ Hare and Hounds.”
“ What shall we do ?” the children said. 
By the spirit of frolic and mischief led, 
Frank and Lulu and Carrie, three 
As full of nonsense as they could be ; 
Who were never known any fun to stop 
Until they were just about ready to drop.

2.

i'{
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S.—Absence makes the heart grow fonder.
human heart 

Some not completely barren part,
Where seeds of love and truth might 

grow,
And flowers of generous virtue flow.

5. —Cod, shark, bass, perch.
6. —Agin court.
7. —(a.) Stray, tray, ray. (b.) Pi ice, rice,

n Ills 4.—There is in ev;'■I?

s Frank, whose “knowledge-box” surely abounds 
With games, spoke up for “Hare and Hounds.” 
“ Down the cellar, or up the stair,
Here and there, and everywhere,
You must follow, for I’m the Hare !”
Lulu and Carrie gave quick consent,
And at cutting their papeis and capers went, 
For the stairs were steep, and they must not

Lt
I men

b mm
M

if ill
I ice.v

8. —Prelate, relate, elate, late, ate, tea, eat, 
at, a.

9. —Live with wolves and you will learn to 
howl.

10. —Hindostan.
11. —Satisfactory.

fail
To have enough for a good long trail.

Away went the Hare 
Right up the stair,

And away went the Hounds, a laughing pair ; 
And Tony, who sat 
Near Kitty, the cat,

And was really a dog worth looking at,
With a queer grimace 
Soon joined the race,

And followed the game at a lively pace !
Then Puss, who knew 
A thing or two,

Prepared to follow the noisy crew,
And never before or since, I ween,
Was ever beheld such a hunting scene !
The Hare was swift ; and the papers went 
This way and that, to confuse the scent ;
But Tony, keeping his nose in air,
In a very few moments betrayed the Hare, 
Which the children told him was hardly fair.

11Mlh ÜÉ • .
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Names of Those Who Have Sent 

Correct Answers to September 
Puzzles.

Lottie A Boss, Robt. Kerr, Samuel J. 
Rutherford, Sarah Weasel, Simeon Ashley, Ada 
Hagar, Mary McArthur,“Ada Manning, Peter 
Lamb, Ellen O. Tapper, Wm. Carney, Lottie 
A. Sewell, Willie B. Bell, Carrie Christner, 
Beoca Lowry, Minnie Weldon, Sarah H. 
Pickett, Alice Hume, Belle McLeod, Sarah E. 
Miller, Thos. H. Forbes, Thos. Armstrong, 
Maggie F. Elliott, Harry A. Woodworth, Mary 
Marshall, Belle Richardson, Addie Davidson, 
Katie Miller, Alice Dowler, R. J. Risk, Ada 
Armand, A. J. Taylor, Jas. Paterson, Eva C. 
Kelly, Tiny Docker, Carrie Amey. Robert 
Wilson, Christena Had cock, Annie B. S. Scott, 
Elmon M. Moyer, Henry Reeve, Esther L. 
Ryan, Ann J. Pheonix, C. Gertie Heck, Chas. 
H. Foster, Agnes M. Frood, Aggie Willson, 
W. L. Sissons, Byron G. Bowerman, Stephen 
J. Smith, Amelia E. Walker, James Watson, 
Jessie M. Fox, Sarah M. Brett. Will Thirlwall, 
W. M. Head, Wm. S. Howell, Lena B Scott, 
Philip G. Boulton.

m “Into how many classes is mankind divid-

« ed ?”
. “ Six, being enlightened, civilized, half- 

civilized, savage, too utter, not worth a cent, 
and Indian agents. ”

“ What nations are called enlighten- d ?”
“Those which have had the most, wars and 

the worst laws, and produced the most crimi
nals.”

“ How many motions has the earth ?”
“ That’s according to how you mix your 

drinks, and which way you go home.”
“ What is a map ?”

A map is a drawing to show the jury where 
Smith stood when Jones gave him a lift under 
the eye.”

“ What is a mariner's compass ?”
‘ A jug holding four gallons.”

Hi.
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I cannot tell you how long they played,
Of the fun they had, or the noise they made ; 
For the best of things in this world, I think, 
Can ne’er be written with pen and ink.
But Bridget, who went on her daily rounds, 
Picking up after the “Hare and Hounds,”
Said she didn't mind hearing their lively capers, 
But her back was broke with the scraps o’ 

papers.

Carrie, next day, couldn’t raise her head ; 
Frank and Lulu were sick in bed 
The dog and the cat were a used up pair,
And all of them needed the doctor’s care.
The children themselves can hardly fail 
To tack a moral upon this trail ;
And I guess on rather more level grounds 
They’ll play their next game of “ Hare and 

Hounds.”

1
El 1
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mill A “Queer” Story.
There is a cheap clothing dealer in Kerny, 

near California, whose confidence in mankind 
has received a severe setback. The other day 
an honest looking countryman walked into his 
store and said:

“You remember that second-hand overcoat 
I bought here for eight dollars yesterday?”

“Never dakes pack any tings ven vonce soit, 
my friendt,” said the hand-me-downer.

“Oh! that’s all right. I just vanted to say 
that I found this five hundred dollar bill sewed 
in the lining. Perhaps the owner will call for 
it.”

The “First He Ever See.”
The good old lady who complacently warmed 

her feet at a fire-proof safe, and remarked on the 
comfort of “these ’ere new-fashioned stoves,’’ 
showed how perfectly sure ignorance and im
agination can be in drawing conclusions. The 
Chicago Inter-Ocean gives a still later ex
ample :

A well-to-do but unsophisticated farmer from 
one of the border counties of Indiana was in 
the city lately, attending the stock show, and 
brought with him his wife and daughters to 
see the sights and do some shopping. Among 
other places they visited a new store, and after 
wandering around the first floor for a while the 
party came to a stop near the elevators.

One of the daughters was the first to discover 
the elevators moving silently up and down, re
ceiving and discharging their cargoes of passen
gers. She pulled her father’s coat-sleeve to 
direct his attention to the phenomenon, and in 
a tone that was audible to the clerks in the 
neighborhood, asked,—

“ What’s that, paw—that thing going up and 
down, with sofys in it ?”

The old man gave the elevator a long, calm, 
scrutinizing stare, and exclaimed,—

“ True as you live, it’s a telephone ! the first 
I ever see !”

N!Mi

HERB':
Hi-:'I

Cheap John.
Wm:"w An Austin Israelite, says the Texan Siftings, 

has his dwelling and place of business in the 
same house, which is quite a small one. There 
were several customers in the store when his 
wife, who is a very affectionate creature, called 
ouu from the next room :

“O, Schon, my dear Schon, come to dinner.”
A shade of rage passed over his Hebraic 

features, and going to where she was, he seized 
her brutally by the arm, and with a voice hoarse 
with annoyance, said :

“Rebecca, does you vant to ruin me in my 
pishness ? What for you call me dear Shon, 
ven I vants to be known as sheep Shon ? Do 
you vant to have dot peeblcs lose confidence ?”

I §
Iill •

“Of gorse he vill—he has call alreadty, my 
tear friendt,” exlaimed the dealer eagerly cap
turing the money. “You ish von honest man. 
Here I gif you feefty tollar ash a revard. Dot 
vill pe all ri^ht.”

\\ hen the honest customer got around the 
corner he murmured softly, “I guess I’d bet
ter take this fifty and skip up to Portland, be
fore that sheeny tumbles to that counterfeit. 
Its getting mighty hard to shove the ‘queer’ 
round these parts, and that’s a fact. "—San 
Francisco Post.

■IF -' . i|

Whatever you would have your children be
come, strive to exhibit in your lives and 
versation.

Study yourself : and most of all note well 
Wherein kind Nature meant you to excel.

4 - .

I • con-

Simplicity, of all things, is^the hardest to be 
copied, and ease is only to be acquired with 
the greatest labor.
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tWHBEFDL PREMIUMS (or 1885.flame Amusements. •* ; ::
Do not begrudge the family innocent 

ment. Life brings abundant sorrows and re
grets ; let the home be as nearly like Paradise as 
poerible. A blessed oasis is memory, 
gnmll children, toys simple ones, or home-made, 
or those which they help to make for themselves,
,re the very best. Let boys have some kind of

Let them have musical | makes good fire wood. See articles on page 297.
Norway Manié.—One packet ot seed or six 

plants of this beautiful and hardy variety of the maple, 
pencils, patterns, drawing paper, and paints, if I a description of which appears on page 297 of this mini-
they like art. Give them a boat if you can, if. Adapted to Southern Ontario. 
they are near a pond or creek ; let them go I The Q0rse chestnut is one of the most beautiful 
U* ana picking .h,„ 1, i.
firoouet ball, and out-of-door games, with a from a grand tree owned by the proprietor of tnisSand bar for gymnastics, add much to the i^ptomTrW ’

likelihood of keeping active children peaceably The Black Walnnt.-W all timber for jnaking 
at home. Puzzles, dissected maps, checkers, ^btoXdl^now^ sLrce. This exilent

chess, the game of authors, fox and geese, and
jackstraws all help, with useful and pleasant I thia paper> or aix y0Ung trees, 
books, to pass evenings, holidays, and rainy I -or ih*~

days cheerfully ; while they do their part in chromo „ Lithograph - Yes
developing self sacrifice, courtesy, ingenuity, I or No « Beautiful pictures, and highly prized by 
and quickness of thought. Let the cnildren those who hue received^them^ 
have an occasional "candy pull,” a trial of ^ u6efu, of Vegetable Seeds, ten
nut-cracking, corn-popping, and apple-roasting I varietje8, and one packet novelties for 1886.
Life will move more smoothly for the whole a ^choice collection of Flower Seeds, n 
family by the help of such occasions of mirth I [{A.WHF.Ï1 H.V PLANTS,
and social pleasure. In winter skates and sleds plants, mnce of Berries, saidI to> be the
should ,o. b, denied ; the, g»d (or both ”**

boys and girls. Sleds can be of home manu- Twbplanta, Danlel Boone.-Thia plant has grown 
facture if money is scarce, and children will emand?Kboth m to^avor, productiveness
find means by self-denial and industry to buy I an(j keeping qualities.
their own skates if they are allowed reasonable JhroejalanU of Jame;about 

,he,n

from the James Vick than from any other strawberry. 
Long Life. 1 Two lant8 0, the Dwarf Juiwberry.-These

Some one wisely says that he who strives | plantein enomouiquanti- 

after a long and pleasant term of life must seek . ti 1 the BuMialI Mulbcrry.-The popu-
to attain continual equanimity, and carefully I jjj thjg p\ant still continues, and we have 
avoid everything that too violently shakes his to give it again for a" r̂)^s_ 
feelings. Nothing more quickly consumes the fcw reft„y good roSe, are to be found in the
vigor of life than the violence of the emotions country katoensof.Canada that w«e^vç deeded goffer 
of the mind. AVe know that anxiety and care two ofthe bert».rg The ordin ary price <0^ these 
can destroy the healthiest body ; we know that roses if bought ,™ florists ’one new aub-
fright and fear, yes, excess of joy, becomes ^”j^r. -This
deadly. They who are naturally cool and of a 0ne plant of coloHt U a rich
quiet turn of mind, upon whom nothing can '”vetV^rlet, changing to Luliant crimson^ Thebuj 

make too powerful an impression, who are not of t£. J^or ^uqueTand for wearing in the bub 
wont to be excited either by great sorrow or by | ho1,, It i8 also a good rose for foremg. See .ssu

great joy, have the best chance of living long April, tSM-^ Isabella Sprunt.- in color is
and happy lives after their manner. Preserve, ,ulpnheur1 vcllow It is ■^'^^•SJ'in 'thTbud 
therefore, under all circumstances, a com- the^most teauti^ ^ ,irpa88ed It Vft,UC

of mind which no happiness, no mis- I for bouquets, and makes an uxcell 1

Ti-;.amuse-arth com- -,

■r
s, railroad 
fields and

For Three New Subscribers!For One New Subscriber !For ..
yovr cnoics or thb followiho

Trees especially adapted to the Northwest.
YOVR C1I0ICS OF THB F0LL0WIX0

The World’s Cyclopedia and Library of 
Useful Knowledge, (living concise information on 
nearly every subject. Contains 800 pages, 60,000 refer
ence»", and' 1,200 illustrations, and is an indi$pen*able 
library of universal knowledge.

XT ?”
3 they add

The »«*■ Leaf Maple.—One packet of seed or six 
.ants of this ornamental and hardy tree. For descrip

tion and illustration see page 297 of this number.

end scissors, 
tien or experiment, 
instruments if possible, if there is musical taste;

ciZÆ^ K^m^M^ckTy^vr

the fruit ready for drying, &c. This parer is the best 
and most serviceable one which we know of, and can 
strongly recommend it to every person. Per express at 
receiver’s charges.

lection of 
r five men 
at fifteen

Tiie

;
The White Mountain Potato Parer-1» said to

be not only the best one made, but the onur one 
manufactured which will pare a potato better than II 
can be done by hand, taking off a thinner parity from 
every shape or kind of potato, but wilt go Into and olean 
out the eyes Per express at receiver’s charges.

The “ Household ’’ Special Premium, the new Ameri
can Dictionary—Contains l,060engr»ring«, and more 
pages than any similar work. No house ihould be with
out one.

In, with a 
ole world 
on a cross 4-1

• v?:i

Siii)' or two 
two.” J:OUR RULER

Each new name nmst be accompanied with H for the 
annual subscription.

The premium is for the person who Mum the new 
name, and does not in any way belong to the new auo 
scriber.

All books, plants, seeds, fee., will be eent free by mal 
except otherwise mentioned.

Send fur our Illustrated Premium List, Sample Copies, 
and commence your canvas at once.

Sample copies sent free on application.
Address.

race, and 
lorse your 1;■ind divid-

mif?red, half- 
•th a cent,
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m
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wars and 

ost crimi-

The FARMER’S ADVOCATE, London, Out
m
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Notices.
?”

The fifth annual match of the Sherbrooke 
Plowmen’s Association will be held on Mr. 8. 
Mathewson’s farm, near Lennoxville, on Wed
nesday, 15th Oct. This will be a good oppor 
tunity for western plow makers to exhibit their 

Lennoxville Is situated in the best 
of the Eastern Townships. Any in- 

be had by writing to R. H.

mix your time to use 
can, and it will pay you.

Illury where 
lift under :vla

plows, as 
section
formation can 
Tylee, Sec. Treas., Lennoxville.
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!in Kerny, 
mankind 

other day 
d into his

To Our Prize Essayist*.
3 ti

Our readers must be aware that when they 
compete for our prize essays their writings must 
be original. AVe peruse all the leadingjournals 
and other writings on agricultural matters, 

enabled to detect plagiarists;

’ T it-

ÏÏ

. overcoat 
day?” 
once soit,

whereby we are 
yet it must be expected that articles occasion- 
ally escape our notice. Such has been the case 
with reference to our prize essay on "How can 
Fanner* Make the Bed and Cheaped Cheese for 
their Own Use", by Miss Maggie Webster, Au
gustine Cove, P. 1-:. I- Our attention has been 
drawn to the fact that the same article apjieared 
several months previously in the Montreal Star 
and on writingto Miss Webster sheacknowledged 
she had copied the article from that paper. In 

long experience with prize essayist, we 
had occasion to complain, but we are eur-

to de

»
r.

ted to say 
bill sewed 
11 call for

itposure __ _

EE:eF'-""1=-SE5=3SH
the hands of every lady.

$iteadty, my 
;erly cap- 
nest man. 
ard. Dot

niq r.r
powdered blue or whiting (tied in a muslin bag) and beautifuny finished

‘“I paste'rnad^of6whiting Ind"' benzoin will «winderprised .hat a lady (?) should be the first 

clean marble, and one made of whiting and Throne pictures^ mean herself by perpetrating such » fn»d
chloride of soda, spread and left to dry (in the 0r Lithr,,,raVh of l'"hr",w,™,laMe to “lve. Such a demoralizing practice is not o y j
~ - « *• ^hr^h9«.ïsv"tiF

,0 « - ,.t EEESiEàSSHH
brenvn paper^ T Hn Tdly TtLZZlegrease EEB^^C»EFrT;L,ld ^veml, and to recoil upon the perpetrstor,. 

spots. A second application may be necessary. | have one. See 1»^ JO.
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L 1 il1
* 11 change there liai been, however, is of an un- makes a large quantity to be accumulated at 

satisfactory nature, but not enough to quotably | this season of the year.”
STEEL NAILS.

round. The most noticeable feature is the I A good deal of interest is being manifested in 
spiritless demand for cattle. Special cables the States over the introduction of steel nails, 
from the leading markets report trade for cat- They can be made much cheaper than iron, and 
tie worse, the demand being very weak and I ü the trials now going on are a success, this 
uncertain, with buyers holding off in hope of process of nail making will completely révolu- 
a decline. Prices, however, remain unchanged | tionize the whole nail manufacturing interest, 
with the top figure for well finished beasts at 
15c. The receipts of Canadian and American

(Sommerciat.
effect values, which are cabled unchanged all> £■Si Tin Farmer’s Advocate Office, 

London, Ont., Oct. 1, 1884.

With the last days of the past month has 
ended the fine dry weather which has prevailed 
all through September. The fall seeding has 
been somewhat impeded by the drouth, but is 
now well advanced.

1
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- PRICKS AT FARMERS’ WAGONS, TORONTO.I WHEAT
if : * Wheat, fall, per bushel

cattle at the principal ports since this day week wheat, spring,do. 
have been fair, which, together with fair sup- Barîey,g008e' d°"

marketing freely; in fact we doubt if they will I plies of EnplÎBh and Irish cattIe- make UP a &£ do."
till the price moves up towards the $. The fuPP'y Iargfe enough to place the trade more do-
farmer who has wheat to sell has his compensa- 'n buyers’ favor. Sellers, however, refuse to Dressed hogs, per 100 
tions. If he has to sell cheap he can buy mate concessions, and business drags some- ™c°kk8®n8’;
equally as cheap. If wheat was never so low | wkat’ a good number being left unsold. At | potter, pound rolls.......
neither were sugars, teas, cottons, clothing, ^ 8 market at Liverpool transactions were I Eggs, fresh, per dozen.".".".'.'."
These, with above an average crop, should I made on the basis of the following prices— Ay^ll^^e^bbl^'.'.' X "

compensate for the low prices now pre-I pr*me steers> 15c ; fair to choice, 14 Jc ; poor I Cabbage, per dozen ...........
vailing. to medium, 134c ; and inferior and bulls, lObc Carro^’p?/do!f

Wheat can now be laid down in Liverpool to |-°’ The sheep trade is unchanged, and i^rsni^/^r peck
for less than $1. An English journal estimateg I retains its former characteristics. Supplies I Hay, per ton........
that at $1 per bushel the British farmer loses c°ntinue heavy and in excess of demand, which 1 Straw’ do" .......
30 per cent. In our opinion the European farmer I 8*ves an easy tone to prices, they being barely
has much the best grounds for grumbling. 8,*8talned. To day best sheep are cabled at i Cattle Firmer-Sheep Steady.
H. Kains Jackson, probably the highest I J5c ’ secondary qualities at 13c to 14c ; merinos I Liverpool, Sept 25th, 1884.
authority in England, asserts that English to l-3Ac ; and inferior and rams at 10c „ Trade rather better with an advanco of Jd perth. for good
farmers will immediately reduce their wheat I *° ^Jc. There has been an advance in dressed | mand. Prospects rather8betterlf "e" bred’ ln more de" 
crop 1,000,000 acres, and the French farmers I beef at Liverpool, the maket being cabled Jd 
5,000.000 acres. These are important figures, | higher than a week ago at 5|jd. 

and if carried out, as Mr. Jackson asserts, will
make a very important change in the produc- I Has been in fair demand and no special change
tion of wheat in both England and France. | to note.

There are indications that the low price of I cheese I East Buffalo, N.Y , Oct. 4.
wheat will lead to an enlarged feeding of wheat Keeps very quiet and very little doing The I cJteceipî8” £aîî!e' HS?’ i?°S’ 3,.°?5• 6heeP- L000. 

to stock in England, the Mark Lane Exprès I fact is, prices are relatively too high in this I on 8ale ; market dull and s'ow at market prices ; best 
****■' , . countrv a healthy trade. They are on a loof®

If a quarter of wheat weighing 63 lbs. to I purely speculative basis and are quite as likelv I 8te£Jv at former Pricep- Lambs in fair supply ; market
the bushel, comes to be worth no more than 30s to recede as advance, and before the buyers ««to Mm" .sTnS
-and as it is selling at 32s in London, it can- can get out without any loss on August cheese
not be worth much more than 30s on the farm I at 11c, tiny will have to sell for 58 to 60 I *s-®0; g°°4 light to fair, #5 to 85.25; good to choice 
-it will be easy to show that it is by far a shillings in' Liverpool. The Utica lErahl, | "^iums s5.50 to 85 65. ptfs, 34.25 to *4.oe. 
cheaper feeding-stuff, relatively to its value. | speaking of the cheese markets, 
than either maize or cake

80 80j mm
1 k I

Has been very quiet the past month, with a 
downward tendency, and farmers are not

0 80
I 0 63 ldo,

do.
0 48
0 34
0 63
0 60IIIII If

ill
lbs.......... ........ 6 501 0 45fix 0 66

........0 23
0 10
0 19
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0 50
0 25
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........0 26
0 12

il jII 0 12
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11: BRITISH MARKETS BY WIRE.
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ill Cents # lb. 
(Sinking the offal.

.
Good C&ndian steers.... 
Medium Canadian steers 
Medium Canadian sheep. 
Good States cattle............
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LIVE STOCK MARKET.
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CHEESE MARKETS.says :
“Cheese is accumulating rapidly in New

weight named above a ton of wheat would sell I York, and it n claimed that the stock is 
at £6 13s 4d ; maize, at 26s per 480 lbs. the 79.000 boxes greater than it

At the price and LONDON.
r Oct. 4.-10,450 Imxes were offered. Sales 1,200 boxes 

now I August at 1,0*0 boxes at 10:|c.; 1,116 boxes at 11c.; 
100 boxes August and September at 11 }c.; 4,180 boxes 
balance of season at 12c.

':

im '

was a year ago.
lowest price it can be got home for, costs £6 Is I It is difficult to tell what effect this will have 
4d a ton : tnd undecorticated cotton cake costs I upon the later makes. It may mean that Eng- 
at least £6 home. Decoiticated cotton cake Mand is willing to take September goods at 
was quoted last week at £7 5s to t’7 10s in Lon- fair price, but does

Live Stock at Exhibitions.—A voice asks!
a I why so many of the best herds of cattle were 

, 11-11,. i want heated goods at I not represented at either of the four leading
don ; and linseed fake, also in London, at £8 any price. This we believe to be the case, and exhibitions. Another asks the question, Is a

S,„ *)a". I d ** 's' '*le eai **er Soods that are now in stor- I first prize or gold medal a guarantee that the
, 6 T*e,St,”n Vfery much if wlleat i3 ,,ot the a8e " ill have to be sold at lower prices, no mat- exhibit gaining it is the best in Canada ? An

cheapest feed a farmer can buy even in this ter how high September may go. This has I other asks, Which is to take precedence at our
country Farmers who may have to buy coarse been the position taken by the HtraM for agricult&al exhibitions, amusements, partisan-
feed and have wheat to sell, will do well to several weeks past, and we continue still of the ship or agriculture ? A question is also asked,
weigh this matter over before Selling their same opinion. There is considerable early Would it not be better to have two sets of

cheese still on hand in different parts of this I managers, one to look after the agricultural in- 
. , , country, and < anada is said to be full of it. A I terest, and one for amusements ? Why should

, , . * 0.°P 811 ™ l0m *,U8S- 'Ye I great deal of the cheese that has actually been I the fanners of one locality unite and withhold
look fora good export demand through the sold there lias not been shipped, but lies in from exhibiting ? Why should the arts be dis-
W storage, and some of it has not even been carded from another?

moved from the factories. A careful footing of -------
the total shipments from this continent since I the present time the Provincial Board ap- 
May 1, 1884, and of the shipments from Mon- I Peara to be in jeopardy. The best way in our

1 his crop is the best in many years, and is I treal alone, show that about 38 per cent, of the I °P*ni°n to restore confidence in it would be for
an important crop in some sections of Ontario.

not
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Are a good crop and will be in fair demand.
CORN,
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whole has gone from Canada. From the ac I some °f its members to expose any defects they 
u\K stock. I counts that reach us we should judge that I may have seen and suggest such improvements

Cable repoits of the British Live Stock trade I there must be fully as much cheese held back I they deem best, and allow time for discussion 
are not of a fa\o able character, although there I in Canada as there is in New York city, say I *iei°re any changes are made. The delibera
tes been no stiiking change in its condition the I 100,000 boxes in each. Then there is the I ti,JI1 sh°llM extend over several months, 
past week. The Montreal Gay P, says: “What I heese in the interior c f this country, and it all

I

V. Sre Slock Notts, potje 316,■II
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)5 ; sheep, 1,000. 
rout 40 cars were 
irket prices ; best 
6.60 to 85.90; out- 
mod< rate ; market 
r supply ; market 
dr. Canada lambs, 
X) to *5. Ilogs— 

Sales of Yorkers, 
choice at #5.55 to 
; good to choice 

i *4.00.

Sales 1,200 boxes 
116 boxes at 11c.; 
:i(c. ; 4,180 boxes

-A voice asks 
of cattle were 
i four leading 
question, Is a 
intee that the 
Canada? An- 
cedence at our 
;nts, partizan- 
; is also asked, 
e two sets of 
gricultural in- 

Why should 
and withhold 
îe arts be dis-

;ial Board ap- 
t way in our 
would be for 

r defects they 
mprovements 
for discussion 
fhe delibera- 
>nths.
'16.
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accumulated at

ng manifested in 
>n of steel nails, 
or than iron, and 
e a success, this 
npletely révolu, 
during interest.
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Oct., 1884 THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. E1003S[p3VC-iri

The Farmer’s Advocate
Fire Insurance.ADVERTISING RATES.

The regular rate for ordinary advertisements is 25c. per 
line, or $8 per inch, nonpariel, and special contracts for 
definite time and space made on application.

Advertisements unaccompanied by specific instruction 
inserted until ordered out, and charged at regular rates.

The Farmir’s Advocatk is the unrivalled advertising 
medium to reach the farmers of Canada, exceeding in 
circulation the combined issues of all the other agricul
tural publications in the Dominion. Send for advertis
ing circular and an estimate.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Thi Farmer’s Advocate refuses hundreds of dollars of

fered for advertisements suspected of being of a swindling 
character. Nevertheless we cannot undertake to relieve 
our readers from the need of exercising common prudence 
on their own behalf. They must judge for themselves 
whether the goods advertised ean in the nature of things 
be furnished for the price asked. They will find It a 
good rule to be careful about extraordinary bargains, and 
they can always find safety in doubtful oases by pay- 
Ingfor goods only upon their delivery.

—the— ----- AND------

The Catholic RecordGLASGOW & LONDON INSURANCE
MAY BE HAD FOR

es.»» PER ANNUM.Company 
OF GREAT BRITAIN, The Catholic Record is not identified in any way with 

party polities. Its sole purpose being totoyly a reliable
raided by* nearly'afi toe Wahop«PandPtle!ta oTÏÏ!» 

Dominion. The proprietors of the Catholic Record and 
the leading agricultural paper of Canada, The Fanner1» 
Advocate, have decided to supply both at the low rate of 
$2.26 per annum, in advance. Remittances may be made 
either to THOS. COFFEY, Catholic Record Offloe, Lon
don, Ont., or to WM. WELD, Farmer’s Advocate Offloe, 
London, Ont. W®

S,angTaCn,dR'^TutOC:eg1v7pTJcnm?^?htoJ
extra charge, and without notice) for the use of any 
standard steam thresher, and where contents of out
buildings are insured, will pay for any live stock killed 
b} lightning anywhere on farm ; pay losses liberally and 
justly at once without discount.

They also issue a lightning policy (not fire) covering all 
the buildings on any farm, and their contents, and live 
stock in fields, in one amount, for $2 for $1,000 per 
annum. This policy covers damage done by lightning 
only, when no fire ensues.

Farmers before insuring elsewhere would do well to see 
the above two policies, which can be done at any of the 
Company’s Agencies, or at the Head Office, Montreal.

Agents controlling a farm business or desiring to trans
act such a business, can obtain every information at the 
Head Office, and with all pushing and energetic agentes 
who cm and will control business, liberal arrangement, 
will be made. 226*x

WORTMAN Sc WARD'S
4tli ANNUAL SALK

—OF REGISTERED—
c/> VA\ CO S’Shorthorn Bulls, Cows, Heifers an J Calm

High Grade Cows and Heifers, 20 Steers,

CO03 «
CJ 1
toand Shropshire Down Rams and Ewes,

------ AT------

VANS ITT ART HOUSE. EASTWOOD
(next O. VV. R. Station east of Woodstock),

ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER I4TH, 1884.

A GREAT OFFER I CDw

nC/ÎthreFA^E^^DVr^!rndu'wimhiTm^r.n:
during the coming year. Our ____

“WEEKLY WITNESS”
is acknowledged by its readers, which now number 

40,000, to be

4j03 \Luncheon at 12.30. Sale at 1.
TERM- .—Sums under 820, cash. Nme months’ credit 

on approved notes over that amount.
For calalogues and pedigrees apply to

Or S. G. BURGESS,
Auctioneer,

03
2»

REVOLVING BARREL CHURN.T. C. PATTESON,
Postmaster, -the BEST FAMILY PAPE Dî CAHADA.” It was awarded the Silver Medal »t the Dominion BxhlbJ- 

tion at Ottawa, 1884 ; and First Prise over all competitor! at\be Industrial Exhibition **« Toronto 1884
If agents in your town have not theee Chums, for per 

tlculare, prices, Ac., address,
Wortman * Ward. York St, London, Ont.

Toronto.Woodstixk.22a

ggrThc Montreal Dolly Wllnes* and fhe Far- 
till the end of next

JOHN DOUOALL & SON,
Witness Office, Monthbal.

HERBY CLIMAX
HORSE & CATTLE FOOD.

mer’s Advocate from now 
year for $1.75. 226

226LONDON FEED COMPANY,
Role manufacturers of the highly celebrated King of Feeds, 

the Herbv Climax, which is
Acknowledged the Best in tlie World

FOR ALL KINDS OF STOCK.

It, was first introduced in 1881 and sold entirely on its 
own merits, and we take pleasure in saving that the sales 
have doubled eve-v year. It has worked its way on its 
own merits in spite of the opposition of other foods, and 
XOW STANDS AT THE HEAD OF THEM ALL.

To meet the extensive demand for our food, we have 
made arrangements all over the Dominion so that it can 
lie had in almost every Village in the country.

We pride ourselves in having overcome the objection 
rai.cd to other kinds of Cattle Foods, which contained

result of the continued use of such nods \U are the 
only Company in Canada that has filed an affirmation that 
their feeds are free from anv of the above ingredients. 
It contains no mineral of any kind except salt-

We will pay $1,000 to any one who will find
anvthinkof an injurious nature in the food we manufac
ture. It can he fed any length of time tjn stock ofaU
made îjrlncîpaîiy of gr ound seeds, which prowess 
^XfnuSitiveV® >'«*. » ishermd a douhUhe 
BEST FOOD THAT HAS EVER BEEN 1FFERED TO CANADIAN FEEDERS.

A fair test will convince t> e most skeptical. Itisequaii}

menials, particulars, prices, &c„ apply to ,'our^

LONDON1 FEED CO., Lontlon. Ont.

“The Standard '-" Ou^piew.^
LARGEST OVEN FOB TNI MONET IN 

THE MAMET.
All perfect cook, on » moderate 

consumption of fuel.

f

TH? ABBAHD”(t

Ü r
A oesl-heatlng Stove, never 

excelled for freedom from gas 
and economy In heating.
ASK FOR THESE STOVES.

If you don’t find them with 
' dealers write to ua.

: Ii iiiisÉ

IheOshwuSmCo,mm
j «SHAMA. MET.

Holders of Highest Award, for 
Stoves for Ontario and 

(^uettec.WS/Sm
■226-cx

G.M.WEBER&Co.
—MANUFACTURE THE-----

BEST PIANO MADE Di THE DOMINION.THE BOOKS 0? THE SEASON
Their Piano, are not only THBBH8T, but 

also THE CHEAPEST.
JUST READY

“ALDERSYDE,”
A BORDER STORY OF

12 mo Cloth extra,
Price, 81.26.

“JACK IIALLIDAY,"
A Grass Market Hen or Sketches of Life andCharacter 
in an old City Parish. Bv Rohina F. Harm.
Cloth ; lUnstrated.^r.ce.^e'^iGGs,

78 and 80 King St. East, Toronto.

are
AN NIK 8. SWAN.70 YEARS AGO, BY

with six original illustrations. hikf. and send for « atalolfe and refer.
ENFES BEFORE PI BtHASINfc.BE

” WEBER & CO., 42 Princess-St., Kingston, OntG.M12 mo.

22C
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il. ; I THETUCKERTRUSS-A.1V-

—OF THE—

CELEBRATED HERO OF HEREFORD CATTLE, AND FLOCKS 
OF SHROPSHIRE AND SOUTHDOWN SHEEP,

in i- ;i >

■
il IJ 3

Ei

3
0

And of the various farms belonging to estate of late C. C. 
Bridges. Shanty Bay, Ont, Canada, will take place at 

Manor Farm, near Gowan Station, on Northern Rail
way of Canada, on 14th and 15th OCTOBER next. Sale 
subject to reserve bid on each farm and animal For full 
particulars of farms and catalogues and pedigrees of cat
tle, apply to W. C. SCHU1BER, Allandale P. O., Ont., 
Canada. 1 226 r
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OR JEtXJ txjr:My Annual Descriptive Catalogue for 1885 will be 
Issued early in January next and mailed FREE to all in
tending purchasers on application I will offer a choice 
selection of the best varieties of

Acknowledged by Physicians, Druggists and Patients 
everywhere to be the simplest and most efficient Truss. 
No Iron Spring around the body, as the pressure is con
veyed from the Pad in a natural Inward and Up
ward direction. We can confidently recommend this 
Truss to sufferers from Hernia as the most secure and 
easiest to wear. For sale by druggists, or sent prepaid 
by u«. Don’t suffer longer with your old Iron Truss. 
Write for pamphlet. Address—TOMS & CO., Drug
gists, 123 Churdh-St., Toronto. 226-x

FIELD, BIDDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
at lowest prices. Be sure to see this Catalogue before 
ordering.

226-x WM. RENNIE, Seedsman, Toronto.il PETHICK& MCDONALD.
iPp/

*4NIAGARA GRAPE VINES

TAILORS>n>|,
!'.! .:'T

N :ui ■ :

A. M. Smith, of the Dominion Fruit Gaidens, St. Cath
arines, Ont., is the only propagator of the Niagara Grape 
Vines for the Niagara Grape Co. in Canada, and he is 
authorized by the Company to dispose of a limited num
ber of strong, two year old vines, to be delivered in the 
spring of 1886, for $2.00 each.

All orders filled in rotation, and each vine will be under 
the seal of the Company. As the Company have never 
before sold unreservedly a vine or authorized its sale or 
propagation, any one offering it in any other way may be 
set down as a fraud.

Parties desiring to secure this valuable Grape, should 
apply at once to the undersigned,

A. M. SMITH, St. Catharines, Ont.
N. B.—A large assortment of other Grape Vines, small 

Fruits of all kinds, also Trees and Plants, for sale at the 
DOMINION FRUIT GARDENS, St. Catharines, Ont.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

AND IMPORTERS OK

j V F
if ^
r f • ■ i

CLOTHS AND BENTS’ FURNISHINGS
New Scotch Tweeds,

New English Suitings,
New Irish Tweeds & Serges. 

New and tyrge Stock Of Overcoatings.

f, ti
| 'M: 226-c

|i
: ev :

.

m.

: :
III
-Kl |

.

FIRST-CLASS WORK t LOW PRICES.Situated on the shore of Lake Erie, near Port Dover ; 
excellent shipping facilities by rail or boat. A grist mill, 
warehouse, school, church, post office, and telegraph 
office, within \ mile of the farm ; 240 acres, about 150 
acres cleared ; suitable buildings. Apply to HARRIS, 
MAGEE & CLARK, Solicitors, «fcc., London, Ont.

Inspect ion Invited.

226

PETHICK & MCDONALDC. P. MILLS. St, Cath 
arines, Ont.,Manufacturer 
of Iron and Brass, Lift 
and Force Pumps, for dug
and drilled Wells, Cisterns, 
Tanks and Fire purposes; Wooden 
Pumps with porcelain lined irôn 
cylinders; Rubber Bucket Chain 
Pumps ; Corn Shelters, and Self- 
Sharpening Feed Cutters, which 
will cut as fast as two men with 
the most rapid of other kinds. 
Send for descriptive illustrated 
catalogue. Responsible agents 
wanted to whom we will consign 
our goods to sell on a liberal com

mission Our works have been in constant 
since 1834.

NEXT CITY HALL,

H ielmiontl Street.
226-x

P*f: ; CQ

Until further notice is given,

A. B. POWELL & Co.
opera’ will sell the following goods at the prices given 

below, viz :•226 £

|v at 25c. per yard.
Blankets, all

at 45c. per lb. 
at 50c. 
at 75c.

. u.—— Col’d Silks reduced to 75c. per yd. 
1 $1.25 Colored Duchess Dress 
Satins reduced to

to be sold by the pound, 
nadian Yarn, all colors,

9*c.
ress Plushes, Dress Velvets, Broche Mantle 

Silks and Velvéts, all to be sold at a 
small advance on cost.

N. B.—Send for samples. Goods ordered by mail ex-
I

1 P
Kid Gloves in every shade and make. Prices from 25c. 

i *3.00 per pair.
Don’t forget our address, Write for what information 
ill desire in the way of Dry Goods, &c.

.B.POWELL& Co.miiE NEW MUAT CHOPPER which will CUT; the New 
I Fruit Press’ for making Wines, Jellies, Butters, «fcc., 
for^Salc .Wholesale and Retail by L. J. A. Surveyor, 
Novelty Hardware Store, 1588 Notre Dame Street, 
MONTREAL. 226-x

THE GREAT KID GLOVE HOUSE,

LONDON, ONT.
if.

134 Dundas Street,
226-cx

X
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Office of D.W. BEADLE’S NURSERIES:
THE NIAGARA

WHITE GRAPE !
For Sale without any restriction whatever at

TWO DOLLARS EACH.
AGENTS W ANTED. Apply to

D. W. BEADLE,
St. Catharines, Ont.226

Corn Hosiers, Cider and Wine 
Mills and Presses.

Set's’ Patent Friction Clamp.
Something entirely new. 

For hitching straps, ropes, 
&c., without tying knots.

AGENTS WANTED. 
Address—

H. SELLS Sc SONS,
952-4-6 Queen St. West ~-' 
226-a TORONTO, Oxt.

DICK'S UNIVERSAL MEDICINES FOR

Horses and Cattle
DICK’S BLOOD PURI

FIER is no sham mr.de up to 
sell only, but is prepared 
from the, best material. One 

k package of Dick’s Blood 
R Purifier we confidently be- 
■ lieve contains more real med- 

icinal strength and virtue 
« than ten times its weight of 

any other Powder in the mar
ket. It tones up the system, 
imparts new life and vigor, 
and is adapted for the cure 
of worms, loss of appetite, 
roughness of the hair or coat/ 

“Jj ! U4 iy stoppage of water and bow-
els, all coughs and colds, in- 
flammation of the lungs and 
bowels, recent founders, 
swelling of the glands of the 
throat, horse distemper, hide 
bound, botts, scurvy, loss of 

cud, horn distemper, black tongue, «fcc., and also will 
back en the heaves, and in recent cases effect a cure. In 
fact, there is no case of disease among Horses and Cattle 
where Dick’s Blood Purifier is not calle.l for, and by its 
timely administration will save the lives of many valuable 
animals.
DICK’S BLISTER, for Spavins, Ringbones, 

Curbs, Swellings. Ac,
DICK’S OINTMENT, for Cuts, Burns, Bruises, 

Saddle Calls, Sores, Flesh Wounds, 
Scratches, Ac.

i

AND
DICK’S LINIMENT, for Swellings, Scalds, Con

tusions, Fro«t Bites, Cracked Heels, Chapped 
Hands, Ac., but above all for Rheumatism.

PRICE LIST.
DICK'S BLOOD PI RI FIER, 
DICK’S BLISTER.
DICK’S OINTMENT,
DICK’S LINIMENT,

50C
- 50c 

25c
- 25c

Try DICK’S MEDICINES and be convinced of their 
merit. For Sale by Druggists and Dealers. Ask for them 
and take no other.

DICK & CO., Montreal, P O Box 482.226-f«fcx

FOUND AT LAST!
A VKRFKCT FACTORY AND DOMESTIC KNITTING MACH INK.

-THK-

“ECLIPSE” KNITTING MACHINE
IIAS NO EQUAL FOR

SIMPLICITY, RAPIDITY, AND QUALITY OF WORK.
Will Knit a pair of sooks. w ith real ribbed tops, in ten 

minutes. All sizes and kinds of hose and half-hose can 
he knitted on one machine ; also, tuques, sashes, mitts 
(including thumbs,) fringes, and many other articles 
Ribbed work as simple at d easy as plain work. Turns 
out better goods than the imported No seams, real 
ribbed tops, cap heel, perfect shape. No shaping on 
hoards. Can be learned in one hour. Do not confound 
it with any other. It is a new invention.
Solti tin (hr Instalment flan, or at a Liberal 

lUseoiinl for Cash.

TORONTO KNITTING MACHINE CO •I
(LIMITED),

116 BAY STREET, TORONTO.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. 226-x
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CANADA BUSINESS COLLEGE
HAMILTON, OINT My Autumn Catalogue of Choice

HOLLAND BULBS
Now Ready. Free to all applicants.

WM. RENNIE, Seedsman. Toronto.

Affords the best facilities for obtaining a complete business education. Has the best staff of experienced and success
ful teachers. The most magnificent college rooms in the Dominion. Course of instruction improved and practical. 
Ladies admitted to all departments.

A large 40 page Catalogue, specimens of penmanship and full particulars sent on application to 226 '

R. E. GALLAGHER, Principal. WESLEYAN
LADIES’ COLLEGE

I
226-cMention this paper.

“SPENCERIAN” is
the acknowledged I HAMILTON, CANADA. 
American standard
of Penmanship. One and 12 ladies. The building cost «110,000, and has ov er
, .. ___ ,,_______ .150 rooms. Music and Art specialties. Pupils admitted

Of itS ailtnOFS IS I at any time. Address the Principal,
associate proprietor | mention this paper. a. burns, d d„ ll.d. 

of the Detroit Col
lege.

r

226-cBUSINESS COLLEGE,E. ONTARIO LADIES’ COLLEGEDetroit, TVEîoIa TT. S. A.. ..
uniltm liril of Canada desiring a knowledge of the modern methods of doing business in the States, . -rirrTwA+V-»-wr Out..YOUNG MEN or a start in business there, should attend this College. It is one of the largest and best dth tie wiillwon^me continent, and is thorough and complete in every department. ol£km^

SHORTHAND, PENMANSHIP and TELEGRAPHY Taught as Specialties, £>^i!ervftory course in instrumental and vocal music

b~™. vwgj»5,îsæ’.•s*s;Æ8™w."S!r.îA"p,l“,“• a’n“° rjisiw-KJK

etL?LrCr;-w"^^.,11U,trl2tc0'rCUlaSPENCER, FELTON & LOOMIS, PROPRIETORS^ | °°^jf fcalendar|£jÿ)[ J#Hare,UJL,Principal.

Patienta 
t Truss, 
■e is con- 
ad Up
end this 
ure and 
prepaid 

il Truss. 
Drug- 
220-x i

D, '4

BRITISH AMERICAN SSSSS •**"*■•
jjy This is the Leading Commercial College in Canada. Its Location is in the Business I

The Course of Studies has been specially

,s
Students In attendance from all parts of the loontinent 

• bv I and the West Indies Course most thorough. Fees as
is taught Dy | iow as In other first-class colleges.

Beard only $2.78 a Week.

and Educational Centre of this Province.
arranged to give a sound business training. Every Subject in the

Arithmetic, Commercial Law, Book- 
Correspondence, Penmanship and Phonography are thoroughly 

The School will re-open on Monday. September 1st. For Catalogue and
TIIE SECRETARY, Arcade Buildings, Yonge Street.

course

who make these subjects specialties.men
keeping,
taught.
Other information, address

225-d

Entrance at any time.
For circulars, Ac., address

ROBINSON & JOHNSON,
Belleville, Out.22E-0

t-1E1T1DDGATI0Ï !“THE GOLDEN BELT”irges,
;ings.

HAMILTONiAwsrAsrh»g°s "Sftg8aft.Mr
STOCK KAIÔIWU Unsurpassed for Climate, Grasses, Water.

Buffalo Grass Pasture Summer and Winter. P
1

COMMERCIAL
COLLEGE.

FRUIT :
CORN and WHEAT,,

B. MCALLASTERiLand Commis r, Kansas City,Mo.
The best in the Eastern Market.

200,000,000 Bus. Corn. 

Pamphlets and Maps free.LLD
Corner King and James Streets.

(Over Federal Bank.)
t.

■i i

mills INSTITUTION offers special terms and ad 
1 vantages to

GENTLEMEN AND LADIES)o. |
young III Ien desiring a thorough, practical Cusinem Eduoatlom

"tco,i“me::r
:Z7Z none, "t, teachers are 

their work, and the number of pupils to »■**«*J» 
what can be properly attended to. Ev"^* °° o 
nected with the school is the newest and best. No 
Old system has any place in its curriculum.

The location of the College is In the spot in the 
city of Hamilton, overlooking the Gore Park. Tb 
rooms are large, airy and newly furnished throughout. 
It will pay to call before applying elsewhere.

Send for circular.

: : : j
fegBSSl:-

yard. 
ier lb.

er yd.

N0J3 r’mvf'OMPANY (Limited)
THE AYR AMEBICAN^PeoW

CELEBRATED BUFORD bULKY PLOWb
FLOWS °'and "sTEEL a^CBILLED PLOWS

.........................  ...........-nd

We have the sole right for Canada to ma e introduced to the Canadian farmers. It "ll1 hut ereatly
or three gang piows. it is not a spring tooth . ^

8UI>ese0ndtforan8iïiüatrated cataiogue^d^s COMPANY (Limited), AYBIONT, CANADA.

[antic
SULKY GANGX

tail ex- ) \
>m 25c.

mation flM- L. RATTRAY,
Jo. PRINCIPAL.

223-f
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Miller’s “New Model” Vibrating Thresherf-,

|!|: •i i
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ir Manufactured by the Joseph Hall Manufacturing Company, Oshawa, Ontario.
THF MOST PERFECT THRESHER, THE MOST PERFECT SEPARATOR. THE MOST PERFECT CLEARER EVER OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. THE ONLY TRUE CRAIN SAVER

JOHN DRYDEN, M. P. P„ on the •'NEW MODEL." (From the “Ontario Reformer," December 21st, 1883.)

Our readers are, probably, all aware that John Dryden, M. P. P., President of the Canadian Shorthorn Breeders’ Association, occupies one of the finest farms in the 
Dominion of Canada, and is one of the best fanners. He cultivates something over five hundred acres of land, and there is scarcely an acre but what is in a high state of 
cultivation, and the whole farm is free from all weeds or plants which are injurious to crops. Not only does he own one of the finest and best tilled farms in the countp, 
but his stock throughout, whether horses, cattle, or sheep, are of the very best breeds, and all of them fine animals. In every department Mr. Dryden looks out for the best 
whether It is in the line of stock, machinery or seed grains. He and his neighbor, Mr. Samuel Holman, purchased for their own use, this year, a New Model Vibrating 
Threshing machine of the Hall Company, and Mr. Dryden’s opinion we give below. Every one who is acquainted with him knows that he would not put his name to any 
statement which is not correct in every particular ; therefore his opinion of the New Model is of great value to those who desire to purchase a threshing machine :

Brooklin, Ontario County, Dec. 13, 1883.
e

The Josetih Hall Manufacturing Company, Othauii,
We are highly delighted with the New Model Vibrator purchased from you this season. It runs smooth and easy ; threshes perfectly ; separates thoroughly ; and th 

fanning mill does its work so completely that it cannot be excelled. It is just the machine for the farmers to buy because it is easy to control. It is comparatively free from 
dust, there can be no waste of grain, and it is bound to do good work under every circumstance. We heartily congratulate you on the introduction of so complete a separator, 
a great boon both to threshers and farmers. Very truly yours, j0,,s Drydsn, m. v. v.

' I

Mît I ' '
Samukl Holman,. 226> '

Henry Arkell, Famham Farm, held an 
auction sale of live stock on the 10th tilt. 
Shorthorns and their grades and Oxford Down 
sheep brought fairly good figures. Cotswolds 
sold very low. Berkshire hogs went off fairly 
well.

! -Stock GSToie». W
0:;
rv-

Farmers and breeders favoring us with stock 
notes of their purchases or sales, may write 
them something like the style in which they 
appear in our stock note column. Two advan
tages will be gained in doing so : 1. One cent
stamp will pay the postage if the words 
“ Printers’ Copy ” are written on the envelope, 
and the envelope left unsealed. 2. We will be 
saved the trouble of putting the manuscript in 
shape for the printer. Every breeder who sends 
stock notes consults his own interests more 
than ours, our aim being the encouragement of 
stock breeding, and the best way for stockmen 
to encourage it is by extensive advertising. 
These notes are in reality a free advertisement.
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Messrs. Geary Bros., London, Ont , have just 
completed the following sales : W. .1. Justin, 
Streets ville, one shearling Shropshire ram ; .1 as 
Went, Chatham, one Shropshire ram lamb ; 
Mr. Medcroft, Union, one yearling Shropshire 
lamb ; Model Farm, Guelph, one yearling Lin
coln ram ; Wm. Oliver, St. Marys, one Lincoln 
ram lamb ; K. Parkinson, Guelph, one ram 
lamb ; Geo. ( latecliff, one Lincoln ram lamb. 
Messrs. Geary Bros, have also just received 
from England two Shropshire rams to replace 
Acme, sold a few months since for $4,500.

f
M

YTATIONAL PIMP WORKS, C37 Craig St, Montreal. 
Il J. A. McMartin & Co., Manufacturers of Pumps, 
Windmills, Fire Engines, Hydraulic Rams, etc. Illus
trated Catalogues on application. 220-C&X

“The leading denominational paper in Canada.”—N. 1'. 
Christ ian-at- Work.

\

THE CANADA PRESBYTERIAN,
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY THE

PRESBYTERIAN PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO.,The fourth annual sale of stock, consisting of 
milch cows, heifers, steers, thoroughbred bulls, 
cows, calves, Shropshire Down rams and ewes, 
etc., the property of Mr. T. C. Patteson, East-

Messrs. Green Bros., of the Glen Stock Farm,
AT 5 JORDAN ST., TORONTO. 

Terms-$2 Per Y ear, in Advance.
The Presbyterian is recommended by the General 

Assembly as well worthy the hearty support of the 
bership. For 1885—13t.h year of publication—new and 
interesting features will be introduced, while old and 
valued dejwirtments will be continued with increased 
efficiency.

£5FAdvertisers will find The Presbyterian a useful 
medium. Write for rates.

C. BLACKETT ROBINSON, Toronto.

Innerkip, Ont., have sold their imported year
ling bull, Eirlof Roseberry, bred by Mr. W.
S. Marr, of Uppermill, Aberdeen, Scotland, to 
Mr. J. E. Brethour, of Burford, in the County ; wood, Ont. (near Woodstock), will take place 
of Brant, Ont. He is by Athabasca (47.85-1), | ^’^itSed ofT' UpWardS °f 6° ^

menv

q,

dam Emma 2nd ; she is also the dam of their
stock bull, the Earl of Mar (47,815), who took | Stockmen will do well to read the advertise-
tirst prize in his class at the Provincial Show, ment of the London Feed Co^in this issue. , ,
Guelph, 1883. Emma 2nd has bred several j We believe this company to be "strictly honor- The FaUM S AdvOCEltC 311(1 The CanadaPreSDytfiNail
heifers who have taken prizes in Scotland at, able and reliable. j _ „Art l liilil.ed n« llie Low 1‘rlre of ifl'i. 41,

he Highland shoivs. I (Continued on page ;W. ) ! Balance of I lie Vear Free.
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— THE —
FOR FAIjIj PIiAMTISG.

^ ^ The largest assortment in the country
I ES ET Eh ^5 of the best Otf and AVw Fruit and 
I am Bhi (■ Ornamental Trees, Shrubs. Peonies, 

Hedge Plants, Grape Vines, Small Fruits, etc. Abridged Cata
logue mailed free.

ROSES. tSS$.cSA ctSWSrtK
varieties mailed free,
mu rq fipa^dSSsajssr
B# h# mm E# est prices, now ready and mailed free.

NEW GOOSEBERRY.,
We now offer a very valuable new variety. Circular giving full 
description and price, together with a handsome colored plate, 
and .Wcw Catalogue of Small Fruits_, fre

■•ant Hope Nurseries.

her
i

s. free. Address,
KLLWAKGKK A HARRY.

Rochester, N. T.
Mention this paper.

!
mb

VIBNNT.

BAKING POWDER
muni

MF*--»-- • ■......

IS THE FARMER’S FAVORITE.
ISK St it ütttt SWISS from th. b-t ralecWd .«oned Umber.
Because no inferior iron is used, and special attention is paid in ironing it off.
Because the wheels before the tire is put on are thoroughly saturated in boiling linseed oil

Because every wagon is inspected in all its parts by one of the members of the co pany I

■ =i Proprietors ft Manuihetuieis

H IM 81. JilBH

MONTREAL.

, which

i Vf For Sale by ill Orooers.itario.
ÎRAIN SAVER

being sent out.
fell «1. n-u -a 01:

5SÏÎ ÎSÏÏt, producing «b. brob.n I IB, LOO>«»>■> <

or defective parts as evidence. I____________________ _________ ^
Agents wanted for every county. Send for descriptive circular and prices to the | |

BAIN WAGON COMPANY, WOODSTOCK, ONT.

Slfry
v

\i.

farms in the 
high state of 
the country, 
it for the best 
del Vibrating 
name to any

225N. B.-We mike a specialty in spring wagons. Prices given on appUcation.

OIiPS’ patent

1 2 AND 3 HORSE-POWERS ARB SEPARATORS
Send for Pamphlet to B. W. OLDS * CO., 174 Mullins 
Or SyaSfeMRSS Agents, 33 col

or tof^V.^sT’CASSON, General Agents for Frost ft Wood,

Our^Powr*, formerly meute, at St. Albans, are used, to oper
ate the Laval Cream Separator.

e : . _ • ~ • --i—-•«13, 1883.

■----- -* - v- 5: 1
QiÊfMÈm

hly ; and th 
sly free from 
: a separator, 
M. P. P.
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LIKE RUHHING TWO THROUGH 
TRACTS DAILY FROM

CHICAGO, PHOBIA & ST. LOUIS,
wey

DENVER,
or via Kansas Cltyand AtchljwatoDenWjOOJ- 
nectinitln Union Depots at Kansas City. akhusod, 
Omaha and Denver with throafh traîna (Dr

SAN FRANCISCO,
and all points In the Far West, bhortea

KANSAS CITY,
And all points In the Booth-West.

TOURISTS AND HEALTH-SEEKERS
« vru- mue». - ~ I ««“SKS-’S-'SeS

SEâS^ïaaKîBLarM
Yoeemlt«,the|Ty oF MEX,CO|

and all points In the Mexican Republic.
HOME-SEEKERS

BSSSBSSSSaS

1UU,
£££««luüb. ünlléd 8UWand

T,,‘v7r^‘od«3^^

ONLYTHE EXTRA IMPROVED■31 UNION CHURNI

Admitted to be the Best Churn; in 
the World !

t Line to

t , Montreal, 
i of Pumps, 
, etc. Illus- 

226-cftx Took the following 
petitora

Hamilton..................................
London and Quebec. . . 
Sydney, New South Wales .
Paris, France..........................
Guelph......................................
Toronto...................................

I
.. .1876 and 1881

.................1877
...............1877

.................1878
...............1883

11878, 1879, 1880, 1883

ada.”—N. V.

BRIAN,

iHINC CO.,
0
P

■Fs

Made in Four Sizes
No. 1..........................................
No. ............................................
No. ............................ ...............
No. ............................. ..............

13T If no dealer in your 
stock, we will forward to your 
prices. Send for circular.

advance, 
the General 
of the menv 
in—new and 
trile old and 
th increased

an a useful

, Toronto.

..........$ 8 00 each
... S 50 “ 

................................   9 00 “
................ 11 00 “

nearest town keeps our churns in 
nearest railway station for above

I

manufactured only byj
JNO. «. A. and

fljfl Washington til.» tioaloo»
-> C. T. BRANDON & CO., Toronto.

all kind» of Wooden Goode.
225-b

V’v%'.yresbyterian
22
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Manufacturers 222-y
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WASHBOARDSDuring the late pleuro-pneumonia infection 
amongst Jersey cattle in Illinois, Dr. Smith, 
Principal of the Ontario Veterinary College, 
was commissioned by the Dominion to go and 
ascertain the extent of the outbreak in that 
State. He believes that not only the infected 
animals should be slaughtered, but also all 
those having had any contact with them, the 
State recompensing the owners for the loss, and 
thinks that a fund of $140,000 of compensation 
money would he required.

IT-EdLiH BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

— r 11 k—fiSHgfl
Ü: i IgA PLANETThis is the “ weeding out ” 

expert feeder may have old, but will never have 
inferior stock, to weed out : but this is not the 
man to whom we purpose addressing 
marks. The farmer who has a quantity of 
inferior stock, cows or steers, has a heavy bur
den to bear during all the winter months. 
Their usefulness as manure machines may be 
doubted, to regular buyers or feeders he can 
not sell them at a margin of profit, and his pro
spect is confined to making sales to neighbor
ing farmers whose skill in judging live stock is 
inferior to his own. If there are any old 
in the lot get rid of them at any sacrifice.

season. The iItBHwE!;ii 11 %EEEESP” "- ji'i:j;:;q
jfgggM \

for " “—"«5

our re-
IS THE EES’r.

' KM*1
A !
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cows

N !i|i| Saves Time, Labor and Soap1

The Canada Farm Stock Association, 
Brantford, Ont., sold Rigdon Huston & Son, 
Blandinsville, 111., the 11-months old Shorthorn 
bull, 2nd Duke of Brant, for $5,000 ; Duke of 
Sharon 14th, 7-months old, to Kellogg & Fitz
gerald, Portland, N. J., price $400; Opheus 
16th, calved Nov. 00, 1882, to Dougal Ferguson, 
Pt. Stanley, Ont., for $350 ; Duke of Kirklev- 
ington 21st, calved April 2nd, 1884, and Princess 
Victoria 20th, to B. F. Winn, Cray son ville, 
Mo., for $1,000each Baron Louan 10th, calved 
April 9th, 1883, to Thos. Ayres, Galveston, 
Texas, for $350; Baron Fawsley 8th, calved 
Dec. 31st, 1882, to Mr. Mann, Bowman ville,

E. B. EDDY,! a
HULL, P. <|.I

*
f .4 Manufacturer of'I

T PAILS, TUBS, WASHBOARDS and MATCHES
i &3T All goods manufactured by me bear my name 

and arc guaranteed to be the best in the market.
E. B. EDDY

|

WHOLESALE -A^GKEXsTTS ;

H. A. NELSON & SONS. TORONTO and MONTREAL,Ont.
22ÿy

Before stabling the stock the first duty to be 
attended to, is to calculate the quantity of feed 
on hand, and then compare it with the number 
of animals it has to sustain through the winter. 
\ et this practice should not be the highest aim 
of the feeder.

In consequence of the increased 
demand for my ENGINES, I have 
added to my shops and machinery, 
ami shall largely increase the pro
duction of engines for 1884.

«BEii")
If he has business eapacity as 

well as experience in feeding, his object will he 
to accommodate the feed to the herd, not the 
herd to the feed. He will not oidy retain all 
the good animals he has, but also buy up all 
the good ones which he can procure at 
able figures, making up any deficiency in his 
food supply by purchases. He will also watch 
the market reports closely, and will sell such 
food stuffs as will bring more than their intrinsic 
value, purchasing those which are worth more 
to him than the market prices.

I
It Is licensed by all Insurance Co.’s 

and lias proved Itself lo be I lie most
V

EE
as durable.

C2T The Engine for the Northwest Is 
made to burn either coal, wood or straw.
Farmers, procure a Genuine White 
Threshing Engine at the Forest City 
Machine Works, London, Ont., Can.

/reason-
t

GEORGE WHITE, Proprietor and Manager
li B. WHITE, Supt. of Machinist Tept.
A W. WHITE, Supt. of Erecting Dept. 
HUB. J. WHITE, Secretary-Treasurer.
F. J. WHITE, Assistant-Secretary.

The engines may be seen at Van Tassai I 
oot bridge warehouse, Belleville.

(oj (6
h li

ÉH*fig
219-y

NIAGARA CEiEK.EE
Grape vines of all the leading kinds at bottom prices, 
small Fruit plants, old tried kinds and latest novelties. 
Russian Mulberry very cheap. Send a list of your wants 
for quotations, and a free price list. E. D. SMITH 
Winona, Ont 226 tf

W A TER—Clear, Cold, and Pure,

STOCK NOTES.
(Continued frem page 316.)

J. k Nathan Norton, of 1st Con., Westmin
ster, have sold the celebrated stallion, Sunk 
Island Hero, to Mr. Peter Macrae, of Centre- 
ville, P. E. I., for the sum of $2,000.

The Radial Centre secures water better than any other point made, as it 
gives the whole surface under the gauze. Circulars free.

F. G. BULLOCK, 011 w v i 11 <■„ Out.223 a
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SMALL FRUITS SWISS SOAP !BUY OKTIjY the

Pure. DOHERTY
Guaranteed Best In the World !

Ask Your Grocer For It I
Manufactured only by the

HURON SOAP COMPANY, Boderioh, Ont
Cornelia, Daniel Boone, Prince of Berries, ___ _____
Atlantic, Connecticut Queen, James Vick and other an ■
new and old Strawberries. M W g J M ■ Cl JW ■
Marlboro, Beebe’s, Golden Prolific, Souhegan, E I I ■ Æ-* 111
Tyler, ^ Hopkins, Shaffers, Hansel! and other leading J ^ |

Early Cluster Blackberry.
Fay’s Prolific Currant.
Gooseberries, Grapes, and other Small Fruits.
FIRST-CLASS PLANTS. LOW PRICES

Send for fall l’rice List, free to all.

W. W. HILBORN & CO.,
ARKONA, ONT., CANADA.

I
220-y

made, as it FARM FOR SALE.•220-y

fee.
That fine farm of 200 acres, more or lean, In the township 
of Delaware, known as Green Park, held by the under
signed in trust for the oo-heirs of the late Rothwell 
Garnett, Esq., being lot No. 10 In the 1st concession. 

Enquire of } Co-trustee.

220-tf

The NOVELTY RUG MACHINEc, Out.
(Pat. March 6th, 1882.)

Makes Rugs. Tidies, Hoods, Mit
tens, Door Mats, dec..

Dated 31st March, 1884.

DS •220-tf

i with case and rapidity. Price only one 
dollar. Single machines, with full direc
tions, sent by mail on receipt of price. 
Agents wanted. Apply for circulars to R. 
W. Ross, P. 0. Box 541. Sole Manufacturer, 

Guelph, Qnt. Also dealer in Rug Patterns. 225-f

INTERCOLONIALDEDERICK’S HAY. PRESSES.

v>»x ^

the customer 
keeping the oue' 

that suits ^ 
best. ÆI RAILWAYST.

NORTHERN
II PACIFIC R. R.Manufactory at 90 College Street, Montreal, P. Q. 

Address for circular P. K, DEDERICK 4 CO.. Albany. NY, I II Al RO ln Minnesota, North Dakota,

LflNUo tM4h!5’h°!S,Y,Wc™
the newest region open for settlement, BUT THE RICH
EST IN NATURAL RESOURCES. Its exceptionally fer
tile soil, well watered surface, fine wheat and farming 
lands, best of cattle grounds, large be dies of timber, 
rich mining districts, healthful climate, great navigable 
waters, and grand commercial opportunities are the 

^ 1 N. ANDERSON, M. D. chief attractions which invite a ^ POP’1^0"-
IBteJ. M. C. P. S. Ont.—Eye MATE 1®;8!8l4’|l ^rcs,or ,M°r HALF °<
& and Ear Surgeon, $4 James St i BU I Ç all the Public Lands disposed of in 1883 
— 6 were in the Northern Pacific country. Send for maps

and publications describing the railroad lands and the 
country. They are sent FREE.

Address CH AS. B. LAM BORN,
Land Com’r, St. Paul, Minn.

The Great Canadian Route to and 
from the Ocean.IJAVE YOU A FRIEND WHO WANTS TO GET INTO 

11 a good paying business, or would you prefer to go in 
and win yourself. Agents and farmers will find this an 
easy way to make money. Write for particulars, en
closing 3c. stamp ; don't delay. Address, JAMES LAUT, 
281 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont. 219-y

ET;

For Speed, Comfort and Safety to 
Unsurpassed.

Bs>r.
Pullman Palace, Day and Sleeping Care 

on all through liprm Trains.Hamilton, Ont. Dr. Anderson 
gives exclusive attention to 
the treatment of the various I 
diseases of the EYE and EAR.

CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED.!1ER! Good Dining Rooms at Convenient 
Distances.

N GUARANTEED!
NO CUSTOM HOUSE EXAMINATION,

STEAM HEAT Passengers from all pointe In Caned* and the Western 
States to Great Britain and the Continent ehould take 
thie route, ae hundreds of miles of winter navigation are 
thereby avoided.

and Soap1 EVAPORATOR
IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS-FOR-

DRYING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.DY, will find It advantageous to use this route, ae It l* the 
quickest in point of time, and the rates ale ae low ae by 
any other.

Through freight is forwarded by FAST SPECIAL 
FtAlNH, and experience has proved the Intercolonial 

:,e the «nickest for European freight to and 
Western States.

1 Has twice the capacity for its size of any machine in 
the market, and is warranted to use less than one- 
half the fuel used by any other drying machine. Is 
used for drying Straw Board, Fish, Confectioneries 
&c. Send for Catalogue and l’rice List.

ILL, P.
TRAINS,
route to be the quickest . _ . 
from all points in Canada and the

The Pullman cars which leave Montreal on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, run through to Halifax without 
change, and those which leave Montreal on Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday run through to St John, N. B., 
without change.

Tickets may be obtained, and also information about 
the route, and about freight and passenger rates from 
R. B. MOOD1E, Western Freight and Passenger Agent, 
93 Roesin House Block, York St, Toronto, and E. DK 
LAHOOKE, Ticket Agent, No. 8 Masonic Temple, Lon
don.

j
J. J. It LACK MORE & CO.,

and MATCHES ST. THOMAS, ONT224-c

me bear my name 
in the market.

E. B. EDDY Campbell’s Riddle for Extracting Cockle and Wild Peas from Wheat.
The accompanying cuts represent the top view of 

Campbell's Patented Riddle for extracting cockle 
and wild peas from grain. .

You will notice that there are three different sizes 
of perforated zinc on the top over which the grain 
passes. The size of the holes where the grain runs 
over first, is | of an inch, and the next size is some 
larger and by means of a Sheet Iron Slide, you 
either close the middle holes or leave them open, 
according to size of cookie or wild peas you wish to 
take out. , . . .

The holes in the piece furthest out are 1 of an men, 
and they let the clean grain through, down on the 
screen, just the same as an ordinary riddle.

This Riddle works grand, and farmers who desire 
to have clean grain to sell and clean seed to sow,-will 
be well satisfied with it. ...

It will be in all of my Mills sent out after this date. 
The Mill is also fitted with Screens and Riddles for 
cleaning every kind of grain that grows.

The Mill has proved itself to be first-class in every 
respect, and farmers who favor me with an order will 
get a Mill that will give them every satisfaction, and 
it is second to none in the market.

NTRt'SL, D. POTTINGER,
Chief Superintendent, Monoton, N. B.

Monoton, N. B., 10th December, 1883.
217-tf

Railway Office,
can

increased 
JS, I have 
lachiiiery, 
se the pro-

Agricultural Savings 6 Loan Company i

LONDON, ONTARIO. Imm
m(84. ? •

Pretiiirnt-WM. GLASS, Sheriff Co. Middlesex. 
Vice-PrcgUtçxt—ADAM MURRAY, Co. Treasurer

Subscribed Capital, - $600,000
- 575,000

• 01,000
- 1,330,000

lisurancc lo.’s
lo be the most
the Northwest is 
wood or straw.
lenulne White 
he Forest City 
Ion, Ont., Can.

THIS RIDDLE 
EXTRACTS 

COCKLE
Paid Up do. 
Reserve Fund, 
Total Assets,

- Jl GEARING INSIDE. SCREENS and RIDDLES ADJUST
ABLE TO ANY PITCH. The Company Issues debentures for two or more years 

In sums of 4100 and upwards, I rearing Interest at highest 
current rates, payable half yearly by coupons.

gy Executors and Trustees are authorised by law to 
Invest in debentures of this Company.

For information apply to
806 U JOHN A. BOS, lUuutgwr,

>6
tor and Manager

>2 Send for circular and prices toMichinist i ept. 
ecting Dept. 
•y-Treaaurer. 
rcretary.

at Van Tassai’«
e ville.

AND
WILD PEAS 
FROM GRAIN.

MANSON CAMPBELL,
Box 106, CHATHAM.222
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THE SUCCESSFUL FIRE-PROOF CHAMPION!
OVER 150 SOLD and DELIVERED THIS YEAR

; ;* -t

■I
s«i .'I : • 4 ‘ir , ;Mr i

‘-VI

111 ; ':;i

s
BE CHAMPION
IN THE BARN YARD i We are still turning out SIX Finished Engines 

Jj week and cannot keep up to the demand

m 7 Years Test '“Æïïl.'S^SSîSIA&££»**
every

m. The Thresher’s Favorite 1Ê ;

The Farmer’s Favorite ! ÊS5Æ*
that has stood the test of time and still 

continues more popular than ever.
ENDLESS THRESHING BELTS

kept in stock»

IKI ljl ;

hi h ■■ ? f The Only Engine?
11 !|i -I iIl II : § HI ;Hr Jl

WA TEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD. CANADA. 225-
s.

ONTARIO PUMP CO., Limited, W. & 1P. CHERIE & CO,
TOSOITTO, 03STT_,■ * 3 *-*»

-,
V Î |

100 Grey Nun St., Montreal,Pi
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

MABDPAOTDUBa OP■ Wind Mil^ I. L^Feed^MiUs, Haj Carriers, Horse Ilay^ Forks, Tanks, 
Pumps and Water*Supp^fron Pipe'and Pipe Steainif.'■ : ■|:

:: :

U im * ' . '• ) >. 
RM i : ; - ' '4 ;

SOFA, CHAIR AND BED SPRINGS.
Fitting, all

A LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND]

STATE WHAT YOU WANT AND SEND FOR 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES.

DBOKTOS OP

Drain Pipes. Vent Linings, Fine Covers, Fire 
Brinks, Fire Clay, Portland Cement, Ro

man Cement, Water Lime, Plaster 
of Paris, Borax, Whiting,

Chinn. Clay, etc.
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Halladay's Standard Wind Mills. 
17 Sizes.

Pumps—Iron & Wood.
Force or lift. Deep Geared Wind Mills, for driving Machinery, Purapin 

well pumps a specialty Water, &c. From 1 to 40 horse power.I 'ilf

1 4 : The Whitfield Stump Extractor.
The superiority of this machine consista in the rapidity 

and ease in which it can take out the largest stumps ; 
the ease with which it is operated by man or beast, and 
the great strength and durability of this machine. It 
leaves no holes to fill up, nor any stumps or snags in 
the ground. Send for circular of testimonials and 
particulars about it before purchasing an inferior machine 

JOHN WHr r—:_r_,
202 tf Dominion Chain Works, f'ront Street. Toronto.

March 14, 1884.
BV Ontario Pump Co.,

Gentlemen,—In regard to the 16-foot geared Wind Mill I bought of you/1 can say 
it more than fiUs my expectations in every respect. In a fair to good wind I can saw 
wood at the rate of four cords of hard wood per hour, cut once in two. In a stiff wind 

I 1 ?.P®P j f *ana J‘ust half way and get all the power I require. In regard to your feed 
I u i# 18 ^ ^ grand. I have ground peas and oats at the rate of a bushel in three and 
[ a *la“ minutes, and ground it as fine as one would wish for. I can grind fine corn- 
1 meal, also Graham flour. Have ground, since the 15th of February, 325 bushels of 

grain for customers, besides doing my own work with it. One man brought a grist of 
screenings such as small wheat, mustard, and pussy grass seed, thinking that I could 
not grind it ; but I ground it to powder, looking just like ground pepper. Your 13- 
root geared mill, I think, is quite large enough for any farmer to do his own work.

Yours truly, EDWIN KEELER,
Maitland P. O.

\ •

Ontario Veterinary CollegeI X L FEED MILLS. 
The cheapest, most dur able 

and perfect iron feed mill 
ever invented. TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO.220-tf■ (i

The most successful Veterinary Institution in America 
All experienced Teachers. Fees, Fifty Dollars per Ses
sion. Session 1882-S begins Oct 26th. Apply 
Principal, PROF. SMITH, V. S., Edin., TOIMBER SUGAR CANÏj FARMS FOR SALE to the 

RONTO,
201-1In Western Ontario a number of choice Farms. Full 

description list sent on application. Correspond 
invited, full information given, and on personal applica
tion at my office, plans of the townships shown, enabling 
strangers to see the position of properties and their 
proximity to towns, railway stations, &c. Farms with 
acreage to suit every one. Send to

CHARLES E. BRYDGES,
Real Estate Agent.

Era riTaUti £ied0n' 0P^

MACHINERY.
NEW PARAGON SCHOOL DESKS.

M. BEATTY & SONS, Welland, Ont.

1 en ceïï4 c:

Early Amber Cane Seed imported from the 
States. Pure and reliable. Send for 

catalogues and prices. 219-h
i

I\R W. K. WAUGH—Office, The late Dr. Andereoa'e, 
1/Ridout Street, LONDON ONT. 217 y
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